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2 Unit 1 The Driving Task

Chapter 1

You Are the Driver

1.1

You Are Part of the System
1.2

Your Driving Task

Imagine you are going to your senior
You've worked hard to get &is far, a d now
it's time to debrate. Your driving privilege
is one cd the-thhgs that makes this moment

possible. Beyond this mom en^ driving will
play an im-t

I

I

1.3

Your Driving Responsibilities
1.4

Your Driver's License

part in your Me. How

important do you think it is to maintain

a p d driving record? ,
This chapter introduc&G to
and the responsibilities that go along with&
it. You will also learn how driver education
and driver's licensing pmganis can help
you become a responsible, low-risk;&ver.

Take It to ms NET
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Objectives

1. Describe the
three parts of the
highway transportation system
(HTS).
2. Tell how the HTS

II

ou are about to take a driver
education course, apply for your
driver's license, and join the millions
of others who share our country's
roads. If you grow to meet this challenge, you will have a lifetime filled
with many new opportunities. Your
key to this exciting future will be
your ability to master the new skills
needed to manage the conflicts and
risks associated with driving.
In everyday life, there are many
types of conflicts and risks. But, the
main risk in driving is the possibility
of having a conflict that results in
a collision.

The Highway
Ttansportation System
When you drive, you will become part
of a massive system called the highway
transportation system, or HTS. The
HTS has three parts: people, vehicles,
and roadways. The purpose of the
HTS is to move people and cargo
from one place to another in a safe,
efficient, and economical manner.
Of all transportation systems,
the HTS is the most complex. It has
the greatest variety of users, including drivers, passengers, motorcyclists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. ~ h ' eHTS
has a wide range of roadways from
simple rural lanes to complex multilane urban roads and expressways.
People
The people who use the HTS by
walking, driving, or riding are
4 Unit 1 The Driving Task

called roadway users. Roadway users
vary greatly in their ability to use
the system.
While most individuals consistently drive in a safe, low-risk,
responsible manner, others do not.
Drivers with good skills sometimes
operate their vehicles when they
are overly distracted, tired, ill, or
impaired by alcohol. To protect
yourself and others in these situations, you will have to be the one
to take responsibility for avoiding
trouble.
Vehicles
Think about the wide range of vehicles that use the HTS. Mopeds and
motorcycles are small and have little
protection. At the other extreme is
the tractor-semitrailer weighing
tons. In between are cars, vans, small
trucks, buses, campers, farm vehicles,
and construction equipment. During
this course, you will be called on to
develop special skills to lower risk
and avoid conflicts when interacting
with these vehicles.
Roadways
Roadways of the HTS vary from
dirt lanes to cqmplex multilane
expressways. Common conditions
such as rain, nighttime, or rough
pavement, can become major
problems. It is up to you to maintain control of your vehicle at
all times and in all conditions.

The highway transportation system consists of a complex mix of people, vehicles, and roadways.

Regulating the HTS
Drivers who operate their vehicles in
a responsible, low-risk manner are
the most important part in the HTS.
To make sure this happens, all states
grant individuals the privilege of driving on their roads by issuing them a
driver's license. By passing a licensing exam, you agree to obey traffic
laws in exchange for the privilege of
operating a motor vehicle on public
roads.
Many federal, state, and local
government agencies help regulate
the HTS. The federal government
has established the National
Highway Safety Act with a set of
traffic-safety guidelines. Federal,
state and local governments in turn
enforce these national guidelines:
Laws are passed to make up the
vehicle code.

Enforcement agencies assure that
laws are obeyed.
Motor vehicle departments set
rules to assure that driver and
vehicle standards are met.
Courts decide whether drivers
charged with violating the laws
are guilty or innocent.
Highway traffic engineers plan,
build, and maintain the complex
system of roadways.

$

Revikw It

...'

1. What are the parts and

purpose of the HTS?
2. How is the HTS regulated?

.

I
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Your Driving Task

T"

Objectives
1. Explain how

social, physical,
and mental skills
work together in
your driving task.
2. Name the four
steps in the IPDE
Process.

i

e driving task includes all the
social, physical, and mental skills
required to drive. To perform the
driving task with low-risk results,
you must develop habits for
using knowledge and visual skills,
as shown in the picture
obeying traffic laws
judging time and space
anticipating how your car will
respond under normal and
emergency conditions

Soelal Skills
Like other social tasks, driving
requires you to interact successfully
with people. If you are a courteous
driver, you not only obey traffic laws,
but you make an extra effort to work
with other drivers. Without courtesy
and cooperation, low-risk driving
is impossible.
AU drivers bring their own
problems and skill levels to your
shared driving world. A big part

of your driving task will be applying
your social skills to these types of
situations so that everyone avoids
conflicts.

You must learn the physical skills
of driving so well that they become
natural habits. Then you can focus
your attention on the social and
mental tasks of driving. Beginning
drivers often need to concentrate
heavily on the physical skills of driving. After extended practice, these
drivers acquire the ability to control
their vehicle. They can then focus
their attention on the social and
mental aspects of driving.

aafe, low-risk drlvlng is primarily
a mental task that involves decision
making. Physical skills are minor
when compared to the necessary
decision-making skills.

The IPDE Process

Mental and visual skills are critical to your driving task.
6 Unit 1 The Driving Task

The IPDE Process is a process oi
seeing, thinking, and responding.
The four steps of this process are
pictured on the opposite page.
Identify important information
in the ongoing driving scene.
Predict when and where possible
points of conflict will develop.
Decide when, where, and how
to communicate, adjust speed,
and/or change position to avoid
conflict.

Identify the oncoming car, turn signal, and
driveway.

Predict that your path of travel and the
oncoming vehicle's path of travel will conflict.

Decide to slow or stop.

Execute speed reduction decision by taking
foot off accelerator and gently braking.

Execute the right
- action(s) to
prevent conflict.
Two other systems will help you
use the IPDE Process. The Smith
System is an organized method deto help drivers develop good
seeing habits. In addition, the Zone
Control System is a method for
managing the space around your
vehicle. These systems will help you
apply the IPDE Process for effective,
low-risk driving.
Once you have mastered the
IPDE Process, you will be able to
drive in a way that reduces conflicts.

This ability, called defensive driving,
lowers the.risk of conflict by Protecting you and others from dangerous
driving situations.

shed

.r

M ~ w.-:. I ~
:*
1. HOW does the
task
require a blend of social,
mental, and physical skills?
2. What are the four steps in
the IPDE Process?

.
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Objectives
1. Explain how
your attitude
will affect your
driving.
2. List some
examples of
HTS breakdowns.
3. Describe several
major causes of
collisions.
4. Explain how
drivers can help
protect our
environment.

You Are the Driver!
How can you use these
techniques to say "no"?
Ask questions.
State the problem.
State the consequena
Suggest alternatives.
Leave and encourage
others to join you.

8 Unit 1 The Driving Task

Your Drivine Res~onsibilities

,,en you earn your first driver's
license, the state you live in will
extend you the privilege to drive.
Driving is a privilege-not a right.
The driving privilege is based on
the assumption that you will be a
responsible traffic citizen and obey
all traffic laws. Driving also is a major
responsibility. If you assume it and
respect it, you will enjoy a lifelong
adventure of safe, low-risk, low-stress
driving. If you do not handle this
responsibility, you have the power to
ruin your life and the lives of others.

Attitude
Your attitude toward life and driving
affects your willingness to learn and
to effectively use safe-driving habits.
For many, reckless driving is a way
of getting attention. What they don't
realize is that they are getting noticed
in a negative way.
Road rage shows an extremely
negative attitude toward driving. The

driver who is in a rage is likely to do
anything. Your best defense is to put
distance between yourself and the
enraged driver. Don't challenge an
enraged driver. Instead, give way. Be
extremely cautious at intersections
because some drivers simply refuse
to obey red traffic lights. In extreme
situations, alert police if possible.
Other drivers drive in a responsible low-risk way day after day, year
after year. They know their low-risk
driving eventually will gain them
respect. Getting quick attention is
easy. Earning respect over the long
haul takes time and effort.
Your attitude will guide you
as you manage your relationships
with others. There will be times
when others will try to get you to
do things you normally would not
do. They will push you to drive
in a way you shouldn't. Saying
no-especially to a friend as shown
in the picture-isn't easy.

Break

wns lnth 'TS

A breakdown in the h1S occurs when
any part of the system does not work
well. Traffic tie-ups and collisions are
two examples of HTS breakdowns.
Your ability to drive responsibly will
be the major factor in helping you
avoid being part of these breakdowns.
A collision occurs when a vehicle
conflicts with and hits another object.
Collisions are a major cause of injury
and death.

Collision or Accident?
Collision is a more accurate term
than accident. Why? Because accident
implies that something just happens
by chance. In reality, almost every
collision is the product of a predictable cause. The drunk driver hit
the pole. The speeding driver ran off
the road. The careless driver didn't
wear a safety belt or tuned a radio
at the wrong time and hit a tree.
Over the years our national driving record has steadily improved. This
is the result of an ongoing highway
safety effort involving engineering,
enforcement, and education. Still we
should not be lulled into a false sense
of security. Check the chart on this
page and compare your chance of
dying in a car crash versus other events.
Causes of Collisions Of all the possible causes of collisions, driver error
is by far the most common. Frequent
errors include breaking various laws,
not slowing in adverse weather conditions, and operating a defective vehicle. Other serious driver errors are
following another vehicle too
closely

driving too fast for
conditions
not wearing safety belts
driving after drinking
or using drugs
driving while very tired
Like most complex
events, traffic collisions
usually have more than one
cause. For example, a vehicle
skids off a slippery turn and
collides into a tree. The initial
report might list the cause as
driving too fast for conditions.
But a close inspection might reveal
that the road was abnormally slick
and the tires on the vehicle were
very smooth. The slick roadway
and the smooth tires added to the
problem. Even though the primary
cause of the collision was driving
too fast, you must know all the factors involved to really understand
why the collision happened. If
you had been the driver in this
collision, what aspects could
you have controlled?
Causes of Death The chart on the
next page compares traffic collisions
with other major causes of death for
young people. Why is driving such a
high-risk activity? Lack of experience
is a major factor for this poor driving
record. Other factors include increased
exposure to &ght driving, increased
risk taking, susceptibilityto peer pressure, and mixing drinking and driving.
Does this mean all young drivers
are bad? Absolutely not! All drivers
can learn to apply the principles of
responsible low-risk driving with
good results.

a the chart
Jdow comparing the
odds for death*. Why dc
you think air trawl k u
much safer than bMng'

alr cfash

.

.

You r

1 in 40PQ
'

Yw will dle in a car era*

Driving a car is still the most
dangerous way to travel.
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responsible by law for any damage
or injuries that you cause.
40

Environmental Responsibility
Our nation's demand for transportation has created many threats to our
environment, including
air pollution
-water pollution
chemical spills
land
pollution through thought* lo.
less disposal of vehicle-related
5.
products
How can transportation-related
Stroke AIDS
Heart %a** All Other Suicide Homicic
-.
environmental
problems be managed?
Accidents
B
U
r
All drivers should act responsibly by
C a m of D
m
buying and maintaining hel'15 to 24 year old prwsional death rates/100,000 population (Nett5 Dm)
efficient vehicles
using hel-efficient driving habits
More young people die from vehicle collisions than from any other single cause.
recycling used materials
reducing driving through car
Social and Economic Loss Collisions
pools and the use of public
have tremendous social and economic
transportation when possible
effects. Traffic collisions cost our
working for strong national,
nation billions of dollars each year
state, and local policies
in property damage, time away from
that encourage the use of
work and school, medical fees, and
energy-efficient driving
insurance premiums. The cost of
mental anguish and physical suffering
simply cannot be measured.
, , ...' *. .-.i ,,;; 7
1 1: ,.: I:, ;
Review bi.; . , , ; :?!'.ci7.,21,
Other Responslbiltties
1. How do attitudes affect:,,,,. ..,.,,
In addition to driving, all drivers
driving? . ,. ;,.,,.- , :,; , , :: ;:j
have additional responsibilities.
2. What are some examples
These include financial and environof breakdowns in the HTST"'
mental responsibilities.
. 3. Whai are' the three majar ' .:"
causes of collisions?
Financial Responsibility
4. What are some actions mfl
drivers can take to pro
As a driver, you are responsible for
-ffi our ,nviro,,,t?
usyour share of driving-related costs.
- ... .. - _ ._
._ .t j ?3&0
~
Vehicle-related costs include fuel as
well as maintaining and insuring
your car. You also are financially
35 -
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1.4

Your Driver's License
l l ~ you
e start driving, everyone

Uwill want you to become a safe

driver. Your family will support you.
Your friends will encourage you.
Government and private industry
will try to help you through licensing
and education programs. Still, driving is one of the most dangerous
activities you will ever do. For young
people, the risk is even higher. Look
at the graph on this page to see just
how deadly driving can be.
Why is the highway death rate
among teens higher than other age
groups? Most of the time, young
drivers simply make mistakes from
inexperience. Forty-one percent of the
young people who were killed in these
collisions died in single-car collisions.

graduated driver licensing programs,
A graduated driver licensing program requires young drivers to
progress through a series of licensing
stages. Throughout this licensing
process, learners are subject to zerotolerance laws for blood alcohol
concentration (BAC). Typically
these programs have three stages.
Learner's Permit Stage Supervised
conditions allow the new driver to
learn and practice at this stage:
The learner (typically a 15 or 16
year old) receives a permit to
drive when supervised by an
adult, licensed driver.
The permit must be held for a
minimum period of violation-

Ucensing Process

I

The purpose of a comprehensive
driver licensing program is to make
sure only safe drivers are allowed
on public roads. Most licensing pro-

Graduated Drlver Licensing
Program
Over the years, one thing about new
drivers has become abundantly clear.
Structured practice-driving time
works. You may not realize it, but you
already have picked up some p o d
and bad driving habits as a result of
riding with and watching others.
To help young drivers adjust to
driving, many states are adopting

--

j

I

20

-

-

r;;bj=tiVeS

~xpfainhow a
graduated driver
licensing program can help you driv
more safely.
2. List some of the
main concepts
stressed in
quality driver

r - ' 1.
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b

a

-
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The death rate for drivers and passengers is much higher among teens than
other age groups.
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Gmduatd
driver Ikonsing
programs do reduce
mlli8lons. How do yor
think tom drivers will
recdvethese
prognrms?

free and collision-free driving
(usually six months).
h Safety belts must be worn by
L all oicupants.
Other licensed drivers, such
as family members, may be
asked to provide a minimum number of hours of
practice driving.
Intermediate License Stage
The learner drives under the
following restrictions during
this stage:
The learner must have successfully completed the learner's
permit stage and an approved
driver education course.
Supervised driving may be continued to meet the required hours.
Safety belts must be worn by
all occupants.
Night driving, especially late
night driving, is restricted.

Graduated driver licensing programs have three basic stages.

L
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Passengers can be limited in age
andlor number.
The intermediate license must be
held for six months or more of
collision-free and violation-free
driving. If the learner has a violation or collision, the intermediate license "clock" is set back
to zero.
Penalties for violations are
increased. Many times violators
are required to go to traffic school.
Full-Privilege License Stage To
graduate to this full unrestricted
license stage, the learner must
successfully complete the intermediate stage violation-free and
collision-free
in some states, complete an
advanced driver education course
Do these graduated driver licensing programs work? Yes! In New
Zealand, Australia, Canada, and

more recently in the United States,
they have demonstrated their worth.
Even if your state does not have a
forma1 program, you can follow the
stages of these graduated licensing
programs to obtain similar results.
Just remember that good drivers
never stop learning.

Organ Donor Program
You may indicate your desire to be an
organ donor by filling out an organ
donation dedaration on your driver's
license or by signing an organ donor
card. Remember that the most important step in considering organ donation is informing your hmdy and other
loved ones of your decision. This will
ensure that your wishes are carried out.
Implied Consent Programs
In most states you may be asked to
sign a statement when you get your
driver's license saying that you agree
to take an alcohol test on request. If
you refuse to take the test, you will
lose yow driver's license.

MwEdodammd
Yburucam
As you begin this course, you probably are thinking of the advantages of
your new driver's license. You should
be equally interested in learning the
skills you need to become a responsible, low-risk driver. The driving situation shown here and on the next
page is an example of a lesson to
be learned.

Are the Driver!
at would you predict
might be around the
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you be ready to
avoid these hikers7

Be sure to include
night driving and
bad weather in your
supervised drMng
experiences.
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You will have a wide range of
classroom and on-road experiences
in this course. Under the professional
guidance of an instructor, you will
learn the skills and develop the habits
needed to become a low-risk driver.

least one year to ease into full-time
driving responsibilities. After you
have driven well under a wide variety of road and traffic situations, you
can start to think of yourself as an
accomplished new driver.

Your Beginning
The Drive Right program is your
start toward becoming a responsible
low-risk driver. The course you are
about to take is based in part on the
following key concepts
Driving is a mental decisionmaking process. In this program,
you will learn how to use the
IPDE Process to become a
responsible low-risk driver.
Your driving will be greatly influenced by your attitude. .
Safety belts and other resfraints
must be used at all times.
The statistics arguing against
drinking and driving should
convince you to never drink
and drive.
Once you pass your driver education program, you should take at

A Continuous Process
This driver education course will
help start you on your personal
lifetime driving adventure. It
cannot teach you about everything
you will encounter when driving.
As long as you drive, you will need
to use and improve your skills in a
systematic way. Good drivers never
stop learning.

Review It
How can a graduated driver
licensing program help you?
What are the key concepts in
a quality driver education

Chapter 1

Review
Reviewing Chapter Objectives

Projects

1. You Are Part of the System

Individuals

1. What are the thee parts of the highway trans-

Investigate Research to find more information
about the National Highway Safety Act. When was
this law passed? What are the major features of the
law? Write a short report to summarize your findings. Discuss your findings with the class.

portation system (HTS)?(4)
2. How is the HTS regulated? (5)

2. Your Driving Task
3. How do social, physical, and mental skills work
together in your driving task? (6)
!irf.4. What are the four steps in the IPDE Process?
(6-7)

Interview Interview three drivers. Choose one
driver who has been driving for less than two
years, one driver who has been driving for
between five and ten years, and one who has been
driving for more than ten years. Ask these drivers
if they feel they have developed any bad driving
habits. After the interview, decide what the driver
can do to overcome each bad habit mentioned.
Discuss your findings with your classmates.

3. Your Driving Responsibilities
5. How will your attitude affect your driving? (8)
6. What are some examples of HTS breakdowns?

(9)
7. What are the major causes of collisions? (9)
8. How can drivers help protect our environment?
(10)

4. Your Driver's License
9. How can a graduated driver licensing program

help you drive more safely? (11-12)
10. What are some of the main concepts stressed

in a quality driver education program? (13-14)

Groups
Brainstorm As a group, list a l l the possible factors
you can think of that may lead to risks in driving.
When your list is complete, categorize each risk
according to whether or not the driver can control
the risk. Then put the risks in order from most to
least dangerous. Compare your results with those
of the other groups in your class.
Observe T r a c As a group, observe the drivers
in your school parking lot as they arrive at or leave
school for the day. Rate the drivers on a scale of
1 to 5. Drivers rated ds 1's show a low-risk, defensive attitude toward driving; 5's show a high-risk,
negative attitude. List the reasons, based on the
drivers' behaviors, for each score you assign.
Discuss your group's findings with your class.

'
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Chapter vm
Check Your Knowledge
Multiple Choice Copy the number of each sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
of the answer that best completes the statement or
answers the question.

Review Vocabulary

Copy the number of each definition in list A.
Match the definition in list A with the term it
defines in list B.
List A
9. federal and state laws that regulate the HTS
1.Which of the following is part of the highway
10. contact between two or more objects, as when
transportation system (HTS)?
two vehicles hit each other
(c) peOPle
(a) vehicles
11.
organized method designed to help drivers
(b) roadways
(d) all of these
develop good seeing habits
2. Safe, low-risk driving is primarily a
task.
12. method for managing the space around your
(a) physical
(c) social
vehide
(d) none of the above
(b) mental
13.
program requiring young drivers to progress
3. If you drive in a low-risk way, you will
through
a series of licensing stages
(a) get the attention you want.
14; dl the skills-social, physical, and mental(b) gain others' respect.
required to drive
(c) improve your ability to compete.
List B
(d) be able to maneuver easily.
a. Zone Control System
4. Graduated driver licensing programs
b. graduated driver licensing program
(a) usually are completed in three licensing
c. Smith System
stages.
d vehide code
(b) are conducted worldwide.
e. driving task
(c) have resulted in fewer collisions among
f. collision
young drivers.
(d) d of the above
Think Critically
Completion Copy the number of each sentence
below. After each number, write the word or words Write a paragraph to answer each question.
1. What are your responsibilities as a participant
that complete the sentence correctly.
s in the highway transportation system (HTS)?
5. The four steps of the IPDE Process are identify,
2. Why do you think the.+ath rate for drivers
predict,
,and execute.
and passengers is higher among teens than
5. Drive
by protecting yourself and others
other age groups?
from dangerous and unexpected situations.
7. When applied to driving, the term
means the possibility of having a conflict that
results in a collision.
8. The
is made up of people, vehicles, and
roadways.
16 Unit 1 The Driving Task

Chapter 1

Revikw
Decision Making

1. What part of the HTS is most important in keeping this a
low-risk driving situation?

3. This car buyer is checking various new car fuel economy
ratings. How does this decision help or hurt the environment?

conflicts. How can you apply it to this situation?

4. This driver is receiving supervised instruction from his father.

How can this instruction help him become a safer drivel?

Chapter 1 You Are The Drkrer 17
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Chapter 2

Signs, Signals, and
Roadway Markings
2.1

Traffic Signs
2.2

Traffic Signals
2.3

You Are the Dr-- --!

Roadway Markings

Imagine that you are driving on the street
shown here. The red traffic light is about
to turn green. Are you in the best lane to
continue straight?Will you have to stop
for other vehicles that plan to turn? How
might pedestrians create a problem for
Safe, organized driving would be a lot
more difficult without signs, signals, and
roadway markings. To be a safe and
responsible driver, you must know what
signs, signals, and roadway marking$,
mean. This chapter &cusses these 4'
controls and how to respond to them

Chapter 2 Signs, Signals, and Roadway Markings 19
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2.1

'I-?affic Signs

Objectives
1. State the meaning

of the eight
shapes and eight
colors used for
traffic signs.
2. Describe the
actions to take at
STOP, YIELD, and
speed limit signs.
3. List five situations
where warning
signs might be
used.
4. Explain how
guide signs and
international
signs help you
when driving.

ou will see hundreds of different
traffic signs as you drive. While
traffic signs serve many purposes,
each traffic sign has a specific shape
and color.

I'

Note the eight sign shapes and eight
sign colors shown on the opposite
page. Each sign shape and color has
a special meaning. By knowing the
meanings of these shapes and colors,
you can get valuable information
from a sign--even at a distance.
Each traffic sign has a specific
. purpose. A regulatory sign, such
as a STOP sign, controls traffic. A
warning sign, including a signal
ahead sign, alerts you to possible
, hazards and road conditions. A
p

J

guide sign, such as an interstate sign,
gives directions.

Regulatory Signs
Regulatory signs tell you about laws
that you must obey. The most
important signs, STOP and YIELD, have
unique shapes. AU other regulatory
signs are either white squares or rectangles with red or black lettering.

Stop Sign
A STOP sign is used on a road that
crosses a main highway or a through
street. The STOP sign is a red octagon
with white letters and border.
Always come to a full stop at a
STOP sign. Once stopped, you must
yield the right of way to pedestrians
or other vehicles in or approaching

,
I

If bvu dere driving the yellow w, the other car should yield the right of way at this Cway stop.
Car colors in all h f f i c model pictures are as follows:
Yellow-action car
White-other cars in motion
Blue-parked cars
20 Unit 1 The Driving Task

.

the intersection. To yield means to
allow others to use the intersection
before you do. Using the right of
way means you accept the privilege
of immediate use of the roadway. If
another driver on a through strket
must slow or stop after you leave a
STOP sign, then you have not yielded
the right of way.
Octagon: Stop
Triangle: Yield
The location of a STOP sign or
stop line indicates where to make a
legal stop. If there is only a STOP sign,
stop before entering the intersection.
Stop where you can see approaching
traftic, but stop before you reach any
crosswalk. The yellow car in the picture on the left shows where to stop
when a stop line is present.
Pennant:
If your view is blocked as you
approach an intersection and you
cannot see cross traffic clearly after
stopping, move ahead slowly and
prepare to stop again. Make sure the
way is clear before driving into the
intersection.
At some intersections, STOP
signs are posted at all four corners.
r
DO NOT
Each STOP sign might include a
, F
small sign that says "4-WAY"
or
CI* I L n
"ALL WAYS." Follow these steps
L1
at a 4-way stop:
d: Stop, yield,
Yellow: Warning
-_
s
r
prohibited
s-=izz2
1. The driver who stopped first
---:-==--- L .-.*-I= Z
should be allowed to go
1 ?&+
- first, as
the picture shows.
2. When vehicles stop to the r
A-2
or left of each other at the same
time, the driver on the left should
yield to the driver on the right
3. When stopped across the i n t e r L
Black. Regulatory
Green: Guide
section facing oncoming traffic,
the driver going straight should
be allowed to proceed. A driver
,'
b
turning left should wait.

4
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SPEED

Vertical Rectangle:
Regulatory

Pentagon: Schoo
-
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Diamond: Warning

Horizontal
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White: Reaulatorv
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4. Show your intention to proceed
by moving forward slowly before

'.,

entering
5. Check
theforintersection.
traffic ahead and
to the sides before entering
the intersection.

I
-

Do you
think the federal
government should set
national speed limits?
What do you see as the
advantages and the
disadvantages?

A

Yield Sign
Always slow or stop, and
give the right of way to traffic
when approaching a red and
white triangular YIELDsign. It
is found where roadways cross
or merge.
Slowing enough ahead of time can
often permit you to proceed without
completely stopping. However, always
be prepared to stop. Proceed only
when it is safe to do so, without
affecting the flow of traffic in the lane
you are entering.

Speed limit Signs
Speed limit signs are used to manage traffic flow at safe speeds. States
are permitted to establish their own
speed limits. What speed limits exist

in your state? Check the speed
limits of other states before
traveling there.
Speed limits are set for ideal
driving conditions. When traffic,
roadway, or weather conditions
are not ideal, you must obey the
basic speed law. This law states
that you may not drive faster than
is safe and prudent for existing
conditions, regardless of posted
speed limits.
A minimum speed limit is set on
some roadways to keep traffic moving safely, such as primary highways
and expressways. This speed limit
tells you not to drive slower than the
posted minimum speed unless conditions are less than ideal. If conditions are bad, follow the basic speed
law and drive slower than the minimum speed limit.
Advisory speed limits are set
for special conditions such as sharp
curves. The signs are often posted
below a warning sign. They indicate
the maximum suggested speed under

The speed limits posted on t h m roads tell a safe speed for ideal conditions. When conditions
are bad, you must drive slower than posted speeds.
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ideal conditions. Speed should be
slower when conditions are less
than ideal.
In some areas, special speed
limits are set for different times
of the day. For example, school
zones have special speed limits
when children are present or
during school hours. Night
driving speed limits may be
lower than daylight limits.

Other Regulatory Signs
Regulatory signs such as those shown
above right are used to
direct traffic to turn or go
straight
direct one-way traffic
control parking and passing
Signs with red words on white or
white words on red usually tell what
not to do. Black-lettered words usually tell what you can do. Some signs
have a black symbol in a red circle
and crossed by a red, diagonal slash.
The red circle and slash indicate that
a certain action is prohibited.

Warning Slgna

I

Road Narrows (from right)

Divided Highway Ends

Signal Ahead

Two-Way Traffic

Sharp Right Curve

A warning sign can help you avoid
surprise situations. Most warning
signs are diamond-shaped. Warning
signs have black symbols or lettering
on a yellow background.

DiamondShaped Warning Signs
Yellow, diamond-shaped signs such
as these warn of a danger ahead. Be
prepared to slow or stop when you
see a warning sign.

Divided Highway Begins

:Merging

L

lyr
Pedestrian Crossing

,Jer Crosslng

A-

Low Clearance i .
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the street or take other unexpected
actions. Be ready to obey a crossing
guard's directions in a school zone.

School Crossing

School Slgns
Two signs are used in school zones. A
school zone is a portion of a street or
highway near a school that is subject
to special speed limits. A school zone
sign, only showing two children, is
posted within a block of a school. A
schooi crossing sign shows children
in a crosswalk area. This sign is posted near intersections or crossings
used by children. Notice the difference between these two signs.
Be extra alert in a school zone.
Children might dart out into the
street without looking. They might
ride bicycles on the wrong side of

)lo-Passing Sign
A yellow, pennant-shaped sign with
black letters, as shown below left,
may be posted on the left side of the
roadway. The sign appears at the start
of a no-passing zone and provides
advance warning of where a nopassing zone starts. A no-passing sign
is used together with a solid yellow
line on the roadway. If you intend to
pass, you must safely complete your
pass before reaching this sign.
Construction Signs
An orange sign, in a diamond or
rectangular shape, alerts you to construction zones. Orange, triangular
warning signs might be used on a
construction vehicle to warn that the
vehicle is slow-moving. Be alert in a
construction zone, as shown in the
picture below. Be ready to slow, stop,
or drive around workers and equipment. Follow directions from signs
and any worker directing traffic.
Many states now increase fines for
violations in construction zones.

No Passing

Be alert in a construction zone. What does the orange sign tell you to do?
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Route Signs
Local, state, U.S.,and interstate routes
are posted with route signs. Notice
below that route signs vary according
to the type of roadway. State and
county route markers will vary from
state to state. AU the signs below display route numbers.
Interstate route signs are red,
white, and blue shields. Notice below
that a special numbering system is
used for interstate routes.
The round, yellow sign warns you that a
railroad crossing is near. The white crossbuck
is at the crossing.

Railroad Signs
A round, yellow sign with a black "Xn
and two "Rs" warns of a railroad crossing ahead. This sign is posted about
250 feet before a railroad crossing in an
urban area. A railroad crossing sign is
posted about 750 feet before a railroad
crossing in a rural area. A large " X
might be painted on the roadway as an
additional warning. The crossing itself
is marked with a white crossbuck sign.
It may have the number of tracks posted below the sign. Flashing red lights
and/or crossing gates might be added
to alert you when a train is coming.
A driver must treat the crossbuck sign
as a yield sign and flashing lights as a
stop sign.

I1;

- *=
U.S. Route Marke

State Route Marker

County Route*

,

t

1

i
1.

\

Interstate Route Marker

An east-west route is
even-numbered. A north-south
route is odd-numbered.

.

,
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.

-
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--
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Guide Signs
A guide sign provides a variety of
information. Guide signs mark routes,
intersections, service areas, and other
points of interest or information.

A three-figured route that
starts with an odd nurnbe
leads into a city.

A three-figured route that
starts with an even number
goes around a city.
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ST LOUIS
5
MEMPHIS
40
NEW ORLEANS 65
_

Green signs provide information on

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

L+
to services
near the h m i

Other Guide Signs
You will see a wide variety of guide
signs in addition to route signs. Note
that green signs provide information
on destinations ahead and distances
to be traveled. Blue signs highlight
highway services such as fuel, food,
lodging, and nearby hospitals. Brown
signs direct you to recreation areas
or cultural points of interest.

lnbmatlonal Signs
International s i b s convey information with symbols rather than words.
Drivers who travel from country to
country can understand the meaning
of these signs without learning several
languages. The United States has
adopted several international symbols for use on highway signs. More
26 Unit 1 The Driving Task

Brown signs indicate points of interest.

IU s~gnsguide you

y-'?
-

NATIL PARK

1

and more of these symbols will be
used as international travel increases.

3bUa~dr-Ipi-U~

4

Review It

dl&bh.m

z

:

1. What do the eight shapes P
and colors of h&c signs
mean?
2. What actions should you rsad
- take at STOP, YIELD,and d&6
a speed-limit signs?
Ihiv?
3. What we some situations RQ!
where warning signs might
be used?
4- What
n do guide
signs and international signs
tew
provide?
&mpn&tjrota&i%~

*

rrufic lights, arrows, flashing signals, lane signals, and pedestrian
--gals are used to help traffic flow
smoothly. Each of these devices is
a traffic signal. All traffic signals
have specific colors. Red means stop.
Yellow means caution: be ready to
stop. Green means go: proceed if
the way is clear and safe.

Objectives
Explain what to do
at a green light, a
yellow light, and a
red light.
Describe the
action to take . .;! - .
when you
approach a flash- . - . .
ing red signal or ; .
"
a flashing y e b y .:t signal.
: :.*:, ... . .. ,;. . . . ..
3. Describe the . ,,.
actions to take' . ;,:,);, .:" .,
. 'I.. .
with pedestrian i :i,-.:;-, : ..
signals and traffic
:., .
,;:p"'..-.
control officers'
.,,
. . . s.;:, ...,- . ,>., ..:*
.
\ . .
signals.
.. .... . ..'. . . ,:. .
:<.;p-.. :.-; :
' _ & -

I

mafnc uamo
Various combinations of traffic
lights can be placed at intersections
to control traffic. Remember the following types of lights so you will be
familiar with them while driving.
Green Light The first picture shows
a green light. You can proceed only
if the intersection is clear. When
approaching a green light, check traffic to the left, front, and right before
entering the intersection. When
approaching a light that has been
green for some time, be prepared for
the light to turn yellow. The green
light will be mounted at the bottom
or to the right on the traffic signal.

I

Proceed at a green light only if the intersection is clear.

I
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A yellow light means caution and prepare
to stop.

Yellow Light The second picture
shows a yellow light. Make every
effort to stop safely for a yellow light.
Sometimes you might be too close
to stop safely when a yellow light
appears. You then will have to proceed with caution. The yellow light
will appear in the center on the
traffic signal.
Red Light The third picture shows
a red light. You must come to a full

.''

-,

At a red light, come to a complete stop before
the entrance to the intersection.
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stop at a red light. Stop behind the
stop line, crosswalk, or before entering the intersection if no stop lines
are used. The red light will be
mounted on the top or to the left
side on the traffic signal.
Computerized 'kaffic Lights
Computerized traffic light systems
are often used to control the flow of
traffic. A computer coordinates traffic lights at several intersections.
With this system, traffic can flow for
several blocks at or near the speed
limit without stopping.
Traffic lights also can be set to
change when traffic approaches.
A sensor in the roadway detects
oncoming or stopped traffic. This
system can be used where most of
the traffic comes from one direction,
such as a left-turn lane. They can
also be used to regulate traffic entering a limited access highway.

Right-Turn-on-Red
All states now allow drivers to make
a right-turn-on-red. This means
turning right when the signal is red.
However, some cities restrict such

Before you make a right-turn-on-red, make
sure no pedestrians are in any crosswalks.

turns. Procedures for turning right
on red are discussed in Chapter 7.

Left-mrn-on-Red
Some states permit drivers to make a
left turn on a red light when turning
from a one-way street into a oneway street. This turn must be made
cautiously and only after stopping.
A few states permit left-turns on a
red light from a left turn lane into
a one-way street. Be sure state laws
and local ordinances permit such

The flashing red light lets drivers at a distance know that they are approaching a stop.
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turns. The intersection and crosswalk must be clear of traffic and
pedestrians before you turn either
left or right on a red light.

Flashing Signals
A flashing signal alerts driversto dangerous conditions or tells them to stop.
These signals are used at intersections
and other dangerous locations.
Note the flashing red signal in
the bottom picture on the opposite
page. Make a full stop when you
come to a flashing red signal. A STOP
sign and stop linimay be used with
this signal. After you stop, yield to
traffic, and proceed only when the
intersection is clear.
When you see a warning sign and
a flashing yellow signal, slow down.
Be prepared to stop at the traffic light.

6 0 left only. Be sure that oncoming traffic
not run the red light.

GO right only. Meld to pedestrians and
vehicles already in the intersection.

Arrows
Traffic must flow in the direction that
a green arrow is pointing. Look at the
arrows shown here. These arrows are
used together with traffic lights. If
you are driving in a lane with a green
arrow pointing to the left or right,
you must turn in that direction.
Remember first to yield to other
traffic and pedestrians.
Some cities use left-turn arrows
to permit drivers to turn left before
trafficproceeds. other
cities use green left-turn arrows
only after oncoming traffic has
cleared or has been stopped by a red
light. You should be cautious if you
are unfamiliar with the left-turn
signals you encounter. Always be
prepared to yield.

GO straight ahead only after yielding to vehicles and pedestrians within the intersection.

WARNING. The red arrow is about to appear.

STOP. You may not go in this direction.
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When the pedestrian signal says DON'T WALK, predict that your green light will
soon change.

Lane Slgnsk
Sometimes traffic in some lanes needs
to go in one direction for a certain
period of time and in the opposite
direction at another period of time.
The direction of these lanes is
reversed on some streets and expressways to control morning and evening
rush-hour traffic. In these situations,
lights hanging overhead show
whether or not a lane can be used at
that time. Each light is a lane signal.
These signals are Merent fiom the
arrows that regulate turns. You will
learn more about lane signals on
expressways in Chapter 11.

Pedestrian Signals
A pedestrian signal is used at an

intersection with heavy traffic. These
signals or symbols are mounted near
traffic lights as seen in the picture.
Pedestrians should only cross at an
intersection when they face &WALK
signal or symbol: Pedestrians must
clear the intersection or wait on a
curb when the DON'T WALK signal or
symbol flashes or remains lit.
Normally, the WALK signal or syrnbol and the green traffic light will be
on at the same time for pedestrians
and drivers going in the same direc30 Unit
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tion. The DON'T WALK signal or symbol
usually begins to flash just before the
yellow light appears for drivers. If you
approach an intersection and see the
DON'T WALK signal flashing, predict
that your green light will soon change.
The pedestrian DON'T WALK signal
will remain on when a green right- or
left-turn signal is permitting a driver's
path of travel to cross the crosswalk.
Pedestrians must wait until their WALK
signal or symbol is lit. When turning
on a green left-turn signal, drivers
should be alert to pedestrians crossing.

OWbrL Signal
You must obey signals given by a
traffic control officer, even if the officer's signals contradict the traffic signal. A hand held up with the palm
toward you means stop. A hand waving you on means go. Signals can be
given with lighted wands during
times of low visibility.

Review It
1. What should you do when
you approach a red li&? a
yellow light? a green Gght?
2. What action shodd you take
as you approach a flashing
red sigrrd? a flashng yellow
signql?
3. How db pedestrian signals
and officer's signals help you
when driving?

A

roadway marking gives you a
warning or direction. These
markings are usually lines, words,
or arrows painted yellow or white
on the roadway. Sometimes special
markings are used on curbs and
other surfaces.

...
....

L

A broken ~ C U V W 11111 separates twoway traffic. It also means a driver
may pass only when no traffic is
coming from the opposite direction.
A solid yellow line on the driver's
side of the center line indicates that
passing is not allowed. Passing is
allowed only when the solid yellow
line no longer appears on the driver's
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No passing is allowed on the side of a road
that has a solid yellow line.

difference bemen
bxokea yellow
liw and .*b
white lines4
2. Explain the dXwences between a
shared left-turn
lane and a leftturn lane.
3. List six types of
special roadway
markings.

..

..>::.:
...
'

Passing is allowed across a broken
yellow line.

!

side of the highway. Turning left
across a solid yellow line into a driveway or alley is allowed after yielding
to oncoming traffic.
Two solid yellow lines that divide
traffic prohibit passing that involves
crossing the solid lines, as shown in the
picture on page 32. Some cities permit
you to make left turns across these lines
after yielding to oncoming traffic.
Many cities use a shared left-turn
lane to help Givers make safer midblock left turks to and from busi- ,
nesses on a busy street. Solid and
broken yellow lines are used with
left-turn arrows from both directions
to identify a shared left-turn lane.

,

Whtte Une Markings
Broken white lines separate lanes of
traffic that are moving in the same
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Do not use the shared
left-turn lane to
advance your position
in preparation for a left
turn at an upcoming
intersection. Use the
shared left-turn lane
only for turning midblock.

direction. You may cross these broken white lines when changing lanes.
Solid white lane lines keep drivers in their lanes and restrict lane
changing. Solid white lines indicate
that you should not cross them.
These lines identify locations where
changing lanes is hazardous. Plan
ahead to prevent crossing solid white
lane markings.
White arrows are painted in lanes
to tell you when and where to turn. If
you are in a lane with an arrow and
the word ONLY, you must continue in
the direction of the arrow. You may
turn or go straight if there is a curved
and straight arrow in your lane.
Solid white lines are used along
the side of a roadway to mark the
edge of the roadway. These lines help
you to see the edge of the roadway
at night or under poor visibility
driving conditions.
Solid white lines are also used
to mark pedestrian crosswalks and
stop lines. Some crosswalks have
diagonal or perpendicular lines
between them or are painted a

No passing Is allowed if it involves crossing a
double yellow line.

different color to highlight the
area. You must yield the right of
way to pedestrians in crosswalks.
Stop lines across your lane at intersections show where to stop at a
STOP sign or a traffic light.

Solid white lines separate traffic lanes and mark pedestrian crosswalks and stop lines. Arrows
with the word ONLY indicate the direction you must go when driving in these lanes.
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Rumble Strips and Raised
Roadway M--Ws

Roadway markers are color
coded. White markers are used at the
edge of a roadway or between lanes,
just as white lines are used. Yellow
markers may locate the left edge of
an expressway. If you are driving and
see red roadway markers, pull off the
roadway immediately. These red
markers warn that you are driving in
the wrong direction. Safely get your
car going in the proper direction.

Rumble strip are short sections
of corrugated roadway. These strips
alert you through the noise your tires
make when you drive over them.
Rumble strips warn of hazards such
as a major or dangerous intersection,
a toll plaza, or an unexpected need to
stop or reduce speed. Sometimes a
rumble strip is used to warn that you
are driving too close to the roadway
edge, as the picture shows.
On some highways, drivers
might have a difficult time seeing
the driving lane at night. Raised or
lowered roadway markers are used
in such situations. These markers
act as small reflectors. They are
raised in areas where snow seldom
occurs. In snow removal areas,
these markers will be lower than
the surface of the roadway.

A special white marking on the roadway is used to show you where an
exit ramp starts. It is dangerous and
illegal to make a last minute decision
to cross this area.
The railroad markings using an
"X" and two "Rs" on each side of
the roadway warn you that a railroad
crossing is ahead. Do not pass near
railroad crossings.

This type of rumble strip will let you know
when you have wandered off the roadway.

Roadway markers shine when struck by headlight beams to help drivers see
the driving lane at night.

Other Roadway Marklngs
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These parking spaces are reserved for
handicapped drivers or passengers.

Notice the marking for the school
crossing below. When you see this
white marking, watch for children
in the area.
Curbs alongside a road might be
painted to indicate warnings or that
parking is not permitted. No-parking
zones often are near fire hydrants,
curves, and intersections. The curb
marking in the top left picture shows
a No-parking zone. The markings
may be red, yellow, or white.

The top right picture shows a
parking space reserved for vehicles
having handicapped drivers or passengers. Check for signs that say
HANDICAPPED PARKING ONLY and signs
and pavement markings with the
handicapped parking symbol. It is
illegal to park in this space without
proper permit.

Review It
1. What is the basic difference

between broken white lines
and broken yellow lines?
2. What are the functions of
share'd left-turn lanes versus
regular left-turn lanes?
3. What are six types of special
roadway markings?

;:;
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Chapter 2

Review
Reviewing Chapter Objectives
1. TtafBc Signs

Individuals

1. What are the meanings of the eight shapes and

Research Find out about the speed-limit laws in
your state. Then find the same information about
neighboring states. Notice any similarities or differences in the laws. Write a report comparing the laws.

eight colors used for traffic signs? (20-21)
2. What actions should you take at STOP,YIELD,

and speed limit signs? (20-23)
3. What are five situations where warning signs

F
...

might be used? (23-25)
4. How can guide signs and international signs
help you when driving? (26)

2. M c Signals
5. What should you do at a green light, a yellow
light, and a red light? (27-28)
6. What action should you take when approaching a flashing red signal or a flashing yellow
signal? (29)
7. What actions should you take with pedestrian
signals and traffic control officers' signals? (30)

3. Roadway Markings
8. What is the difference between broken yellow
lines and broken white lines? (31-32)
9. What is the difference between a shared leftturn lane and a left-turn lane? (31)
10. What are six types of special roadway markings? (31-34)

Observe Tr&
Observe for fifteen minutes pedestrians and vehicles at an intersection that has a
pedestrian signal. Count the number of pedestrians
that cross the street. Notice whether the pedestrians
and the vehicles are obeying the signals. Compare
your results with those of your classmates.

Groups
Debate Divide your group into two and debate
the pros and cons of having the federal government set speed limits. Make a list of all the reasons
your group mentions. Compare your list with the
other groups in your class.
Practice Make color flashcards for all the signs
shown in this chapter. With a partner f m your
group, test each other on the meanings of the signs.
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Chapter Test
Check Your Knowledge

Review Vocabulary

Multiple Choice Copy the number of each sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
of the answer that best completes the statement or
answers the question.

Copy the number of each definition in list A.
Match the definition in list A with the term it
defines in list B.

1. What does a round traffic sign mean?
(a) yield to other tra£lic (c) stop

(b) railroad crossing

(d) pedestrian crossing

2. A construction zone sign is

(a) yellow.
(c) green.
(b) blue.
(d) orange.
3. Which of the following is not an example of a
traffic signal?
(c) school zone sign
(a) flashing lights
(b) arrows
(d) pedestrian signals
4. Two solid yellow center lines on a two-lane
highway indicate
(a) no passing from either way.
(b) passing both ways.
(c) passing only with caution.
(d) passing on the left only.

~ompletionCopy the number of each sentence
below. After each number, write the word or words
that complete the sentence correctly.
5. A
signal is used at heavy traffic intersections to tell people who are walking whether
they should proceed or wait.
6. International traffic signs use
rather
than words.
7. A lane on a busy street that helps drivers make
safer mid-block left turns is called a
.
8. A
sign controls traffic.

List A
9. sign that alerts you to possible hazards and
road conditions
10. signal that alerts drivers to dangerous conditions or tells them to stop
11. sign set on roadways like primary highways
and expressways to keep traffic moving safely
12. signal, usually overhead, that tells whether a
lane can or cannot be used at a specific time
13. speed limits set for special conditions such as
sharp curves
14. sign that gives directions
List B
a. flashing signal
b. lane signal
c. warning sign
d. advisory speed limits
e. guide sign
f. minimum speed limit

Think Critically
Write a paragraph to answer each question.
It What is the difference between a basic speed
law, a minimum speed litnit, and an advisory
speed limit?
2. You are planning to drive in a foreign country
that has a different language from yours. What
can you do to be sure that you will understand
the traffic signs?
I

Chapter 2

Review

1. What is the speed limit in this situation? What speed law
might make driving at the posted speed limit illegal?

2. You will be making a left turn at the traffic light ahead. Are
you in the correct tane to make that turn? Explain your
answer.

3. The orange sign and arrow ahead are used to warn drivers
about what condition? tf you were driving the vehicle that
the scene is viewed from, what mistake would you have
already made?

4. You want to pass the slower moving vehicle ahead. Is it safe
and legal to pass here? Why or why not?
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Chapter 3

3.1

Instruments, Controls,
and Devices
3.2

Getting Ready to Drive

You Am the Driwr!

3.3

You will soon become a driver like the

Driving a Vehicle with
Automatic Transmission

person in the picture. To be a safe driver,
you must know the location and function

.)A

3
.
9

of your vehicle's control deviws. Since
vehicles differ in so many ways, it is
1

I

I1

important that you read and undemtmd

I

I

Driving a Vehicle with
Manual Transmission

your owner's manual.
You also must know the procedures
to follow when entering, starting, moving,
stopping, and leaving your vehicle. What

w

should you check before entering the vehi-

)

cle?What is the odometer?What should
you do before starting the engine?p s
l

chapter describes a vehicle's instruments

and control devices and how to use them.

:*
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3.1

Instruments, Controls, and Devices
len you are ready to begin your

Objectives
1. Identify each
gauge and
warning li@t on
an instrument
panel and explain
its function.
2. Explain the
purpose of each
control used to
operate a vehicle.
3. Describe the use
of the safety,
communication,
and camhrt
devices.

,
,
driving experiences, you must

know what the warning lights and
gauges on the instrument panel tell
you. Read the owner's manual to
learn the location and operation of
the devices for safety, comfort, and
communication.

Instrument Panel
The instrument panel is the panel
directly in front of you as you sit in
the driver's seat. The location of the
gauges and warning lights varies
from one vehicle to another. No matter where these gauges and lights are
located, their purposes are the same.
You can make sure the warning lights
are working if they light when the
ignition switch is turned to On.
The picture on the next page
shows one example of the location of
the gauges and warning lights in a
vehicle, though not all vehicles have
the same indicators. The numbers
correspond to the gauges and lights
explained on this and the next page.
Speedometer (1) This instrument
tells you the speed you are traveling
in both miles per hour and kilometers per hour. Some vehicles have a
digital speedometer.
Tachometer (2) Some vehicles have
a tachometer that indicates the
engine revolutions per minute.
Engine damage may occur if the
needle enters the red zone.
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Odometer (3) The odometer indicates the total number of miles the
vehicle has been driven. Some vehicles
have an additional trip odometer that
can be set back to zero when you want
to know the number of miles driven
during a certain period of time.
Fuel Gauge (4) The fuel gauge
shows the amount of fuel in the
tank. If you let the fuel tank get
below one-quarter full, you risk
running out of fuel.
Try to keep the fuel tank at least
half full in cold weather to help
prevent fuel-line freeze. This can
occur when moisture condenses
and freezes inside the tank and fuel
line. Ice particles can then block the
flow of fuel.
Temperature Light or Gauge (5)
This light or gauge warns you when
the coolant in the engine is too hot.
Oil Pressure Warning Light or
Gauge (6) This warning light or
gauge warns you when the oil is not
circulating at the proper pressure.
However, it does not tell you the
amount of oil in the engine.
Alternator Warning Light or Gauge
(7) Your vehiqle's electrical system is
in trouble if this light comes on or
the gauge shows "discharge" while
the engine is running. The alternator
is not generating enough electricity
to run the vehicle. When this happens, the engine must use stored
electricity from the battery.

The alternator warning light or
gauge warns that the battery is being
drained. The more electricity used,
the sooner the battery will be dead.
Turn off as many electrical devices
as possible, and have the system
checked without delay.
Brake System Warning Light (8)
This warning light serves two purposes. First, the light reminds you to
release the parking brake before
moving the vehicle. Second, if the
light comes on while you are pressing the foot brake, or while you are
driving, it means that part or all of
the braking system is not working
properly. If this occurs, brake gradually to a stop, have the vehicle towed,
and have the problem corrected.
Antilock Braking System Light (9)
This light tells you if the antilock
braking system (ABS) is functioning
properly. ABS keeps the wheels from
locking if the driver brakes hard.
If this light comes on, it indicates
a problem with the system.

fin-Signal Indicators (12) These
indicators tell you the direction you
have signaled to turn. Each indicator
is usually a small green arrow that
flashes when you signal for a turn.
The arrow stops flashing after you
make the turn or when the turn
signal is cancelled.
High-Beam Indicator (13) This
light glows when the high-beam
headlights are on. This indicator
usually appears as a small light in
some area of the instrument panel.

Beawareofwywaming llght that come8 on
while you are driving.
The light tens you them
Is a problem, but It
does net tell you whrt
t . probkm k.

Vehide Controls
The characteristics and locations of
vehicle controls vary from one model
to another. However, each control
performs the same function in each
vehicle. The numbers in the pictures
on the next four pages match the
controls explained.

Safety Belt Light (10) This light
reminds you to fasten your safety
belt before moving your vehicle. This
light comes on when you turn the
key. In some vehicles the light stays
on for a few seconds after the engine
is started.
Air Bag Warning Light (1 1) This
light tells you if the air bags are in
proper working condition. When the
ignition is turned on, the air-bag
light comes on for a few seconds and
then goes off. If the air bags are not
in proper operating condition, the
warning light will stay on.

Your car's instrument panel mlgnt IOOK amerent, but all vehicles have similar
devices to provide information.
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shift lever to the desired position.
This lever is located on the console.
Ignition and Starter Switch (18)
Start the engine by putting the key
into the ignition switch. The picture
below shows all of the positions of
the key in the starter switch.
Cruise Control (19) This is an
optional feature you can have on
your vehicle. Cruise control is a
device that lets you maintain your
desired speed without keeping your
foot on the accelerator. Tap the footbrake pedal to cancel cruise control.

Devices for starting and controlling the movement of a vehicle.

Steering Wheel (14) The steering
wheel controls the direction of the
front wheels. Turn right to go right;
turn left to go left. Use the same
steering procedure when backing
the vehicle.
Steering Wheel Adjustment
Lever (15) Some vehicles have an
adjustable steering wheel. The wheel
can be tilted up or down for better
driving comfort.
Selector Lever (16) Move the selector lever in an automatic transmission vehicle to choose forward or
reverse gear. This.control is located
on the steering column or on the
console. The console is the compartment mounted between the front
seats in a vehicle.
*Inwr on tho engkn.
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Gear-Shift Lever (17) In a stickshift
vehicle, shift gears by moving the

Parking Brake (20) The parking
brake keeps the vehicle in place when
it is parked. In many vehicles the
parking brake is a pedal located on
the far left. Push down on the pedal
to set the parking brake. To release
the parking brake, push down on the
pedal until you hear a click, then lift
your foot off the pedal. Some vehicles
have a brake-release lever on the left
side under the instrument panel. In
other vehicles, the parking brake is a
lever mounted on the floor or on the

Lodc posltiin of key
when engine is off,
Steering wheel

used to
run accessories
(lights radio, etc.)
without running engine.

On. position of key whe
engine is running.

/

when
engine
starts.

I

.
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I
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Positions of the key in the starter switch (18:
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All vehicles have a foot-brake pedal and an accelerator pedal. Some vehicles also have a clutch
pedal and/or brake pedal.

console to the right of the driver's
seat. Push in the button at the tip
of the lever and lower the lever to
release this type of brake.
Clutch Pedal (21) In a stickshift
vehicle, the clutch pedal is located
to the left of the foot-brake pedal.
Pushing this pedal down lets you
shift gears.

Safety Belts (24) Always wear your
safety belt when your vehicle is in
motion. Safety belts are your best
protection against injury in a collision. Fasten your safety belt to a

Foot-Brake Pedal (22) Pushing
down on the foot-brake pedal slows
or stops the vehicle. Depressing this
pedal also turns on the brake lights
in the back of the vehicle.
Accelerator Pedal (23) The accelerator pedal is located to the right of the
foot-brake pedal. Pushing the accelerator down increases speed; releasing it
slows the vehicle.

Devices for Safety, Communication,
and Comfort
Locate and understand the operation
of the following devices on any
vehicle you drive.

Safety devices help protect you and your passengers.
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rearview mirrors when turning.
Always glance over your shoulders to
check these areas before changing
lanes.

Horn (28) The horn usually is
located on the steering wheel. Know
how to use the horn on each vehicle
you drive.

The dark shading indicates "blind spotsmareas that you cannot see with your mirrors.

snug fit before starting your engine.
Most states require drivers and passengers to wear safety belts.

n

Do
rou think that a
federal law should
N passed requiring all
drivers in the country tc
have their headlights 01
whenever they are
driving? Why or
why no*

A
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Head Restraints (25) Most vehicles
have head restraints, padded
devices on the backs of front
seats. Head restraints help
reduce whiplash injuries in
a collision, especially if
your vehicle is struck from
the rear.

L

Inside and Outside
The inside mirror (26) shows
the view through the rear win[OW.
The left outside rniyor (27)
shows a view t0 the left and rear of
your vehide. The right outside mirror
shows a view to the right rear. Even
when these mirrors are adjusted properly, there are areas they cannot show
the driver. These areas, as shown here,
are called blind-spot areas. For this
reason, never rely completely on your

Hazard masher Control (29) This
switch usually is located on the steering column or on the instrument
panel. When the hazard flasher is
on, both front and rear turn-signal
lights flash at the same time. These
lights warn others that your vehicle
is a hazard or that you are in trouble.
Ihn-Signal Lever (30) This lever
is located on the left side of the
steering column. Move the lever up
to signal a right turn and down to
signal a left turn. The turn signal
stops flashing when the steering
wheel is straightened.You might
have to cancel a signal manually if
the turn is slight. Hold the signal
up or down lightly to signal a lane
change. When released, it will cancel.
Wmdshield Wipers and Washers (31)
One switch usually operates both the
wipers and the washer to dean the
outside of the windshield. This control is often mounted on the turn-signal lever. Use a windshield antifreeze
solution ii whiter in the windshield
washer container under the hood.
Light Switch (32) The light switch is
usually a knob or switch located on
the left of the instrument panel or
on the turn-signal lever. In some
vehicles it may be a separate lever

These are some of the instruments that control safety and comfort.
attached to the steering column. This
device controls headlights, taillights,
and side-marker lights, as well as the
instrument panel, license plate, and
dome light. You can change the headlights from low to high beam by
using the dimmer switch, usually
located on the turn-signal lever.
Hood Release Lever (33) This
lever usually is located on the left
side under the instrument panel.
Pull this lever to release the hood.
You will need to operate a second
release in the front of the vehicle
before the hood will open.
Heater, Air Conditioner, and
Defroster Heating and airconditioning systems warm or cool
the inside of the vehicle. The defroster
keeps the windshield and windows
free of moisture. Some vehicles have
a separate switch for a rear-window
defroster.

Sun Visor The sun visors are
located above the windshield. Pull
the visor down or to the side, to help
cut glare from bright sun.

Seat Adjustment Lever This lever is
usually located at the lower front or
left side of the driver's seat. In vehicles with electric seats, the controls
are usually on the lower left side of
the driver's seat.

Review It
1. What warnings do the tem-

4

perature gauge, oil pressure
gauge, apd brake system
lights give you?
2. What is the purpose of the
ignition and starter switch?
3. Why must you not rely
completely on what your
rearview mirrors show you?
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3.2
Getting Readv tn Drive

Objectives
1. List in order the

checks you make
when preparing
to drive.
2. Describe how to
enter a vehicle
from the street
side.
3. Describe the
correct positioning of the seat
and outside
rearview
mirrors.

efore you take your place behind
- the wheel to drive, you should
follow certain checks and procedures. People who just get into a
vehicle and drive away, with little
thought or concern for themselves or
others, are demonstrating high-risk
driving behaviors.
Insped your vehicle and the area
around it before you get in to drive.
An oil stain under the vehicle, for
example, indicates there could be a
problem.
Be alert for small children playing near your vehicle. Many deaths
each year are attributed to driveway
back ups. Also look for tools, toys, or
any kind of debris that might be
near your vehicle. Follow the same
steps in the same order each time
you get ready to drive to develop safe
pre-driving habits.

Outside Checks
1. Walk around your vehicle with

keys in hand and look for objects
in the path you intend to take.
Also look for water or oil marks
under the vehicle.
2. Glance at the tires to see they are
inflated properly.
3. Notice the direction the dont
wheels are pointed. If they are
not pointed straight ahead,
your vehicle will go to the left
or right as soon as you begin
to drive.
4. Make sure the windshield, windows, headlights, and taillights
% Unit 1 The Driving Task

are clear. If windows are covered
with snow or ice, clear them
completely. Do not clear off just
enough for a "peephole."
5. Check the back window ledge for
loose objects. Remove any objects
before driving.
6. Look inside the vehicle to be
sure you do not have unwanted
passengers.
If you have been driving for some
time on wet roadways, your headlights may be covered with road dirt.
Develop the habit of cleaning the
headlights often, and clean them
every time you get fuel.
Once you have completed all
the outside checks, follow these
steps in order to safely enter your
vehicle.

Getting into the Vehicle
1. If you enter your vehicle from

the street side, have your keys in
hand ready to unlock the door.
If you use a remote-control
device, unlock the vehicle before
you walk into the street.
2. Walk around the front of the
vehicle toward the back. You
then can see oncoming traffic
. and reduce the risk of being
hit. Do not open the door if
an oncoming vehicle is near.
3. Get in quickly, close the door,
and lock it. Put the key in the
ignition.

lrwkk Chscks
1. Lock all doors. Locked doors are

less likely to fly open in a collision.
2. Adjust the seat for comfort and
best control of foot pedals and
steering wheel. Sit with your back
firmly against the back of the
seat. Sit high enough to see over
the steering wheel. Adjust the
seat so you are at least 10 inches
back from the hub of the wheel
to avoid injury in a crash.
3. Your hands should be in a balanced, comfortable position on
the steering wheel with your
elbows slightly bent. Reach for
the accelerator and brake pedal
with your right foot to judge a
comfortable distance. Your knees
should be slightly bent.
4. Adjust the head restraint to the
middle of the back of your head.

5. Adjust the inside rearview

What.proedures is
the driver frr-Ilbhg,
to
th+ car

safw

mirror so it shows the area
behind you through the rear
window.
6. Adjust the left and right outside
rearview mirrors so they show a
slight amount of the sides of the
vehicle.
7. Fasten your safety belt and ask
all passengers to fasten theirs.

Review It
1. What outside checks should
you make before entering
7

the &cM.

i.

'.

.

~ h f d d vdlr
1: amurXd.2hk&t&&@*-'
& when enterhg fram the
meet side?
'

Make adjustments so you are comfortable
before driving.

3. What is the correct way ta
pitican the driver's seat and
mirrors of your vehicle?
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3.3

Driving a Vehicle with Automatic Transmission

'1
;

earning the correct steps for starting, moving, and stopping an automatic transmission vehicle is not
difficult. You choose the gear you want
by moving the gear selector lever.
Practice each step in the correct order
so that the procedures become a habit.

Selector-Lew PosMorts

procedure to follow when leaving
an automatic
transmission
vehicle from the
street side.

II

I

The shift indicator shows the gear
positions. This indicator may be
located on the steering column, on
the instrument panel, or on the console to the right of the driver. The
first picture shows the shift indicator
on the instrument panel and tells
you the vehide is in PARK. The second picture shows the indicator
mounted on the console and tells
you the vehicle is in PARK.
PARK (P) This gear position locks the
transmission. Your vehicle should be
in PARK before you start driving. You
should also shift to PARK every time
you stop driving since the vehicle
cannot roll in this gear. Never shift
to PARK when the vehicle is moving.

C

,,idieators,,
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be on the tor,,,,

In many vehicles you can remove the
key from the ignition only when the
lever is in PARK.
REVERSE (R) This gear is used for
backing. Always come to a complete
stop before shifting into REVERSE.
Expensive damage to the transmission can result from shifting
to REVERSE when the vehide is
moving forward.
When you shift to REVERSE,
the
backup lights come on. These are
white lights at the rear and tell
others that you are backing.

This position allows
the wheels to roll without engine
power. If the engine stalls while you
are driving, shift to NEUTRAL (not
PARK)
to restart the engine. Shift to
NEUTRAL if you are stopped in traffic
for more than a few minutes.

NEUTRAL(N)

This position is for moving forward. To keep your vehicle
from "jumping" forward, keep firm
pressure on the brake pedal every
time you shift to DRIVE.
DRIVE (D)

I

Many vehicles are equipped
with overdrive, shown by a "D"
with a circle or square around it.
At speeds of 40-45 mph the vehicle
automatically shifts into overdrive.
Driving in this gear saves fuel and
can be used for all normal forward
driving.
LOW (L1 and L2, or 1 and 2) These

positions allow the engine to send
more power to the wheels at lower
speeds. Both positions are for slow,
hard pulling and for going up and
down steep hills. LOW 2 is used when
driving in snow. Use LOW 1 when
going up or down very steep grades
and when pulling heavy loads.

Starting the engine

Starting the Englnt,
Use this procedure to start the engine
of a vehicle with an automatic transmission. The pictures correspond to
the steps listed.
1. Make sure the parking brake is set.
2. Make sure the selector lever is in
PARK. If you are starting the vehicle
after the engine has stalled, place
the selector lever in NEUTRAL.
3. If your vehicle has fuel injection
and the engine is cold, keep your
foot off the accelerator.
4. Turn the ignition switch to On.
Continue turning the key to start
the engine. Release the key as
soon as the engine starts.
5. Check the gauges, warning lights,
and fuel supply.
Never try to start the engine when
it is already running. Expensive damage to the starter can result. Press lightly on the accelerator so you will know
whether or not the engine is running.

When in doubt, turn the key to "Off
and repeat the starting procedure.

Hand Posltlons
for Controlled M n g
Steering is not just a matter of pointing the vehicle in the direction you
want it to go. Controlled steering
involves a comfortable and balanced
hand position on the steering wheel.
Using the proper grip on the steering wheel is just as important as using
the proper grip in sports like tennis or
golf. With your hands in a comfortabk position gn the lirn of the steerh@wheel, grib the wheel W y on .. ,
each side in a balanced position.
Imagine that the steering wheel
is the face of a clock. Many drivers
place their hands at the 10 o'clock
and 2 o'clock, or the 9 o'clock and 3
o'clock positions. Some drivers prefer
to place their hands at the 8 o'dock

-
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and 4 o'clock positions. To avoid
injury from an airbag in your vehicle's
steering wheel during a collision, keep
your hands between the 9 and 3
o'clock position and the 8 and 4
o'clock position.
Always keep your knuckles outside the rim of the steering wheel.
Some safety specialists recommend
that the thumbs also be outside the
rim of the steering wheel to reduce
injury in a collision.

Steering the Vehide
Once you have selected your comfortable and balanced hand position,

you are ready to develop steeringcontrol techniques. Begin your
steering practice by picking a target
far out in the distance. A target is
a stationary object that appears in
the distance in the center of your
path of travel. The target is really
the "aiming point" where you want
your vehicle to go. Look far ahead to
identify clues and hazards that could
cause conflicts. In Chapter 4 you will
learn different systems of seeing and
iden*ng
all the critical areas
around your vehicle.
Keeping your vehicle in a straight
line requires slight but critical steer-

Don't use the road lines as a guide for where to look when you practice steering.
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tom of page 50 show, does not allow
you to see far in the distance toward
the path you want to follow.
Once you learn how to make
steering adjustments, you will
make them automatically. You
then can concentrate on the total
driving task.
Most vehicles are now equipped
with air bags. Even with an air bag
as an added safety device, it is
extremely important that you always
wear your safety belt when you travel
in a vehicle.

Putting the Vehlcla in Motion
After you have started the engine
and checked all the gauges, you are
ready to put your vehicle in motion.
Follow these steps in the same order
each time you move your vehicle.
The numbered steps correspond to
the numbered pictures above.
1. Press firmly on the foot brake.
2. Move the selector lever to DRIVE.
3. Release the parking brake while
still pressing the foot-brake
pedal.
4. Check for traffic ahead and in
rearview mirrors. Look over your
left shoulder to see if a vehicle is
approaching from the rear.
5. If you are going to move away
from the right curb, use the left
turn signal to alert other drivers.
Check mirrors again.

I

b
Putting the vehicle in motion

6. When you know the roadway is
clear, release the foot-brake pedal
and press gently on the accelerator to increase speed smoothly.
7. Quickly check again over your
left shoulder for traffic.
8. Cancel the signal, if necessary.
9. As you reach your desired speed,
let up a little on the accelerator.
Adjust your speed to traffic.
For best control of the brake
pedal and accelerator, rest the heel of
your foot on the floor. This position
lets you pivot the front part of your
foot back and forth between the two
pedals as you drive.
In a vehick with automatic
transmission, always come to a full
stop before shifting to another gear.
This keeps your vehicle from moving
before you are ready.

,
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Securing the Vshioie
This procedure applies to both automatic and stickshift vehicles.
1. Once you have stopped, continue
pressing the foot brake.
2. Shift to PARK in an automatic or
to REVERSE in a stickshift vehicle.
3. Set the parking brake. Turn off
all accessories. Close all windows.
4. Turn off the ignition switch.
Remove the key. Release the foot
brake.
5. Unfasten your safety belt.
6. Lock all doors.

Stopping the vehicle

h,I

leaving the Vehicle
If you leave the vehicle from the
street side, follow these steps.
1. Check inside and outside mirrors.

before opening the door.
4. When it is safe, open the door
and get out quickly.
5. Make sure all doors are locked.
Walk around the rear of the
vehicle to reduce your risk of
being hit.

Securing the vehicle

Stopping the Vehicle
The numbered steps correspond to
the numbered pictures.
1. Check traffic in both mirrors
before slowing down.
2. Let up on the accelerator.:
3. Tap the foot brake lightly.
4. Gradually press down on the
foot-brake pedal. Ease up on the
brake just before stopping. Leave
the selector lever in DRIVE if you
plan to start moving again immediately. Otherwise, shift to PARK.
52 Unit 1 The Driving Task
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earning to drive a vehicle with
manual (stickshift) transmission
lot difficult, especially if you
already know how to drive an automatic transmission vehicle. You must
learn how to coordinate using the
clutch with the accelerator and gearshift lever. The key to mastering
stickshift driving is to engage the
dutch smoothly and control the
friction point. The friction point
is where you feel the engine take
hold and the vehicle starts to move.

Selector-Lever ~ f t i o n s
Most stickshift vehicles have either
a four-speed or a five-speed shift
pattern as the pictures below show.
REVERSE is usually in the upper-left
corner, or in the lower-left or right
corner.
FOURTH gear is used for highway
driving, and n m gear is used for
speeds over 45 or 50 mph. These
gears save fuel because they allow the
engine to run slower at any speed.

mph. Use SECOND gear also for hills
or driving on snow or ice.

Objectives

TH~RD
(3) Use THIRD gear to acceler-

1. List the procedures

ate to speeds of 25 to 40 mph.

for starting a stickshift vehide.
2. Tell the correct
procedure for
moving a stickshift
vehide in ST
gear.
3. Fxplain the procedure for stopping
from higher gears.
4. Define downshifting and explain its
purpose.

om (4) In a four-speed transmission, use FOURTH gear for highway driving. Shift to F O U gear
~ at
speeds above 35 mph.

m m (5) In a five-speed transmis~ to drive at speeds
sion, use F I gear
over 45 or 50 mph.

This gear is used for
backing. Never shift into REVERSE
while the vehicle is moving forward.
REVERSE (R)

Using the Clutch

m

Always press the clutch pedal to
the floor before starting the engine,
before shifting, or before coming to
a stop. Shift smoothly from one gear
position to the next. The speeds given
here for shifting are only guidelines.
Read your owner's manual to know
the recommended shifting speeds for
your vehicle.

Using Stlclcshtft Gears
m (N) This position is the
crossbar of the pattern. Use this gear
when standing still or when starting
the engine.
FIRST (1) Use FIRST gear to start the
vehicle moving to a forward speed of
10 to 15 mph. Use FIRST gear also to
pull heavy loads and when driving
up or down steep hills.

Use SECOND gear to
accelerate to a speed of 15 to 25
SECOND (2)

'~ypicalpatterns of gear positions for four- and five-speed transmissions.
Positions may vary, especially for RMRSE.
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5. Turn the key forward until the
engine starts, then release it.

Putting the Vdrkls in Motion

Putting the vehicle in motion

Do not develop the habit of riding
the clutch. That means resting your
foot on the clutch pedal while driving.
This practice causes clutch wear and
can lead to expensive repairs.

FOUUW
ulese steps to start a vehicle
with manual transmission:
1. Be sure the parking brake is set.
2. Press the clutch pedal to the floor
with your left foot.
3. Put the gear-shift lever in N
E
4. Turn on ignition switch and
check warning lights.
54 Unit 1 The Driving Task

Once the engine is running, follow
these steps to put the vehicle in
motion. Each numbered step is
pictured.
1. Press the clutch pedal to the
floor.
2. Move the gear-shift lever to FIRST.
3. Depress the foot brake and
release the parking brake.
4. Check traffic ahead and in rearview mirrors. If you are moving
away from the curb, glance over
your left shoulder to see if any
vehicle is approaching from
the rear.
5. Use the turn signal to alert other
drivers.
6. If the roadway is clear, accelerate
gently and gradually and release
the clutch slowly to the friction
point. Releasing the clutch suddenly causes the vehicle to jerk
forward or stall the engine.
7. Hold the clutch momentarily at
the friction point until the vehicle
starts to move.
8. Continue gradual acceleration,
and let the clutch up all the way.
Shifting from FIRST f0 SECOND
At about 10 to 15 mph follow these
steps to shift kom FIRSTto SECOND:
1. Press the clutch down and release
the accelerator at the same time.
2. Move the gear-shift lever to SEOND. Pause slightly as you go across
~NEUTRALinto SECOND. This action
helps you shift more smoothly.

,
I

Stopping from nmT, SECOND, or REMRSE

3. Accelerate gently as you slowly
release the clutch. Hesitate briefly
at the friction point, then release
the clutch all the way.

Stopping from FIR=, SECOND, Or REVERSE
The pictures on this page correspond
to these steps:
1. Check traffic in mirrors.
2. Press the clutch pedal down
while releasing accelerator.
3. Tap the brake pedal lightly to
signal for a stop.
4. Press the foot brake gently to
a stop.
5. Shift to NEUTRAL when stopped.
Shifting to THIRD, FOURTH, and F I ~ M
Once you have accelerated to the
higher-speed ranges described for
THIRD, FOURTH,and FIFTHgears,
follow these step for shifting:

1. Press the clutch down.
2. Release the accelerator.
3. Shift to the desired gear. Do not
hurry the shift or you may shift
to the wrong gear.
4. Accelerate gradually while releasing the clutch smoothly.

SHlmNG GEARS Them is no one correct speed for
rhiftiw from one gear to another. Speed for each gear
depends on engine power and type of transmission. As
YOU drive dmstlckshrn VOIIICIOIB, YOU will develop
a feel for proper accderating and 6hHting in each one.
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Stopping from higher gears

Stopping from Higher Gears
When stopping from THIRD,
FOURTH, or FIFTH,
slow down before
depressing the clutch. The engine
helps slow the vehicle. The pictures
on this page correspond to these
steps:
1. Check the mirrors for traffic.
2. Let up on the accelerator.
3. Tap the brake to signal a stop.
4. Brake to about 15 to 20 mph.
5. Press the clutch pedal down.
6. Brake to a smooth stop.
7. Shift to NEUTRALwhen stopped.
Downshifting
The term downshifting means shifting from a higher to a lower gear.
The engine has greater pulling power
in lower gears t h m in higher ones.
If you have slowed below 30 mph
in FOURTH gear, or if you are going
uphill, you must downshift to THIRD
in order to regain speed. Follow
these steps to downshift:
1. Press the clutch pedal down and
shift to THIRD. Accelerate gradually while releasing the clutch.
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2. Accelerate to over 30 mph. Press
the clutch pedal and shift back
to FOURTH gear. If you are going
uphill, you may have to stay in
third gear longer.
You can downshift for added control, as when slowing before a sharp
turn. However, be sure to downshift
before starting the turn. You need
both hands ready to steer.
You can also downshift to gain
extra power when climbing long or
steep hills. Use a lower gear to go
down long or steep hills to prevent
wear on the brakes. Let the clutch
out smoothly after every downshift.

Review It
1. What is the procedure for
starting a stickshift vehicle?
2. What are the steps for moving a stickshift vehicle in
FIRST gear?
3. What steps should you follow when stopping from
higher gears?
4. What is meant by downshifting and for what reasons
might you downshift?

Chapter 3

Review
Reviewing Chapter Objectives
I. Instruments, Controls, and Devices
1. What is the name and function of each gauge

on the instrument panel? (4041)
2. What is the purpose of each control used to
operate a vehicle? (42-43)
3. How do you use the safety, communication,
and comfort devices on a vehicle? (43-45)

2. Getting Ready to Drive
4. What checks should you make when preparing

to drive? (46)
5. How should you enter a vehicle from the street
side? (46-47)
6. How do you position the seat and outside
reamiew mirrors of your vehicle? (47)

3. Driving a Vehicle with Automatic

Transmission
7. What is the use of each gear in an automatic
transmission vehicle? (48-49)
8. What is the procedure for starting an automatic transmission vehicle? (49)
9. What are the steps for putting an automatic
transmission vehide in motion? (5 1)
10. What is the correct procedure to follow when

~ndividuals
Demonstrate Make a poster that illustrates the
instrument panel on your family vehicle. Present
the illustration to the class, describing the location, function, and operation of each device on
the panel.
Investigate Research the antilock braking system
(ABS). Who invented this system? How does the
system work? When was it first available?What
were the first vehicle models to feature the system?
Investigate the differences between antilock brakes
and brakes that are not antilock. Write a report on
your findings.

Groups
Use Technology Each group member should
observe the driver of a stickshift vehicle. Record
the speed at which the driver shifts out of each
gear. Make a group spreadsheet of your findings.
Demonstrate Make a video demonstrating the
outside checks you should make before getting
into and driving a vehicle. Group members should
take turns demonstrating the steps. Present the
video to your class.

leaving an automatic transmission vehicle
from the street side? (52)

4. Driving a Vehicle with Manual

Tknsmission
11. How do you start a stickshift vehicle? (53-54)

12. What is the correct procedure for moving a
stickshift vehicle in FIRSTgear? (54)
13. What is the procedure for stopping a stickshift
vehicle from higher gears? (56)
14. What does "downshifting" mean? (56)
1
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Chanter 3

Review
Chapter Twit
Check Ywr Knowledge

Review Vocabulary

Multiple Choice Copy the number of each sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
that best completes the statement or answers the
question.
1. Which of the following is not found on a
vehicle's instrument panel?
(a) speedometer
(c) tachometer
(b) horn
(d) fuel gauge
2. When entering a vehicle from the street side,
you should
(a) be ready to unlock the door.
(b) walk around the front of the vehicle
toward the back.
(c) get in quickly, then dose and lock the door.
(d) all of the above
3. When starting an automatic transmission
vehicle, the selector lever should be in
(a) LOW-L1or L2,
(c) PARK-P
or
or 1 or 2
NEUTRAL-N
(b) DRNE-D
(d) REVERSE-R
4. The friction point is the point
(a) where the vehicle starts to move.
(b) where you feel the engine turn off.
(c) when you suddenly release the clutch.
(d) none of the above

Copy the number of each definition in List A.
Match the definition in List A with the term it
defines in List B.

Completion Copy the number of each sentence
below. After each number, write the word or words
that complete the sentence correctly.
5. The
pedal in a stickshift vehicle enables
a driver to shift gears.
6. A vehicle's rearview mirrors cannot show
areas.
7. The alternator warning light warns that the
is being drained.

Think Critically

List A
8. compartment mounted between the front seats
in a vehicle
9. device on the instrument panel indicating
the total number of miles the vehicle has
been driven
10. stationary object appearing in the distance in
the center of your intended path of travel
11. shifting from a higher to a lower gear
12. device that shows the different driving gears
and the one being used
13. padded devices on the backs of front seats that
help reduce whiplash injuries in a collision
Ust B
a. downshifting
b. odometer
c. head restraints
d. console
e. shift indicator
f. target
Mite a paragraph to answer each question.
1. Explain the term downdhifting, and give two
reasons for using this action.
2. List and explain the procedure you should
follow for securing your vehicle once you have
stopped.
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Chapter 3

Review

tcision Making

Oil Pressure

Temperature

1. While you are driving, the gauges on the insburnent panel
cwld
lik the piabove. What does each gauge
tell y a ? What problems might you have? What should
you do?

2 The driver is going to enter the oar and drive. Idant@ fhe
'
income& procedure the driver b following, Explain why tt#r
pmcedure is unsafe. What error should drivsr mmt?
What Wety chw& $ho\dfllhe driver make?
, Fi

-

a

3. What steps did this driver forget when getting ready to
drive? Is this a safe steering position? How might the
driver achieve more controlled steering? What safety
device is missing?

.

4 You are preparing to turn this very sharp curve. You are

driving a four-speed car in ~oumgear. What should you
do before entering the curve? Describe the procedure you
would use.
Chapter 3 Basic Vehicle Control
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Chapter 4

Managing Risk with
the IPDE Process
4.1

The IPDE Process
4.2

Identify and Predict
4.3

Decide and Execute
UI 9magine you are approaching the inter

4.4

$
:-+section in this picture. You have a gr--,-

-

&r&c

Using the IPDE Process

light. What possible hazards can

..you identify! Should you predict the li;

-

L-jwill stay green?What action should you
_I
1: "take if your intended path of t r a v e l s g a
L.

IJ

becomes closed?If you decide to chang.'

17'.

i speed or direction, how can you com-

,

2

fPmunicate with the drivers behind you?*:' : ,

P;r
_

--Thischapter presents the IPDE

''

1.,

.

':

Process with its components, the Smith

' --System and the Zone Control System.
--The IPDE Process will help you reduce
wise decisions and
safe driving actions.

. - .-

.L-

-

- - ~ _ - : -14 j
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4.1

The IPDE Process
uly every driver uses some kind
!system or process to drive.
Drivers who do not use some kind
of organized system will have more
dose calls and collisions. Drivers
who use an organized system will be
better equipped to manage risk and
thus reduce the possibility of damage
or harm.
-

major hctors
thatcancon- c c tribute to the
d q e e of risk
you encounter

Risk

All activities throughout a person's
, life involve some degree of risk.

Whether playing a sport, working
on the job, or driving a vehicle,
some degree of risk with the possibility of suffering harm is always
present. The risk you take when
driving a vehicle is the ever-present
possibility of conflict.
Driving a vehicle in today's environment can cause you to be at a
very high degree of risk. Risk factors
can be contributed by the driver,
by the vehicle, and by the roadway
and environment. Some examples

High Risk
,Vehic

r

System
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of driver-contributed factors are
adjusting radio
being angry
having blurred vision
combing hair
drinking while driving
using a cellular phone
Driver-contributed risk factors
also apply to other drivers on the
roadway. These other drivers can
increase or decrease your level of risk
and chance of conflict.
Some risk factors are contributed by the vehicle. However,
most vehicle-related risk factors are
really contributed by the vehicle
owner. Ownership responsibility
requires proper maintenance and
repair of your vehicle. Some of
these risk factors are
bald tires
poorly adjusted brakes
dirty windshield
broken headlight
worn wiper blades
Risk factors contributed by the
roadway and the environment may
include the following:
br+t sun
construction
dark shadows
snow q d ice
sharp cwvfe
As you drive, be aware that all
of these risk factors. and manv more.

nothing about your own condition
or the condition of your vehicle
raises your level of risk.
Some drivers deliberately take
chances. They put not only themselves but others at a high degree of
risk. Deliberately taking a chance with
a vehicle, with its great capacity for
harm and destruction, should be
unthinkable. The potential for suffering harm and loss is too great, and
the possible penalties are too serious.
Drivers who take unnecessary
chances demonstrate risk-taking
behaviors. A driver who continues to
practice these behaviors can develop
high-risk habits with the possibility
of becoming an unsafe driver.
Good drivers make every effort
to manage risk in order to lower
the probability of conflict, and thus
enjoy more stress-free driving. As
you begin your driving experience,
make every effort to develop
low-risk driving behaviors. Then,
through continual practice, these
low-risk behaviors will become
your safe driving habits.

no guarantee you will identify all
critical dues and make correct driving responses in every situation.
The driving task is primarily a thinking task. Your
hands and feet do only what
your brain tells them to do.
Most responsible drivers use
a system that deals with all
the traffic possibilities they
will encounter. These drivers
have fewer dose calls and CO~lisions than drivers who do not
7
use some kind of system.
The IPDE Process is an organized
system of seeing, thinking, and responding. The smith system and the
Zone Control System will help you
apply the IPDE Process. The four
steps of the IPDE Process are
1. Identify
2. Predict
3. Decide
4. Execute

L

IPDE Process
1 IdenWy

Use visual search pattern
to identify
m open and closed zones
specific clues
m other users
roadway features and
, conditions
.

The IPDE Proccess
Good seeing habits and your ability
to manage space in the roadway are
basic tools for low-risk driving. The
IPDE Process, along with the Smith
System and Zone Control System,
can enable you to enjoy low-risk
and low-stress driving.
Safe driving depends upon your
ability to see and analyze traftic situations correctly. Good seeing habits
are the basic critical factor necessary
for staying out of high-risk situations.
However, just being able to see well is

-

i
'

drhrem exhibit a
high degree of risk.
How do such factors an
peer pressure, -Ifimage, and ego help
came high-risk

I

A

-

-

Use knowledge, judgement,
and experience to predict
actions of other users
speed
direction
control

,\ .

1

I?;

3Ddde

Decide to use one or more
actions to
change or maintain speed
change direction
communicate

4Execute

Execute your decisions to
control speed
8 steer
8 communicate
a combine actions
8
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THE SMITH SYSTEM Yeam ago, Harold L. Smith Introduced a
system for sate driving. The Smith System stresses eye discipline
and the idea of a space cushion. Later, the Ford Motor Company
asked Mr. Smith to share his system of driving with drivers
throughout the United States. This system is still considered basic
tor safe driving hablts.

You begin the IPDE Process by
"reading" traffic situations to gather
information for your decisions and
actions. To process this information
properly, you must identify hazards
and predict conflict. You then
decide how to avoid the conflict by
executing the correct action.
The Smith System is an organized
method to help drivers develop good
seeing habits by using five rules for
driver safety, The five rules of the
Smith System are
1. Aim high in steering.
2. Keep your eyes moving.
3. Get the big picture.
4. Make sure others see you.
5. Leave yourself an "out."
The Zone Control System is
an organized method for managing
six zones of space surroundihg your
vehicle. Zone Control allows you
to see and respond to changes in
the traffic environment at a time
when best control can be achieved.

64 Unit 1 The Driving Task

The structure of the Zone Control
System includes the following steps:
1. See a zone change.
2. Check other zones.
3. Create time and space by getting
the best speed control, lane position, and communication.
Using the Smith System and
Zone Control System with the IPDE
Process can put you well on the road
toward low-risk driving behaviors.
Y

I

~

Review It
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i
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I. What three major factors
contribute to your degree of
risk while driving?
2. What are the four steps of
.m the IPDE Process? ,
+-m
au
' h r ~
. 3. What are the five rules o f % r
Smith .!?+tern?
4. What is-the structure of the
Zone Control System?
'a

01 y!i4

1

I
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e Identify and Predict steps of
the IPDE Process are critical in
every driving environment. These two
steps begin your thinking process for
every situation you encounter. With
practice and experience, these steps
will seem to occur in your thinking
process as happening almost at the
same time. As you search in and
around your path to identify possible
problems, you will be making judgments and predictions about what
conflicts may occur.

ldentlfy
The first step of the IPDE Process
is identify. This step involves much

more than just seeing. When you
identify, you give meaning to what
you see. You must know when to
look, where to look, how to look,
and what to look for.
Any aspect of the Highway
Transportation System (HTS) can
become a hazardous situation. This
includes the roadway, your own
vehicle, other vehicles or pedestrians,
and tr&c controls. Clues you identify
may cause you to change direction
or speed, signal others, or perform
any combination of maneuvers.
The sooner you identify a possible
hazard, the more time you will have
to react safely.

Zones and Searching Ranges

r

Objectives

I, Describe the loca-

tion of each of the
six zones of the
Zone Control
System.
2. Explain what is
meant by an open
zone and a closed
zone.
3. Describe an
orderly visual
search pattern.
4. Explain how
knowledge and
experience help
you make accurate
predictions.

The Zone Control System helps
you make quick and accurate use
of the IPDE Process by setting a
standard of what to identify and
what to do when you find it. A
zone is one of six areas of space
around a vehicle that is the width
of a lane and extends as far as the
driver can see. The picture shows
the six zones around your vehicle.
Straight ahead is the front zone,
to the left is ,the left-front zone,
and to the right is the right-front
zone. Behind you is the rear zone,
the left-rear zone, and the rightrear zone.
An open zone is space where
you can drive without a restriction
to your line of sight or to your
intended path of travel. Your line
of sight is the distance you can see
Chapter 4 Managing Risk with the IPDE Process 65

What is your open zone in
this situation?

ahead in the direction you are looking. Your intended path of travel is
the space your vehicle will occupy.
Your path of travel is directed toward
the target area The target area is the
section of the roadway where the
target is located in the center of your
intended path, and the area to its
right and left.
A dosed zone is a space not
open to you because of a restriction
in your line of sight or intended
path of travel. A red traffic light is
an example of a closed front zone.
A parked vehicle to your right
represents a closed right-front zone.
A closed rear zone might be ivehicle
that is following you too closely.
The sooner you identify a closed
zone, the more time you have to
respond. With more time, the better
chance you have to achieve control
of the situation by lowering the
degree of risk.

The driver in the picture on the
left has identified the car that is about
to enter his or her intended path of
travel. The driver will need to treat
the front zone as dosed, and therefore
slow down to open the front zone.
In order to keep alert to the
conditions of your zones, there are
three searching ranges that need to
be evaluated. A searching range is a
certain distance ahead of the vehicle
where the intended path of travel is
systematically evaluated. The picture
below shows the three searching
ranges. The first searching range is
the target area range, which is the
space from your vehicle to the target
area. You search this range to detect
early any conditions that might
affect your intended path of travel.
Next you will search the 12-15
second range, which is the space you

target
area
range

Three searching ranges
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will travel in during the next 12-15
seconds. This range is where you
need to identify changes in your line
of sight or path of travel to make
decisions about controlling your
intended path. Try to identify the
possibility of closed zones by searching to the left and right for anything
that might come into your zones.
The 4-6 second range is the
space you will travel in during the
next 4-6 seconds. This range is
where you need to get the final
update of how you are controlling
your intended path of travel.

Orderly Visual Search Pattern
You can use any of several patterns
to help develop your own i d e n w g
process. An orderly visual search
pattern is a process of searching critical areas in a regular sequence. To
use an orderly visual search pattern,
look for clues in and around your
intended path of travel in a systematic
manner. Below is an example of
an orderly visual search pattern for
straight-ahead driving.
1. Look ahead to your target area
range.
2. Evaluate your left-front, front,
and right-front zones in the
12-15 second range. Search
driveways and intersections for
possible changes in your line of
sight and path of travel.
3. Glance in rearview mirror to
check your rear zones.
4. Evaluate your 4-6 second range
before entering that space.
5. Look ahead again to evaluate
another 12-15 second range.
6. Check your 4-6 second range.

AVOID STMINQ Many bmglnningdmnn W o p the
hsMtofstarlng.TheyClxakforseveraI~onthe
sam dm or evrwrt They do not look far into targ.ta r s a ~ , a m l d t e n ~ w i t h s ~ M d j . r k y
mownmts. Do not kt yourself become a Y.tanwdrivof.

7. Glance in rearview mirror.
8. Check speedometer and gauges.
You will repeat this pattern continually as you move forward. Each
look or glance should last only an
instant as you evaluate your zones
and the areas to the left and right.
Be careful not to stare as you search.
Practice using your orderly visual
search pattern as a passenger-in
addition to when you are drivingso it will become a safe driving habit.
You will then be able to adjust your
search pattern for any maneuver or
driving environment.

Whem and How to Look
Different driving environments and
traffic situations present a variety of
visual search problems. As you gain
driving experience, you will learn what
h d s of duek and situations are mbst
important to iden+ in order to keep
an open zone in your path of travel.
The area you can see around you,
while looking straight ahead, is called
your fidd of vision. Many of us can
see an area of about 90 degrees to
each side, for a total picture of 180
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Even though your
peripheral vision is not
sharp and clear, it is
very important to you
while you are driving.
When you see some
kind of movement or a
vehicle or pedestrian in
your peripheral vision,
you can turn your eyes
in that direction to see
if there is a potential
problem.

degrees. The area you can see clearly
and sharply is seen with your central
vision. This is a narrow cone of only
up to 10 degrees. The area you can see
to the left and right of central vision is
your side vision, or peripheral vision.
As the distance from central vision
increases toward the outer edge of
peripheral vision, the less clearly you
can iden* clues and events.
Three of the Smith System rules
can help you learn where and how
to look as you develop your visual
search pattern.
Aim High in Steering To "aim high
means to look ahead 12-15 seconds
into your target area as you drive. Do
not just look at the close area in front
of or at the sides of your vehicle. Be a
high-aim driver. Looking far ahead
with your line of sight will help you
to identify clues and analyze situations before your zone becomes
closed. There are many types of restrictions to your line of sight that

-

.-J
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can cause a closed zone. Some such
restrictions are curves, hills, large
vehicles, weather conditions, buildings, trees, or even a dirty windshield.

Keep Your Eyes Moving Looking
near and far, side to side, and in
the mirrors will help you see a zone
change before it becomes critical.
Keeping your eyes moving does not
mean just moving them constantly.
You must fxate on an object or an
event for an instant in order to identify it. Do not fixate for longer than
an instant or you will find yourself
staring. Keeping your eyes moving
will prevent you from staring at any
one object or clue.
Develop the art of scanning,
glancing continually and quickly
with very brief fixations through
your orderly visual search pattern.
You are looking and seeing as you
scan, but not staring at any one
event or clue. Staring blocks out side
vision, causes lack of attention, and

see most clearly :.. .lie area of central vision, but peripheral vision is equ,:,

:mportant.

tends to create high-risk driving
habits. Keeping your eyes moving
helps you stay more alert with your
attention at a higher level. You are
then more likely to keep up with all
the changes in your field of vision.
Get the Big Picture Getting the
big picture is the mental process of
putting together the critical clues you
have selected. It is the result of aiming
high and keeping your eyes moving.
What to Look For
Knowing where and how to look
does little good if you do not know
what to look for in your target area.
Develop the technique of selective
seeing in your identifying process.
Selective seeing means that you identify and select only those clues and
events that restrict your line of sight
or can change your intended path
of travel.

Look for Open Zones Use your
visual search pattern to look for
specific driving-related clues that
might cause an open zone to close.

When searching parked cars on
a street, you might identify an
important clue, such as front wheels
turned toward the street, as the picture shows. You might also identify
vapor coming from an exhaust pipe
or a driver sitting in a car. These
clues indicate that a car might enter
your path of travel and cause your
front zone to close.
The kinds of clues you search for
will change as you drive in different
environments. When driving in the
city, search for intersections, parked
cars, pedestrians, and traffic. On
open highways, search areas much
farther ahead. Look for crossroads,
slow-moving vehicles, and animals.
Any of these can suddenly cause an
open zone to close, resulting in the
need to change your intended path
of travel. When you drive on
expressways, speeds are higher and
scanning all zones becomes even
more critical. Regardless of the driving environment, you should always
look for other roadway users, roadway features, changing conditions,

l'

:Me Are the DrIverl

What procedure would you
follow to avoid a possible
conflict if your front zone
I becomes closed?

Front wheels turned toward the street are a clue that the car might pull out and close your zone.
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and traffic controls that may affect
your intended path of travel.
for Other
Look for other
users who might affect your intended
path of travel. Watch for movement
of other users, especially in areas that
have shadows or shade. Watch for
pedestrians and bicyclists. A large
truck is easy to identify. However, it
creates a restriction in'your line of
sight and may prevent you from seeing another user. Develop the habit of
ground viewing as part of your visual
search pattern. Ground viewing is
making quick glances to the roadway
in front of your vehicle. When other
vehicles are approaching, use ground
viewing to see where they are headed
by checking the direction of their
front wheels.
Always be on the lookout for
problem drivers. Problem drivers

usually give clues by their driving
behavior. Some fast drivers might be
problem drivers. They may try to
pass without enough room or in a
no-passing zone. They frequently
change lanes, trying to get ahead of
the normal traffic flow, and can
cause a sudden change in your open
zone condition.

Look for Roadway Features and
Conditions The roadway itself is
another important area to watch.
Iden* intersections, hills, and
curves early. Be aware ahead of time
that the width of your lane might be
reduced for road construction or
other obstacles. An intersection is a
high-risk area where the management of your path of travel needs
constant attention. Stopped traffic or
entering traffic can cause line-ofsight restrictions or even a dosed

Drivers need to look for many different roadway users and roadway conditions that will affect their path of travel.
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zone. A hill is a line-of-sight restriction which could hide a closed zone
as you go over the hill. Here are some
reasons for changes in roadway features and conditions:
Change from multilane to single
lane Multilane roadways often
narrow into single-lane roadways. Identify. signs
warning you
of this change early enough to
avoid a closed zone in your
intended path- When signs in&cate roadway repairs ahead, you
can expect your-front zone will
close. Check your left-front,
right-front, and rear zones
before moving into the through
lane. Drivers who wait until the
last instant and then try to
squeeze into the through lane
are demonstrating high-risk
behavior with no concern for
other drivers.
Change in width of lane
Standing water, patches of snow,
potholes, or objects in the roadway can cause an open zone to
dose. Identify the conditions
early and then check your rear
zone to find out if there will
be a problem in case a stop is
needed. Check your left-rear
zone and left-front zone, as the
driver in the picture above is
doing, to see if you have space
to go around the problem safely.
~oadway
surface- identify the .
roadway surface and condition
each time you begin to drive.
There will be times when the
weather will change while you are
driving. Roadway surfaces may be
dry when you start out and then
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Check your rear zones and left-front zone when an object is in the roadway.

'

become wet and slippery with
rain, snow, or ice as you are
driving. Be prepared to adjust
your driving for changing weather
conditions that might affect the
roadway surface. A gravel surface
can cause sliding or skidding
just like a wet or slippery surface.
Roadside hazards Your identification process should keep
you scanning for bicyclists,
pedestrians, parked vehicles,
and animals. Watch for shopping
center entrances and exits, roadside stands, and restaurants.
Other drivers can appear from
almost any location and cause
your open zone to close. Continual scanning of your target
areas will help you identify these
other driyers in time to avoid
,
sudden a'ztions or conflict.

.

Look for T&c
Controls Learn to
look in different places for traffic
controls. At major intersections, controls can be overhead, in the center,
or on a comer. Identify traffic controls as early as possible so you are
ready to make correct responses.
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Once you have identified a hazard,
predict how this hazard might affect
your intended path of travel. When
you predict, you interpret the information you have identified. You predict whkre possible points of conflict
can occur. You try to foresee what
might happen, how changes in zones
may occur, and how you would
check other zones fo; alternate
paths. Your predictions will be based
upon those conditions that may
reduce your line of sight or could
change your intended path of travel.
If you had to face just one hazard
at a time, you could more easily predict the possible outcome. However,
most of the time you will be faced
with more than one possible hazard
or conflict, so predicting can become
more complex.

might you prrrdict if
was your onmmlng tmfM

How to Predict
Predicting involves what is happening
in your zones, what could happen,

and if it does happen, how the
change could affect you. To predict,
you must evaluate the situation and
make a judgment about the possible
consequences. The more complex a
situation is, the more difficult it is
to iden* and predict. As you gain
driving experience, you will become
more selective about which hazards
or possible conflicts are critical.
Imagine you are driving the car
on the right in the picture below.
Your left-front zone is blocked by
the bicyclists and oncoming car.
You should predict that one or both
of the bicyclists might swerve or
fall. If so, predict that the oncoming
car might enter your front zone,
causing it to close.
Using Zone Control, you would
check your rear zone in case you
need to stop. Check your right-front
zone in case you need to move in
that direction. You should also check
the right-rear zone before moving to
the right. Scanning your target areas
can help you predict hazards that
may affect your path of travel. Your
ability to predict and make sound
judgments will improve as you gain
knowledge and experience.

Knowledge One basic part of
your driving knowledge comes from
the study of trafic laws and drivereducation material. Whenever you
drive, you also gain knowledge by
gathering more information and
learning from others.
Think of storing driving knowledge as adding to your safe-driving
memory bank. The more you drive,
the more you add to your memory
bank of knowledge. This knowledge
72 Unit 1 The Driving Task

will help you iden* and predict
more quickly and accurately and
increase your chances of becoming
a low-risk driver.
Judgment Making a judgment
about a traffic situation involves
measuring, comparing, and evaluating. As you drive, you judge speed,
time, space, distance, traction, and
visibility. You make judgments about
your own driving performance as
well as the actions and performance
of other roadway users. Make every
effort to develop the ability to make
sound judgments that lead to accurate predictions.
Experience In addition to knowledge, experience helps you improve
your ability to predict accurately.
Exposure to a wide variety of
driving experiences provides a
solid base for making sound
judgments later.

What to Predict
Nearly all predictions you make as a
driver will be related to predicting
changes in zones and looking for an
"out" or an alternative path of travel.
Two major elements in the traffic
scene you must make predictions
about are
the actions of other roadway
users
your control of your vehicle and
consequences of your actions

PredictingActions of Others Do
not assume other roadway users
will always take the correct action.
Instead watch for clues to what they
might do to alter zone conditions.

The most important types of predictions to make concerning the
actions of others are
Path Where might the
other driver go? What
mowledge and
zone might be closed?
experience am
Will I have an open
Rtportant. Which adds
zone for an 'but"? The
mom to your safe-drivin
Smith System rule of
m o r y bankleaving yourself an 'but"
knowledge or
is critical when predicting
possible dosed zones.
Action What action will
other users take? Is more than 7
one action possible? Where will I
be then?
Space Will I have an open zone?
Point of Conflict If I have
no open zone for escape, where
might our paths cross and a
conQict occur?
Imagine that you are driving
toward the intersection in the picture below. The oncoming driver is
signaling for a right turn. Assume
What might the Oncoming
the worst and predict that the driver

\

driver do? What might the
pedestrians do?

m
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*oncomingcar have on
b u r IPDE Process?

c

C
will turn left into your front zone.
Also predict that the pedestrians will
step off the curb and close your right
front zone. By making these predictions you will be able to slow, swerve,
or stop in order to avoid a confbct.

Predicting
of YoUrvehicle
and Possible Consequences Speed
is probably the most important factor in maintaining control of your
vehicle. Always be prepared to adjust
your speed for different zone conditions and situations. Different traffic,
roadway, and weather conditions
can change the amount of time and
space needed for safe reactions.
The basic requirement for vehicle
control is traction. Traction is the
actual gripping power between the
tires and the roadway surfacecThe
more traction thdre is, the grkater
the gripping power.
In the picture above, the driver
knows the roadway is wet and presumes it is slippery. Visibility is
restricted by the weather. The driver
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predicts that stopping for the STOP
sign will take longer than if the roadway were dry. Based on this prediction, the driver checks the rear zone
and then slows and brakes earlier.
In many situations you may have
a choice of'actions to predict. ?ry to
judge and compare the possible consequences before deciding on the
best action.
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Decide and Execute
nce you have identified a situation and predicted a possible
conflict, you then decide upon an
action. Deciding, like predicting, is
also a mental task. There is probably
no task more important, though,
than making wise decisions and then
executing actions to avoid conflict.
Drivers must continually identify and
predict until they have enough information to make correct decisions.
Once you make a decision, the
execute step of the IPDE Process will
follow. To execute a decision means
that you carry out an action that you
have decided upon. In order to do
this, you will use your vehicle's controls and safety devices.

The driver of the yellow car decided to accelerate to provide space for the passing driver to
return to the right lane.

Decide
As you follow a selected path, your
decision might be to maintain speed,
change speed, change direction, or
communicate your plan to others.
Or you might decide to use a combination of these actions. Be prepared
to rethink your decisions as zones
close and greater hazards are presented. Practice and experience, as
well as your judgment and stored
knowledge, are the tools you can
use to avoid conflict and develop
low-risk driving behaviors.

Decide to Change Speed Any decision you make will be influenced by
the speed of your own vehicle as well
as the speed df other vehicles. Many
drivers think that slowing down is the
only way to avoid a conflict. In many
situations, however, you will decide
to maintain your speed. Your other
choices of actions, rather than main' f i g your speed, are to decelerate,
)rake, or accelerate. Base your decision
&out speed control on your evaluation of the situation as well as the
possible consequences of your actions.
The driver of the yellow car on the
two-lane road in the picture decided
to accelerate! This decision provided
;pace for the passing driirer to re&rn
to the right lane. Had the driver of
the yellow car decided to brake, there
could have been a major collision in
that driver's left-front zone.
Decide to Change Direction In
order to change your position in the
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roadway, you will steer to the right
or left. A greater change of direction
might even be a lane change.
The Smith System rule to leave
yourself an "out" allows you to
change direction when necessary.
You then can use an escape path into
an open zone to avoid conflict. This
area of space all around your vehicle
is called a space cushion.
Three different lane positions
are available to you within your lane.
You could change to one of these
positions in order to avoid a closing
zone. Notice the three lane positions
in the diagram below.
Lane position 1: The car is centered within the travel lane. This

Lane Positions

should be your selected and
safest position under normal
driving conditions. In this
position you have the most
space around your vehicle.
Lane position 2: The car is three
to six inches away from the left
line of your lane. You might
decide to use this position when
there is a closed right-front zone
with an open left-front zone. Just
a slight adjustment to the left is
necessary.
Lane position 3: The car is three
to six inches away from the right
line of your lane. Use this position when there is a closed leftfront zone with an open
right-front zone.
There may be times when the
situation requires a greater change
in direction than the three lane positions. You may decide that the best
position, in some situations, is to
straddle a lane line. In these situations, return to lane position 1 as
soon as it is safe to do so.
In order to make consistently
low-risk decisions, try to detect a
changing zone condition at least
12 seconds ahead in your searching
area. This gives you ample time to
decide on the best action.
Decide to Communicate Communicating is the process of sending
and receiving messages to and from
other users of the roadway. The
decision to communicate with others
helps reduce the possibility of conflict.
The Smith System rule, "Make sure
others see you," tells others where you
are and what you plan to do. You can
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decide to communicate with others by
using lights, horn, vehicle position,
eye contact, and body movement.
A change in direction or speed
can be executed with less risk if you
have communicated your intentions
to other users. Try to avoid changes
in speed or direction without communicating first. Surprises of sudden
actions can result in high-risk
situations.
You can decide to communicate
with others in a variety of ways:
headlights, taillights, and brake
lights
turn signal lights
parking lights and hazard flashers
back-up lights
horn
car position
eye contact and body movement
After deciding the best method
of communicating, you will execute
that action to inform others of your

decision. The driver in the picture
below is using body movement by
waving the driver on the left
through the intersection first.

Traffic Flow
The IPDE Process, the Smith
System, and the Zone Control
System will help you make decisions that will enable you to avoid
hazards and conflicts in your
intended path. The safest position
in traffic is the place where the
fewest vehicles surround you. Your
objective is to keep your vehicle
surrounded by space. Continually
analyze your left, front, and right
zones and make decisions to adjust
your speed or direction if one of
your zones begins to close. By
deciding to adjust your speed or
direction, you will avoid unnecessary stops and thus reduce your
risk of conflict.

Use body motions to communicate.
Chapter 4 Managing Risk with the IPDE Process
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1

Use the following techniques to
manage time, space, and distance
in order to maintain your safe path
of travel.

.. .

Mumme a Hazard You always
want to minimize a hazard, or
reduce the possibility of conflict by
deciding to put more distance
between yourself and the hazard. As
the yellow car in the picture on the
right approaches the parked cars on
the right, the driver predicts a car
door might open. Since there is no
oncoming traffic, the driver decides
to steer away from the parked cars
into lane position 2. After passing
the parked cars, the driver will
return to lane position 1. The driver has minimized the hazard by
using more space.

I

Minimize the hazard of the parked cars by
moving to lane position 2.

Separate Hazards There will be
times when you face more than one

-

The driver must separate two hazards-the pedestrians m the right and the
approaching vehicle on the left.
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hazard at a time. When this occurs
do not try to handle both or all
hazards at once. Instead, decide to
adjust your speed so you deal with
only one hazard at a time. By following this strategy, you will separate
the hazards.
The driver of the car in the picture on the left sees the oncoming
motor home in the left-front zone
m d the pedestrians in the rightfiont zone. The best decision is for
the driver 'to-adjustspeed by slowing
down. The motor home can then
pass the pedestrians 6rst. The driver
would then meet the motor home
with ample space before passing the
pedestrians. In this situation, the
driver separated the hazards and
handled only one at a time.

Carrying out your decision in order
to avoid conflict is the execute step
in the IPDE Process. This step
involves the physical skills used in
driving. In most cases, you will execute routine actions and maneuvers.
Some actions will be using your
vehicle's controls such as heater,
defroster, wipers, gearshift lever, and
others. More important actions,
however, involve timing and placement of your vehicle to avoid conflict. The important actions you will
execute are
control speed
steer
communicate
The driver of the yellow car is compromising
space to give more space to the greater
hazard-the truck.

Compromise Space Sometimes hazards cannot be minimized or separated. When this occurs, you must
decide to compromise space by giving as much space as possible to the
greater hazard.
The truck in the picture on this
page might enter the front zone of
the yellow car to avoid the parked
car leaving the parking space.
Although the cars on the right
present a hazard, the driver of the
yellow car should decide to steer
right as far as possible. This decision gives more space to the greater
hazard, the approaching truck. In
every situation, the action you
decide on should be the one involving the least amount of risk.

Control Speed Your decisions to
control speed can result in a variety
of actions. At times the action you
take will be to maintain the speed
you
are going. Other times your action
may be to decelerate. This action can
be used successfully as you approach
a red light. If you merely release the
accelerator far enough before the
intersection,you often will arrive at
the intersection when the light is
green. In this situation, you also may
use gentle pressure on the brake if
more slowing is needed. Check your
rear zone before decelerating.
When grqter deceleration is
deeded, you wiU execute,fhe action ,
of more firm braking. The amount
of braking needed wdl vary with the
situation, the speed of your vehicle,
the condition of the roadway, and
the condition of your brakes.
Always check your rear zone
before decelerating or braking in any

The IPDE Process ir a
constant intomdon of
the 1, P, a d D fundha
Don't
a hlqhrisk driver who only

~~
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n
Some
vehicles now
come with daytime
running lights. Should
daytime running lights I
mandatory equipment c
all vehicles?

You Are the Driver!
What procedures would
you follow to avoid conflict?Assume that your
vehicle has an antilock
braking system.
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manner. Avoid locking the brakes in
an emergency stop. Locked brakes
\ make steering- impossible
\ because wheels must be turning to provide traction for
steering. Some newer vehicles have an antilock braking system. Such a system
helps prevent loss of steering control. An antilock
braking system, through the
use of computers, helps brake
your vehicle in an emergency.
V All you need to do is to apply the
brakes hard, continually. No pumping action is needed.
As the driver of the car in the
picture below enters the intersection, the white car from the right
makes a right turn and enters
the driver's path. The driver avoids
locking the brakes so as not to
lose steering control. Locking the
brakes could have caused the car to
slide and result in a conflict.

I

Steer When you decide to steer away
from a possible conflict, execute
just the amount of steering needed.
Oversteering can cause you to lose
control of your vehicle, especially
at higher speeds. Higher speeds
also require more space for your
maneuver.
Understeering can also present
a problem. Try to steer just enough
to avoid a conflict without making
jerky or sudden movements. Drivers
who keep space cushions around
their vehicles usually have an
escape path to steer into, thus
reducing risk.
Communicate In many instances
your only action will be to communicate. When you do communicate,
you must do it early enough so other
users know your intentions. Communicate by using the following:

Headlights, taillights, and brake
lights Use headlights during

periods of reduced visibility.
Using headlights during daylight hours, as the driver in
this picture is doing, is a safety
practice that makes your vehicle
more visible to other drivers.
Some new vehicles are equipped
with daytime running lightsheadlights that come on automatically whenever the vehicle
is operated. The advantage of
these lights is to improve the
visibility of the vehicle. There
are times, though, when other
drivers become distracted or
confused by the additional
lights.
Turn-signal lights Turn them
on three to five seconds before
making any change in direction.
Parking lights and hazard
flashers When you are parked
along the roadway but not in
an emergency situation, have
your parking lights turned on.
If your vehicle is disabled, turn
on your hazard flashers. Be prepared to change your path of

Your vehicle can be seen more easily if your headlights are on, even in daytime.

travel when you see the blinking
or flashing lights of a stopped
delivery truck. The driver in the
picture below has identified the
blocked zone in time to safely
pass the truck.
Back-up lights White back-up
lights let others know you are
backing up. Look for back-up
lights on vehicles in parking lots.
Horn A light tap is usually
enough for a warning. In an
emergency, a loud blast may
be necessary.

Be prepared to change your path to go around stopped vehicles.
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wnar anions wou~oyou t a ~ eto avoid a conflict?

Vehicle position The position
of your vehicle in the roadway
communicates a message. It indicates to others your intended
path of travel. Other drivers may
or may not see a light signal, but
the position of the vehicle in the
lane sends a message.
Eye contact and body movement
Try to develop eye contact with
other roadway users. You can
communicate many messages
this way. Body movements such
as a wave of the hand may tell a
driver to proceed. Other hand
movements may ask drivers to
wait while you proceed.

actions. You would first check your
rear zone and your left-front zone to
see if they are open. Then communicate by signaling as you brake and
steer around the open car door. The
precision and timing with which you
execute these actions will determine
whether or not a conflict will occur.

decisions you make in the $;j;
W d e pa& df
PDE A

I

Combine Actions
You often wiU need to executb a com:
bination of actions. Sometimes you
might need to accelerate and steer at
the same time. In other situations,
you might need to brake, communia t e , and steer at the same time.
If you were driving alongside the
parked car in the picture above, you
would need to combine several
82 Unit 1 The Driving Task
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I Using the IPDE Process

U

sing the IPDE Process, along with
the Smith System and the Zone
Control system, helps you plan and
execute maneuvers to reduce hazards.
It is up to every driver to manage
space, time, and speed in order to further increase safety within the HTS.
You must continually practice
using the IPDE Process so that it
will become habit. Once you have
developed the habit, you will
see more
make accurate predictions and
correct decisions
execute maneuvers more
successfully

commentary driving will help make
the IPDE Process a basic part of your
safe driving behavior.

Objectives
1. Explain what is
meant by commentary driving.
2. Describe what is
meant by selective

Putting lPbE Into Action
Use the four steps of the IPDE
Process in order. Once you have
learned the techniques for identifying, add the predicting step. You
identify the hazards or events, then
predict how they might affect your
intended path of travel. You then
perform the third step, deciding.
Finally, you execute your maneuvers
based on your decisions.

3. Explain why the

IPDE Process
- ' b* : p$

2 -

Practice is necessary for the development and improvement of any skill.
As you ride with other drivers,
practice the I-P-D steps of the IPDE
Process. You can then judge if the
actions taken by others were based
on correct decisions.

Selective Use of IPDE
There will be times when you do
not carry out the total IPDE Process.
Conditions may change in one or
more zones so the process need not
be completed. You can use the IPDE
Process selectively by beginning a
new cycle before completing the
previous one.

Commentary Driving
Commentary driving is a system of
"thinking out loud" as you practice
the IPDE Process. When using commentary driving, you verbalize what
you identify, predict, and decide.
Imagine you are the driver in
the picture on the right practicing
commentary driving. Using the
IPDE Process, what would you say?
Now turn the page to see the picture
at the bottom. Did you identify and
predict correctly?What action did
you decide to execute? Practicing

What warning clues are in this picture? What would you predict? What would
you do?

..DE Takes Practice
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You Am ?be Driver!
How would you use the
IPDE Process ifyou were
the driver in this situation?

As you become a more experienced driver, you will learn the more
important clues and trouble spots
in different areas of the HTS. You
will then be able to adjust your
selective application of the IPDE
Process for those specific areas.

IPDE Takea Time
Remember that the IPDE Process
takes time. You must have time to
identify clues and changing zones.
You must have time to predict the
actions of others and the possibility

of closed zones. The more complex
the traffic situation and the more
risk factors present, the longer it
takes to carry out the IPDE Process.
At times your own feelings and
physical condition can cause you
to take more time to complete the
IPDE Process. Do not allow complacency or laziness to creep into your
driving habits. By making a conscious effort to continually apply
the IPDE Process, you can achieve
the reward of low-risk, low-stress
driving enjoyment.

1. wha* is e o w a t a t y

driviag?
: 2. hpla@ yhat is meant

bydecthusrtzofthe
PDB Pfoews.
3. %8t: haor8 can cause
the IPDE Froess to take

more t h e ? .
Warning clues were the ball in the street and the children in the yard. Did you
predict and react correctly?
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Review
1. The IPDE Process

Individuals

1. What are the three major factors that can con-

Investigate Visit your library to find more mformation about Harold Smith, founder of the Smith
System. Write a short report about your findings.

tribute to the degree of risk you encounter
while driving? (62)
2. What ar'e the four steps in the IPDE Process?
(63)
3. What are the five rules of the Smith System?
(64)
4. How is the Zone Control System structured?
(64)

2. Identify and Predict
5. What is the location of each of the six zones of
the Zone Control System? (65)
6. What do "open zone" and "closed zone" mean?
(65-66)
7. How do you use the i d e n e n g process known
as an orderly visual search pattern? (67)
8. How can knowledge and experience help you
make accurate predictions? (72-73)

3. Decide and Execute
9. What three decisions must be made when
applying the IPDE Process? (75)
10. What are the three different positions available
to you within your lane? (76)
11. How do you minimize a hazard, separate a
hazard, and compromise space? (78-79)
12. What are the three most important actions you
can take to avoid conflict? (79)

4. Using the IPDE Process
13. What does "commentary driving" mean? (83)
14. When is it appropriate to use the IPDE Process
selectively? (83)
15. Why does the IPDE Process take time? (84'1

Observe Traffic As a passenger in a vehicle
during heavy traffic, observe the driver's use of the
IPDE Process. In your opinion, were the driver's
actions based on correct decisions?Discuss your
observations with the class.
Use Technology Use the Internet to access the
State Highway Patrol home page for your state to
find information about traffic fatalities. List the
risk factors that contributed to the fatalities and
present your findings to the class.
Observe Traffic Ask students to make observations of the roadways they travel on as passengers
to record locations where they are able to find
actual examples of line-of-sight restrictions.
Also, ask them to try to record five line-of-sight
restrictions that were not listed during class.
Have them bring their papers back to class
for further discussion.

Groups
Observe Traffic Observe for 15 minutes the drivers of the cars that drive past your school. Note
risk f?ctors you see. Compile a list of any drivercontnibuted risk behaviors.thaf you see. Discuss
the impact of these behaviors with your class.
Investigate Each person in the group should
use a different Internet search engine to find
more information about the IPDE Process.
Discuss your findings with your group and class.
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Review
Chapter Test
Ghwk Yaw Knowledge

Review Vocabulary

Multiple Choice Copy the number of each sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
of the answer that best completes the statement
or answers the question.
1. Which of the following risk factors is contributed by the roadway and environment?
(c) bald tires
(a) blurred vision
(b) bright sun
(d) broken headlight
2. Six areas of space around a vehicle that are the
width of a lane and &end as far as the driver
can see are called
(a) ranges.
(c) zones.
(d) paths.
(b) fields.
3. Peripheral vision refers to the area you can see
(a) while looking
(c) dearly and sharply.
straight ahead.
(d) behind you.
(b) to the left and
right of central
vision.
4. Which of the following terms describes
glancing continually and quickly though
your orderly visual search pattern?
(a) ground viewing
(c) steering
(b) selective seeing
(d) scanning

Copy the number of m h definition in list A.
Match the dehition in list A with the term it
defines in list B.
List A
8. area as far ahead as you can see a target in the
center of your intended path, and to its right
and left
9. space where you can drive without restriction
to your line of sight or intended path of travel
10. cone-shaped area of up to 1Q degrees in which
you can see dearly while looking straight ahead
11. one of six areas of space around a vehicle that
is the width of a lane and extends as far as the
driver can see
12. all the area a person can see while looking
straight ahead
13. side vision area to the left and right of central
vision
14. process of adjusting the speed of a vehicle to
handle one hazard at a time when two or more
hazards threaten a driver
List B
a. open zone
b. peripheral
vision
c. separate the
f
hazards
I

d. zone
e. target area range
f. central vision
g. field of vision

C o m p l h Copy the number of each s m t ~ e e
below. After each number, write the word or words
that complete the sentence correctly.
5. An open zone is space where you can drive
..
without a restriction to your
or to
Think Critically
your intended path of travel.
Write a paragraph to answer each question.
6. Making quick $lances to the roadway in front
1. Explain what it means t5 develop the art of
of your vehicle is called
.
scanning. Why is scanning important?
7. Almost every
you make as a driver will
2. What is the relationship between the IPDE
be related to anticipating zone changes and
Process, the Zone Control System, and the
looking for alternative paths of travel.
Smith System?
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Chapter 5

Natural Laws and
Car Control
5.1

Gravity and Energy of Motion
5.2

Friction and Traction
5.3

Stopping Distance

You Are the Driver!
At the very instant that this picture was

5.4

taken, tremendous forces were being

Controlling Force of Impact

applied. If you had been the driver and
were using your safety belt, the air bag
would have prevented serious injury. How
will natural laws affect your car control?

'

I

What are the best hand and seating
positions for you and your passengers

I

To be a safe driver, you need to know
about natural laws. This chapter will
introduce you to these laws and explain
why you must respect them.
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5.1

Gravity and Energy of Motion

Objectives
1. Explain how
gravity affects
your car.
2. Describe the
factors that
affect energy
of motion.

G

Gravity is the force that pulls all
things to Earth. The lack of gravity
in outer space lets astronauts float.
However, if you hit a ball, drop a
rock, or drive your vehicle over a
pothole, gravity pulls each to Earth.

you will have to use a lower gear to
increase power and maintain speed.
Gravity will increase your speed
on a downhill road unless you control
it. It will take you longer to stop, so
you will need to think further ahead.
Start braking early and shift to a lower
gear on a long downhill stretch of
road. This will let the engineinstead
of the brakes-slow your vehicle.
How will an uphill or downhill
situation affect your intended path
of travel? In an u p h i situation,
your actual braking distance will
be shortened a little. On a downhill
road, your actual braking distance
will be longer. The steeper the
incline, the longer your stopping
distance will be.

Driving Up and Down Hills
You can feel the pull of gravity as
you drive up and down hills. When
you drive uphill, you will lose speed
unless you use extra power. To hold
the same speed, you must increase
the vehicle's power to overcome the
pulling force of gravity. On a steep
hill in a standard stickshift vehicle,

Center of Gravity
The point around which an object's
weight is evenly distributed is called
its center of gravity. For example,
high-wire circus performers use this
law by holding long poles to help
them maintain balance. As the ends
of the pole curve down, the performer's center of gravity is lowered.

ravity and energy of motion are
natural laws that will affect the
way your vehicle performs. When
you operate a light vehicle like a
bicycle at low speeds, you can easily
maintain control. Control can be
tricky, however, when you drive a car
or a light truck that weighs almost
two tons. In emergency situations,
natural laws can create forces that
can work for or against you.

Gravity

.

.

A vehicle's stability decreases as its center of gravity rises.
92 Unit 2 ControllingYour Vehicle
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This lower center of gravity helps the
performers to maintain balance and
walk the thin wire without falling.
An automotive engineer tries to
make a vehicle's center of gravity
low so that it can perform better.
Look at the vehicle in the pictures
on the left. See how raising the
vehicle's center of gravity could
make it unstable on a steep hill
or sharp turn. How would this
vehicle perform in a sudden stop
or swerve situation?

Energy of Mdion
When an object moves, it acquires
energy. This force is called energy
of motion, or kinetic energy. The
faster your vehicle moves, the more
energy of motion it has. Energy of
motion is also affected by the weight
of the moving object.
The pictures on this page show
how a truck's energy of motion
increases dramatically as weight
and speed increase:
The truck's energy of motion
doubles when its weight is doubled by a load. When the truck
weighs twice as much, it needs
about twice the distance to stop.
The truck's energy of motion
will change in proportion to the
square of its change in speed.
When the truck's speed doubles,
it needs about four times the distance to stop. If you triple your
speed, you will need nine times
the distance to stop.
Once you really understand this
natural law, you can adjust to traffic

A vehicle's energy of motion increases dramatically with increases in weight
and speed.

situations ahead of time. You will
see how important it is to slow
before an emergency situation
develops. Every time you cut your
speed in half, you cut your energy
of motion by four times.
As a driver, you will feel the
laws of gravity and energy of motion
affecting your vehicle. Remember
these laws when you need to judge
how long it will take you to stop
your vehicle.

Review It
'lie:

d a s the fork of

;- Blplty @ect your q r

going downhill? ' ' '
2 What factors &e@ energy
05 rn~,ta:Qn?

'*'
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:tiction and Traction
my people believe their steering

in a m.

vheel, brake pedal, and accelerator control their vehide. Actdly, your
four tires, and their footprints that
touch the road, are the first and one of
the most important parts to the control system. Look at the picture below
and spot the four footprints created
by the car's tires. Each footprint is
about as big as a page of this book
Friction is the force that keeps
each tire from sliding on the road.
You can feel this same force by
rubbing your hands together.
The friction created by the tire on
the road is called traction. Traction
makes it possible for your vehide to
grip the road so you can change speed
kddirection. press the acceleia6r,
and the drive wheels rotate. The traction of the tires mounted on these
wheels makes your vehicle go forward.
Push the brake pedal, and braking
friction will slow the four wheels on
your vehicle. As the tires on these
wheels slow, traction between the
tires and the road will slow your
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vehicle. This same system wiU enable
your vehicle to turn lefi or right
when the front wheels turn.

lires make a difference in the way
your vehicle performs. The simple
mistake of driving with low pressure
in your tires can mean the difference
between avoiding a collision or hitting something.

Ttead and Traction
The grooved surface of a tire that
grips the road is called the tread.
When the road is wet, the tread
allows water to flow through the
grooves and away from the tire.
This action allows the tire tread
to cut through the water and grip
the road. Thus, the tire will not float
on the water and lose traction. This
gripping action on wet roads is critically important in preventing skids
and hydroplaning (see page 252).
A tire's gripphg ability will
increase as the amount of tread
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The four rootprints of your tires on the road are the only contact between your car and the road.
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touching the road increases. Tire
size will also affect the amount of
tread and traction on the road. Use
care when putting larger tires on a
vehicle. Check the owner's manual
for your vehicle for the maximum
recommended size of tire to use.
A worn, bald tire is dangerous.
A bald tire will not grip a wet or icy
road. Because it has no tread, the tire
may puncture. If this happens, the
tire could suffer a blowout when all
the air escapes at once. Check page
96 to see how to check your vehicle's
tire tread depth.

fail more quickly than a properly
inflated tire.

Overinflation Overinflating a tire
should also be avoided. If the tire has
too much pressure, only the center
of the tire will grip the road properly
(see bottom picture on this page).
Over time, the overinflated tire will
wear out its center tread more quickly
than a normal tire.
Outside air temperatures can
change the pressure in your tires, too.
If the air gets colder, tire pressures
will drop. Hot temperatures will
increase pressures. Check tire pressures on a regular basis to make sure
they have the right amount of air.
To assure an accurate reading, check
tire pressures when your tires are
cold, before you start driving.

Inflation and lhction
Each tire is designed to work best
between a range of high- and lowinflation air pressures. Check your
owner's manual for the best pressure
to use. The pictures on this page show Split lhction
how too much or too little pressure
.
Even under ideal conditions, the
can change the amount of tread, or
amount of traction your tires can
footprint, on the road. The dark gray
produce is limited. The way you use
areas show the best tradion areas.
the amount of traction you have is
The more dark gray area, the better.
The boxes show the areas
up to you.
When your tire pressure is right, you
of best traction-properly
In a straight-line braking situainflated tires grip evenly;
will get your best control. You also
tion, all traction is used to slow down
underinflatedtires grip only
will get your best gas mileage and tire
your vehicle. However, when you are
by the outer edges; overwear because tires roll easier at the
braking and turning, you divide your
inflated tires grip only in
right pressure.
traction limit. You may use some of
the center.
your tradion to turn and some to
Underinflation When you drive
on an underinflated tire (see the
slow. Or, you yay use some traction
to turn and some to speed up. In . ,
middle picture on this page), only
the outside edges of the tire provide
turning-braking situations, you will
traction. That means the outside
have to ease up on your brake pedal to
edges will wear out first. When this
avoid skidding. And remember, always
happens, the life of the tire is shorttry to drive at a speed where you can
ened. More importantly, in an emer- hold some traction in reserve.
gency, the underinflated tire will not
Many vehicles today are fourwheel, or all-wheel drive. That means
perform properly. Finally, an underthey can apply power to all four of
inflated tire is likely to heat up and
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Watch for warning
signs for curves. As
soon as you mthe
sign, bagin slowing.
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advisory speed sign
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their wheels for added pulling power.
But again, the basic laws of nature
apply. Both two-wheel-drive and
four-wheel-drive vehicles can use
almost all of their four wheels of
traction for stopping or turning. In
a split-traction situation, however,
you must divide the amount of
available traction between stopping
or starting and steering.

Rsducsd Ttaction
You need two things to maintain ideal
levels of traction. First, your vehicle
must be in good condition. Second,
the road must be smooth, paved,
level, and clean.

Vehicle Condition
When your vehicle is new, it is easy
to control. But as it ages, you need
to work hard to make sure it is maintained in top condition so it will
perform correctly. If you allow tires,
shock absorbers, or steering system
parts to wear, traction and control
will be reduced.
Good shock absorbers are very
important for maintaining traction.
Worn shock absorbers will cause
your tires to bounce off a rough
road and limit your control. Worn
shock absorbers must be replaced
to regain control.
Worn or improperly inflated tires
also will limit your control. In an
emergency situation, you will need
all the control your tires can provide.
Check tire pressure and tread frequently. You can check tire tread with
a gauge or a penny. Make sure there
is at least one-sixteenth of an inch,
as the driver in the picture is doing.
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Road Surface
When you drive on a straight, dry,flat
road, traction and control are great.
But, if you drive the same vehicle on
the same road on a rainy or snowy
day, control will be reduced drarnatically. When you see the road is about
to change, reduce your speed before
you reach the reduced-traction area.
Icy weather can be especially
dangerous for driving. When ice is
covered with water, traction control
will be reduced to almost nothing.
Be alert that water will freeze in
shaded areas and on bridges before
it does on regular roads.

Checking
- Traction When road conditions are bad, slow down your
vehicle. You can use these steps to
check how much traction you have:
1. Check your rear zone to make
sure no traffic is near.
2. Brake gently to see how your
vehicle responds.
3. If your vehicle does not slow or
if your antilock brakes start to
work, reduce speed even further.

If you can see all of Lincoln's head on the
penny, switch the tire.

Curves
Energy of motion and traction
will work on your vehicle as you
drive around a curve. The energy
of motion in your vehicle will try
to make it go straight in a curve.
The higher your vehicle's speed, the
more it will tend to go straight.
Tire traction is the second force
working for you in a curve. But if
your speed is too high, you might not
have enough traction to make the
curve.

Vehicle Control in Curves
Your vehicle's speed, the sharpness
of the curve, the bank of the curve,
and your vehicle's load will affect
the control you have in a curve.
Speed You have no control over
how sharp a curve is, but you can
adjust your speed. To reduce your
chance of skidding, lower your
speed before entering a curve.
Remember, your energy of motion
will change in proportion to the
square of your increase or decrease
in speed. If you cut your speed in
half, the force pushing you off the
road will be cut four times.
Sharpness of Curves The sharper a
curve, the more traction your
vehicle needs to grip the road. Use
lower speeds for sharp curves.

Banked Curves A curve that is
higher on the outside than it is on
the inside is called a banked curve.
This type of curve helps to overcome
your vehicle's tendency to move to
the outside of the curve. This can
be very helpful on a road that has
a crowned, or higher, center.

This driver slowed ahead of time for this curve.

What should the driver do to
adjust for the extra load?

Load Your vehicle's load affects your
control in a curve. How will adding
the load to the vehicle in the right
picture affect control? To maintain
control, the driver must slow when
heavily loaded.

Vehicle CapabllMes
Vehicles of different sizes and power
handle differently. Small vehicles like
a motorcycle are light and can accelerate quickly. Large trucks and recreational vehicles, on the other hand,
take lots of power just to accelerate
to highway speeds. Large vehicles
can take a long distance to stop. You
need to remember these differences
when you use the IPDE Process.

Review It
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Distances traveled at various speeds once driver perceives hazard and begins to stop
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three-fourths of a second. The distance your vehicle travels while you
read is called your reaction distance.

Braking Distance
The distance your vehicle travels
from the time you apply the brake
until you stop is called braking
distance. A vehicle's energy of
motion-and your braking distance-are proportional to the
square of the increase in speed.
If you accelerate from 20 mph to
40 mph, your braking distance wiU
be about four times longer. If you
know you are going to be driving
into a high-risk situation, why is it so
important to drive at a lower speed?

Estimating Stopping Distance
The chart on this page shows your
reaction distance and braking distance from different speeds.
Use the four-second rule, which
enables you to projed your approximate stopping distance under ideal
conditions at any speed.
1. Pick a fixed checkpoint (a mark
or shadow on the road) ahead
where you think you could stop.
2. Count off four seconds: "onethousand-one, one-thousandtwo, one-thousand-three, onethousand-four.''
3. Check your vehicle's position. If
you have just reached your fixed
checkpoint, you can assume the
distance you estimated in Step 1
was the approximate distance it
would have taken you to stop.
Practice estimating your stopping
distance from various speeds. Keep

in mind it will take you almost 300
feet, or the length of a football field
as shown in the chart, to stop if you
are traveling at 65 mph.

Factors That A M
Braklng Distance
These seven factors can affect your
total braking distance:
Speed The higher your speed,
the longer your braking distance.
Vehicle Condition A vehicle
with worn tires, shock absorbers,
or brakes needs a longer distance
to stop.
Roadway Surface Rain, snow,
ice, dirt, wet leaves, and gravel
reduce road traction and increase
stopping distance.
Driver Ability If you are distracted or impaired, you will take
longer to stop your vehicle.
Antilock Braking System (ABS)
If your car has an antilock
braking system, you can better
control your stopping distance
while turning.
HiUs Your braking distance
increases when driving downhill.
Loads Heavy loads increase your
braking distance.

L
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ITotal stopping distance
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f you have ever seen a severe traffic
collision, then you know that collisions happen with blinding speedusually in less time than it takes to
blink your eye-and that these collisions can be violent. The following
pages will show you how to protect
yourself and your passengers if you
are involved in a severe collision.

Farce of Impact
In a violent collision, vehicle occupants need all the protection they
can get. If they are not protected,
they will be thrown against the
vehicle's interior in a second collision or ejected from the vehicle.
The force with which a moving
object hits another object is called
force of impact. Three factors determine how hard something will hit
another object-speed, weight, and
distance between impact and stopping.
Speed Speed is the most important
factor in determining how hard a
vehicle will hit another object. The
force of impact is in proportion to
the square of the increase or decrease
in the vehicle's speed. Any reduction
in speed will greatly reduce the
damage inflicted. Always try
reduce speed in an emergency.
Weight The heavier a vehicle, the
more damage it will cause in a collision. A vehicle weighing twice as
much as another vehicle will hit
a solid object twice as hard.
Distance Between Impact and
Stopping The distance a vehicle
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covers ~enveenme insrant it hits an
object and the moment it comes to
a stop can vary greatly. Imagine hitting barrels filled with sand sitting
in front of a light post rather than
hitting the post itself. The barrels
will slow you as you hit them rather
than stopping you like the post
would. This is why traffic engineers
put cushioning materials in front
of solid roadside objects.

Three collisions occur when a vehicle
hits a solid object. First, the vehicle
hits the object and stops. Second,
the occupants either hit the inside of
the vehicle or their restraint devices.
Third, occupants may suffer internal
collisions as their organs impact
inside their bodies.
A restraint device is any part of
a vehicle that holds an occupant in
a crash. A passive restraint device,
such as an air bag, is a part that works
automatically. A device you have to
engage, like a safety belt, is called an
active restraint device.

How to Wear Safety Belts
What can you do ahead of time
to reduce the possibility of serious
injury? Using safety belts is your
number one defense. Safety belts
will hold you in place during an
emergency and prevent you from
being thrown from your vehicle.
Any time you are in a vehicle, you
need to follow these steps for wearing your safety belt:

1. Adjust your seat to a comfortable
upright position. Make sure your
safety belt is not twisted.
2. Snap the metal fitting on the end
of the safety belt into the buckle.
Then adjust the lap part of your
safety belt so that it is low and
snug across your hips. The bottom
edge of the safety belt should just
touch your thighs. By making this
adjustment, any crash forces will
be applied to your pelvic bones.
3. Finally, adjust the shoulder part of
your safety belt across your chest
Your
be snug.
These adjustments will work
for all normd-height individuals,
including expectant mothers. For
children, see the section on child
safety seats later in this chapter.
Like the driver shown in the picture,
you are responsible for everyone in
your vehicle.

Air Bags
An air bag is a balloon-type device
that automatically inflates to protect
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Everyone needs to take responsibility far a safe trip.

you. Look at the &st page of Xhis
chapter to see an inflated air bag. If
collisions happen in the blink of an
eye, air bags work even more quickly.
They deploy at speeds over 200 mph.
The following description of a collision between two air-bag-equipped
cars will give you =me idea of their
effectiveness.
The investigation revealed exactly
what happened. Driver A had seen
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A balanced steering position between the 9
and 3 o'clock or the 8 and 4 o'clock position
is best to avoid injury from an air bag.
a car heading toward him on his side
of the road and had virtually stood on
his brakes. Then he was aware that his
face was being buried in a balloon-like
pillow. Driver B remembers her bag
suddenly billowing in front of her nose.
"It was a jolt, but not a hard jolt. Like
when you were a kid and jumped o n
a mattress.. .."
The Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety team established that the crash
was the equivalent of each of them hitting a stationary object at 68 mph. As
the cars slammed together, each driver's
head was thrown forward with 1700
pounds of force.. ..
By the time the hood of each car
began to crumple, both bags were fully
inflated and positioned directlyk line
with the head and torso of each driver.
As their heads slammed forward, the
folds of the air bag softened the impact,
like a big balloon. At maximum inflation, the bags began to vent nitrogen gas
to ensure the gentlest impact possible.

Thanks to air bags, both drivers
recovered from this collision.
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You must have 10 inches or more between
your chest and the air bag in the steering
wheel.

To receive full benefit from air
bags, you need to know the following:
Air bags are designed to work with
safety belts. That is why air bags
are called a supplemental restraint
system. Most air bags protect in
frontal collisions only. Safety belts
provide front, side, and rollover
protection. Some vehicles also
have overhead and side-door air
bags for extra protection.
To avoid an air-bag injury, keep
your hands on the steering wheel
between the 9 and 3 o'clock and
the 8 and 4 o'clock position. This
balanced steering position will
give you your best ready position
for steering. Look at the picture
above left to see this range. If your
hands are too high or too low in
an air bag collision, you could
suffer a serious hand, arm, head,
or eye injury.

Sit away from an air bag after
you are belted. As the driver, Your
chest should be at least 10 inches
away from the steering wheel
hub, as shown in the right-hand
picture on the opposite page.
Use approved pedal extensions
if needed to attain this distance.
As a front-seat passenger, move
your seat as far back as possible.
If you have a tilt steering wheel,
tilt it so your air bag will deploy
toward your chest.
Children in child seats and young
people up to the age of twelve
must sit in the back seat as shown
in the picture. When children,
and even short adults, ride in the
front seat of an air-bag-equipped
vehicle, they can be injured if the
air bags deploy.
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Air Bag Improvements
The air bag has proved to be an effective life-saving device. Engineers
are now designing features to
make air bags even more effective. The following list highlights some of the features
that are being developed:
Advanced air bags
Because some people
have suffered serious
injuries as the bag deploys,
some vehicles are now
equipped with air bag systems
with advanced features. Sensors
can measure weight and seat position of passengers and severity of
the crash. Then, the air bag
deploys in two stages with appropriate speed and intensity.
Air bag switches To give vehicle
owners a choice about using an
air bag, some owners may ask
permission to have a switch
installed to turn off the front
passenger air bag. This is an
enormous compromise. If you
are considering this option,
check your insurance policy to
make sure it will be in full force
if you switch off an air bag. Also
check your safety belts to see if
they are designed to stretch. If
you install the switch, you will
need to kplace those safety belts
with belts that do not stretch.'

.lave an air bag on/ofl

should b

think switch-
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Other p f o b c t h Devices
To reduce risk in collisions, auto-

Always use child seats in the back seat.
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Make sure your lap belt is
used with your shoulder belt.

Adjust your head restraint to
reach the middle of the back
of the head.

additional devices in new vehicles to
protect you. These are a few of them:
Automatic safety belts Some
vehicles have automatic safety
belts for occupant protection.
To use these belts, you must make
sure your lap belt is buckled low
and across your hips. Then when
your door is shut, your shoulder
belt is drawn into place as shown
in the picture.
Front and rear crush areas
Vehicles are now designed to have
their front or rear end crush on
impact. When this happens, the
dramatic force of impact is lessened for occupants in the vehicle.
Energy-absorbing bumpers
Most vehicles are now equipped
with bumpers that are designed
to absorb low levels of impact
under 5 mph without damage.
This will provide protection in
many minor collisions.
Side door beams Many vehicles
now have steel beams built into
the side doors. These beams provide valuable protection in collisions where you are hit on an
angle.
Reinforced windshield To avoid
flying glass in a collision, vehicles
now have laminated windshields.
This means the windshield is
really two pieces of glass *ith
a thin layer of plastic in the
middle.
Energy-absorbing steering
wheel and column This type
of steering wheel and column is
designed to compress when hit.
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Padded dash This design feature
can reduce injury in all crashes.
Child seats The use of special
seats for infants and small
children is required in every
state. These seats must be used
in the back seat of your vehicle,
as shown in the picture on page
103. If used in the front seat of
a vehicle with air bags, an air
bag could seriously injure a
child in the event of a crash.
Always follow your child seat
manufacturer's instructions.
Head restraints Padded head
rests on the top of seats are designed to protect you against
whiplash injuries. To make sure
you get the full benefit of this
protection, adjust your head
rest as shown in the picture.

Review It
1. What three factors can affect
force of impact?
2. What three steps should you
take when putting on safety
belts properly?
3. What are the two key steps
you should take to protect
yourself as the driver of a car
. . with &bags?
.- 4. Whege should all child seats
be ie&k in a car?
"
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chapter Twt
Check Your Knowledge
Multiple Choice Copy the number
sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose
letter of the answer that best compl
ment
or answers the question.
F;' -.
1.
When
an object moves, it acquires
;h,* ,
,
(a)
friction.
( 4 enesgy 0
ri
,
,%) traction.
(d) speed.
2.
The
length
of
time
you
take
to execute an
- action is called your
time.
(a) total stopping
(b) perception
- .,8. Which
of the following is an examp
%upplemental restraint system?
(a) air bag
(b) safety belt

defines in List B.

.?,I

1 ' -

_?

I

a

9 %

oved surface of a tire that grips
10. point around which an object's we
evenly distributed
11. restraint device that you ha- o engage
12. distance your vehicle travels wnile you make
at keeps each tire from sliding nn
I

UEC! 1, J:
$4.
situation, you must divide
y u3&
k
t
of available tr
or starting and steering. . .
(a) reduced traction (c) sharp curve
, 4b) split traction

d. total stopping &twice
a

letion Copy the number of each sentence
ow. After each number, write the word or word$
at complete the sentence correctly .
force that pulls all things to e
icle's energy of motion will change in
rtion to the
of its change in'sp&.
gripping ability of a tire will
as

tread touching the road increas
your speed, the longer your brakink

Write a paragraph to answer earn question.

terms "underinftation*
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3. You are appmaddn~this curve at 40 mph. To mainbin
contrd,when shoukl you adjust yow speed?

4 The driver ahead is braking to maintain cantrd.What two
factors might inmas the stopping CFHmce in this Muation?
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6.1

Steering, Signaling, and
Changing Lanes
6.2

Making Turns and Turning
the Vehicle Around

You Are the Driver!
Suppose you are the driver approaching

6.3

this intersection. What clues tell you that

Parking

you are traveling on a one-way street?
What hazards do the angle-parked vehicles
on the left present to you and to their
1

drivers? What conflicts might you anticipate in your right-front zone?

i

,.
. .:

. ,This chapter explains the basic

maneuvers of steering, changing laries,
I

turning, and parking. You will also learn
how to turn your vehicle around and how
to start and park on hills. F M a r;n;lz will
learn when mid where to perf01
neuvers safely.
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Steering, Signaling, and Changing Lanes

pteering control is critical to safe,
driving. Developing
! steering control involves acquiring
visual habits, such as looking far
: ahead into your intended path of
I travel, using space correctly, control1I ling speed, and continually adjusting
the steering wheel.

successful

I

hand s b & a&

7 W C ~ h!I.

(-'

Steering Straight Forward

1i

Use a comfortable, balanced hand

:

you begin steering control practice.
Aim far ahead into your intended
path with your visual search. Avoid
looking down at your hands or feet.
The steering adjustments you
need to make to drive in a stfight
line are small but critical. Some new
drivers tend to turn the steering
wheel too much, or oversteer. When
you oversteer, your vehicle will weave
from side to side.
Other new drivers might tend to
understeer. These drivers do not turn
the steering wheel enough to keep the
vehicle in the planned path. If you

1 position, as explained in Chapter 3, as
I

I

understeer, you continue too far in
one direction before you can correct
and steer toward your target. Correct
understeering by turning the steering
wheel only slightly and more often.
Practice will help you think of
your vehicle as an extension of yourself. You soon will be able to accurately judge the space your vehicle uses
while it is moving and the space you
need to make various maneuvers.

Steering Straight Backward
Backing your vehicle may feel strange
at first. Steering when moving backward involves knowing where to
look and how to control direction
and speed. Before backing, make
sure your rear zones are clear, and
follow these steps:
1. Hold the brake pedal down and
shift to REVERSE.
2. Turn your body to the right, and
put your right arm over the back
of the passenger seat. Look back
through the rear window.
3. Put your left hand at the top

The driver is in the correct position for backing straight.
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of the steering wheel at the
12 o'clock position.
4. Release pressure on the brake just
enough to allow the vehicle to
creep backward slowly.
5. While looking back through the
rear window, move the top of the
steering wheel toward the direction you want the back of the
vehicle to go.
6. Keep your foot over the brake
pedal while your vehicle is moving
backward. Glance quiddy to the
front and sides to check traffic.
Continue to look back through the
rear window as you brake to a stop.

Backing a Stickshi Vehicle
You can back slowly in a stickshift
vehicle by carefully controlling your
use of the clutch pedal at the friction
point. Follow these steps for backing
in a stickshift vehicle:
1. Push the brake and clutch pedals
down.
2. Shift to REVERSE.
3. Release the brake, and let the
clutch come out slowly to the
friction point.
Holding the clutch at the friction
point allows you to back the vehicle
at a slow, controlled speed. Releasing
the clutch suddenly may cause the
vehicle to jerk back quickly.
Most stickshift vehicles can move
slowly in REVERSE with the dutch at
the friction point and with no acceleration. Keep your right foot over the
brake pedal, ready for a stop. When
stopping, push the clutch pedal down
and brake to a smooth stop. Continue to look back until the vehicle is
completely stopped.

Signaling
Develop the habit of signaling every
time you
. plan
- to turn, change lanes,
slow, or stop. Signal well in advance
before you begin any maneuver. Doing
so gives other drivers time to react.
Even though all vehicles have
turn-signal devices, there will be
times when you use hand signals for
further protection. Hand signals are
often easier to see in bright sunlight.
If your turn-signal device does not
work, use hand signals. Many times a
combination of turn lights and hand
signals will be more effective.
Notice the hand and arm positions in the pictures. The first picture
shows the left arm and hand pointing
up for a right turn. The secoid shows
the left arm and hand extended
straight out for a left turn. The third
picture shows the left arm extended
downward, indicating slow or stop.
When using hand signals, use
your right hand to maintain steering
control. Make all hand and arm signals well in advance of entering a
turn. Return your left hand to the
steering wheel before you begin to
execute the turn.

I

L
Right

Left

Changing Lanes

C

Drivers must be able to execute the
lane-change maneuver smoothly and
safely before h e y learn to pass other. ,
vehicles. Changing lanes is a maneuver you will use often on a roadway
with two or more lanes of traffic
Slow or stop
moving in your direction. You also
may need to change lanes before
making right or left turns.
At times, changing
- lanes gives
you a better position or view when

L-
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Oversteering can cause you to take an incorrect path for changing lanes. The
picture on the right shows the correct path of travel for a smooth lane change.
driving in traffic. For example, you
might change lanes when following
a large truck on a multilane highway.
By moving to a different lane, you
increase your sight distance and get
a broader view of the traffic scene.
Steering control is a critical factor as you learn the lane-changing
maneuver. Oversteering can cause
your vehicle to turn too sharply as
you start to enter the adjoining lane.
The first picture shows this oversteering error. At higher speeds you
could lose steering control.
Change lanes 2 smoothly as possible. The second picture shows the
safe path of travel of a vehicle executing a smooth lane change.
Always follow the same procedure for making a lane change,
regardless of your reason for making
the lane change. Before chanbing
lanes, check all zones for possible
hazards. Make sure you can see far
ahead in the lane of your intended
path of travel and that there are no
obstructions in either lane.
Follow these steps when making
a lane change to the left:
112 Unit 2 Controlling Your Vehicle

1. Check traffic in the front and
left-front zones. Check rear zones
through the rearview mirrors.
2. Signal and make a blind-spot
check over your left shoulder
to see if any vehicle is about
to pass you.
3. Increase y o u speed slightly as
you steer smoothly into the next
lane if it is clear.
4. Cancel your signal and adjust
your speed.
Follow the same procedure when
making a lane change to the right,
with one exception. After checking
traffic ahead and through both
mirrors, check the blind-spot area
over your right shoulder. Take only a
glance to make the check. Be careful
not to pull the steering wheel to the
right as you turn to glance over your
right shoulder. Keep steering straight
as you check your blind spot. If the
lane is clear, complete the lane change
to the right the same way you would
make a lane change to the left.

,&Describe the procedures for.
'I& steering straight forward and
!-.-a backward.
2. What are the three hand and
arm signals for turns and
. ,
-.

-l5

;m

"$!&

stopphigt When might these
'A4 signals be used?
-- 3, List the steps to follow when

6.2

Making Turns and Turning the Vehicle Around
&g turns properly depends on
steering control, speed control,
and good visual habits. Look far ahead
as you approach the turn. Identify
where your vehicle will go, any hazards
in your path, and how much to turn.

Hand-Over-Hand Steering
You use hand-over-hand steering
by pulling the steering wheel down
with one hand while your other
hand crosses over to pull the wheel
farther down. Follow these steps for
a left turn:
1. Begin the turn from a balanced
hand position.
2. Start pulling down to the left
with your left hand. Your right
hand pushes the wheel toward
the left about a quarter turn.
3. Release your left hand from the
wheel and cross it over your right
hand to grasp the wheel near the
top. Continue pulling down.
You can complete the turn by continuing to pull down with the left
hand as you release the right hand.
Some steering wheels will
straighten after a turn if you relax your

Hand-over-hand steering

grip. However, be ready to unwind the
wheel hand-over-hand, especially at
lower speeds, with front-wheel drive
vehicles, and when backing.

3ush-Pull Stewir 3ome drivers prefer push-pull
steering for some maneuvers. You
push the steering wheel up with
one hand and pull it down with the
other hand. This method allows you
to keep both hands on the wheel at
all times.
To use this method, one hand
grasps the steering wheel near the
4 o A o'clock position. That hand
then pushes the wheel up to near
the 12 o'clockposition. At the same
time, the otheihand slides up to the
11 or 1 o'clock position and pulls
down. As the pulling hand comes
down, the pushing hand returns to
the original position to continue the
process. With this method, you never
cross your arms while driving.

Objectives
1. Describe handover-hand

steering.
2. List the steps for
making right and
left turns.
3. Describe how to
back left and right.
4. Describe five
turnabouts m d
tell which is the
safest to use.

Making Mand Right Tbms
Make left and right turns only
after checking all traffic. Take

Push-pull steering
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c

Obey a l l traffic signs, signals, ana
roadway markings. Remember
that you must yield to oncoming
traffic when preparing to turn left.
When turning in a stickshift
vehicle, you might need to downshift
before entering a sharp turn. Downshift and release the clutch before
the turn so you have both hands
free for turning.

I

'-

Steps for making left turns (yellow car) and
right turns (white car)
A shared left-turn lane
,I

-1

F

these precautions when executing
turns:
Look for pedestrians and oncoming vehicles. Check rear zones for
vehicles about to pass you.
Plan turns well in advance. Be in
the correct lane about a block
before your turn.
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Procedures for T h i n g The numbers in the picture on the left match
the following steps for turns:
1. Position your vehicle in the correct lane for the turn. For a right
turn, be in lane position 3 if
there are no parked vehicles. For
a left turn, be in the lane nearest
the center line in lane position 2.
(On a one-way street, be in the
far left lane.) Signal about half
a block before the turn.
2. Brake early to reduce speed.
3. Use your visual search pattern
to check the front zones for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.
4. Slow to about 10 mph just before
the crosswalk.
5. For a right turn, check to the left
again before turning. Then look
in the direction of the turn. Begin
turning the wheel when your
vehicle's front bumper is even
with the curbline.
6. For a kft Prn, check traffic
to the litithen right, then left
again. Turn the steering wheel
just before the front of your
vehicle reaches the center of the
intersection. Continue looking
left into the lane you will enter.
7. As you begin your turn,make a
quick blind-spot check through

the right side window. Check front
and rear zones. If the intersection
is dear, turn into the nearest lane
of tr&c going in your direction.
Accelerate about halfway through
the turn as you return the wheel to
the straight-ahead position.

Shared Left-lbm Lane
Some left turns into business areas
can be made in midblock from a
center lane. This is c d e d a shared
left-turn lane.
This type of left turn can be hazardous. Before making a turn from
a shared left-turn lane, search your
front zones. Follow the proper procedure to enter the center lane. Look
ahead for oncoming traffic and be
prepared to yield to any vehicle
whose path you will cross.

Backing Left and RlgM
When backing to the left, your visual
search will be primarily over your
left shoulder through the left side
windows. When backing right, you
will look over your right shoulder
and through the right side windows.
Use hand-over-hand steering and
follow these steps to make sharp
turns when backing.
1. Before backing, check for traffic,
pedestrians, parked vehicles, and
any stationary objects in front,
around, and behind you. Turn
your head toward the direction
you will be backing.
2. Keep both hands on the wheel,
ready for hand-over-hand steering. Pull the wheel to the left to
back left. Pull the wheel to the
right to back right. The back of

I

Backing RlgM

I

The correct driver positions for backing to the left and to the right, and the
space and path of travel the car takes during backing

your vehicle will go in the direction you turn the wheel. Look
back.toward the direction you
want the vehicle to go.
3. Back slowly as you enter the
turn. Make quick glances to
the front and sides to be
sure no one is near. Begin
to unwind the steering
wheel to fhish the turn
in a straight position.
When backing left, allow
a wide space on the right side.
The front wheels will move far
to the right of the rear wheels.
The front of your vehicle will swing
wide to the right. When backing right,
allow a wide space on the left side.

of shared M-turn
lanes7 Am the hazards
too great for d d y 7
Should shared left-turn
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turnabour 13 a mdll~uvcrf o ~
turning your vehicle around to go in the
opposite direction. Because turnabouts often require drivers to cross
or back into traffic, they should be
considered a high-risk maneuver.
Take these precautions when you
plan to make a turnabout:
Be sure local laws permit the
turnabout.
Select a site with at least 500 feet
of visibility in each direction.
Do not make a turnabout near
hills or curves or within 200 feet
of intersections.
Never attempt a turnabout in
heavy or high-speed traffic.
Check continually in all zones for
traffic and pedestrians.
You must decide which of the
five turnabouts described is best for
each situation. The steps for each
turnabout match the numbered car
locations shown in the pictures.
A

Midblock U-turn

Midblock U-turn Make sure local
and state laws permit this type of
turnabout. You need a wide space
to make a U-turn. A U-turn is risky
because you must cross several lanes
of traffic to execute it,
I. Check traffic ahead and to the
rear, and then signal right. Pull to
the far right and stop at lopcation1.
2. Signal left and move towird
location 2.
3. Check your front and left-rear
zones. Check your left blind spot.
Turn sharply left while moving
slowly toward location 3. Do
not stop if you have enough
space to complete the turn.
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4. Move slowly toward location 4.

Check all zones. Straighten the
wheels while you accelerate
gently into the proper lane.
Back into Driveway on Right Side
Choose this turnabout if a clear driveway is on the right and there is no
close traffic in your rear zones. This
turnabout has the advantage of letting
you reenter traffic going forward.
1. Check traffic to the rear. Begin
to slow as you proceed beyond
the driveway.
2. Stop about three feet from the
curb and with your rear bumper
just beyond the driveway. Check
traffic, and back slowly to the right
to location 3. Use hand-over-hand
steering. Stop when your vehicle is
completely off the street.
3. Signal a left turn. Check traffic.

Back into driveway on right side

3. Accelerate gently, scanning all
zones, as you drive forward
toward location 4.

Pull into driveway on left side

4. When your path is clear, drive
forward to location 4.

Pull into Driveway on Left Side
You might choose this turnabout if
oncoming traffic is light and a driveway on the left is available. The disadvantage is that you must back into
traffic before moving forward.
1. Check traffic in front and rear
zones. Signal a left turn and use
the left-turn procedure to move
to location 2. Stay as close to
the right side as possible. Stop
with your wheels straight when
your vehicle is completely off
the street.
2. Check traffic again, especially
from the right. Back slowly to the
right to location 3. Look to the
right rear and side while backing.
Stop with the wheels straight.

Pull into Driveway on Right Side
This type of turnabout is a high-risk
maneuver. To complete it, you must
back across two lanes of traffic and
into oncoming traffic before moving
forward. Avoid this turnabout whenever possible.
1. Check traffic in front and rear
zones. Signal a right turn and use
the right-turn procedure to move
to location 2. Stop when your
vehicle is off the street.
2. Check traffic again from both
directions. Back slowly across
the street, turning left toward
location 3. Look to the left,
rear, and side when backing.
Glance to the front, then
continue lobking back while

Pull into driveway on right side
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stopping with the wheels
straight in location 3.
3. Accelerate gently, and drive
forward to location 4.
Three-Point Turnabout This turnabout is hazardous to perform. You
not only cross traffic lanes, but your
vehicle is stopped across a traffic
lane. Executing this maneuver may
put you in a high-risk situation.
1. From location 1 check front and
rear zones. Signal right and stop
close to the curb as shown in
location 2. Check traffic ahead,
to the rear, and over your left
shoulder. Signal a left turn.
2. Search front and rear zones as
you turn sharply left. Move to
location 3 with wheels straight.
Stop before hitting the curb.
3. Check all traffic again. Turn the
wheels sharply right while backing slowly to location 4. Back
only as far as necessary to complete the maneuver and before
hitting the curb. Stop with
wheels straight.
4. Check traffic again and signal
left. Move slowly forward while
steering left toward location 5.

the right side is usually the safest
type of turnabout to use because
you can enter traffic forward.
Sometimes you might need to
make a turnabout in light traffic. If
there are driveways on both the left
and right sides, choose the left driveway to turn into. This turnabout lets
you back into your own lane rather
than across both lanes. Select a gap
in traffic that gives you ample time
to complete the maneuver.
A three-point turnabout should
rarely be used. Use this turnabout
only when you are on a dead-end
street or on a rural roadway with
no driveways.

Review 1t-'
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Three-point turnabout

Deciding Which lbrnabout to Use
Consider these factors when deciding which turnabout to use:
legality of the turnabout:
amount of traffic
types of driveways available
need to enter traffic lanes forward
or backward
ample space to enter traffic
number of traffic lanes to cross
Backing into a driveway or alley on
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ome drivers find parking a vehicle
a difficult maneuver to execute,
because the size of the parking space
often is limited. Parking your vehicle
requires speed control, steering control, and accurate judgment.
Parking is easier and safer if you
consider these factors:
Try to find a parking space with
ample room for entering and exiting easily. The size of your vehicle
is the main factor in determining
the space you choose.
* Avoid spaces at the end of parking lanes and near a large vehicle
that might block your view. In
end spaces your vehicle has a
greater chance of being struck
by other moving vehicles.

To use a standard reference point, the driver's
line of slgM sees the center d the hood at
Arrow A and the curb at Arrow B. This tells the
driver that
right tires are close to the curb.

Avoid spaces with a poorly
parked vehicle on either side.
Use reference points when executing parking maneuvers.

Reference Points
Many drivers use reference points to
serve as guides in determining the
position of the vehicle in the roadway. A reference point is some part
of the outside or inside of the vehicle, as viewed from the driver's seat,
that relates to some part of the roadway. Reference points can be developed for the front, side, or rear to
help you know where your vehicle is
located in the roadway. A standard
reference point is the point on the
vehicle that is typical for most dri.
vers. This could be a sideview mirror, a hood ornament, or the center
of the hood. The dhotograph shows
how the center of the hood is used
for a standard reference point.
Once you learn standard reference points, you can develop your
own personal referencepoints. A
personal reference point is an adaptation of a standard reference point for
one's own vehicle. You will learn to
use different parts of your own vehicle
such as wiper plades, door handles,
. ,
or rearview mirrors as @ides.
As you begin to practice parking
maneuvers, you will learn which
parts of your vehicle to use as personal reference points. You will be
able to line up these points with parts
of other vehicles to help execute the
maneuvers.
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The following parking procedures
refer to entering a parking space to
your right. When parking to your
left, adjust your actions and visual
checks for the left side. The steps for
each procedure match the numbered
car locations in the pictures.

Angle Parking

Angle parking

Use angle parking to park your vehicle diagonally to the curb. Angle
parking is often used in parking lots
and shopping centers.
1. Check for traffic and pedestrians.
Position your vehicle at least six
feet from the row of parked vehicles. Signal a right turn, check traffic to the rear, and begin braking.
2. Flash your brake lights to warn
drivers behind. Check your right
blind spot and continue braking.
3. Creep forward until you can see
the center of the space without
your line of sight cutting across
the parking line. This is your reference point to begin turning.
Turn the wheels sharply to the
right. Slowly enter the stall.
4. Straighten the wheels when you
are centered in the space. Determine your forward reference point
to place the front of the bumper
even with the curb or
line.

Use perpendicular parking to
park your vehicle at a right angle
to the curb.
1. Position your vehicle at least
eight feet from the row of parked
vehicles, or as far to the left of
the lane as possible. Flash your
brake lights and signal a right
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Perpendicular parking

turn. Check your right blind
spot, and begin to brake.
2. Check traffic to the rear, and
continue braking.
3. Determine your personal reference point to know when the
front bumper of your vehicle
passes the left rear taillight of the
vehicle to the right of the empty
parking space. Turn the wheel
sharply right. Slowly enter the
stall. Check your right-rear
fender for clearance.
4. Straighten the wheels when you
are centered in the space. Use a
forward r~ferencepoint, like the
driver's siile-view mirror, to stop
before the wheels strike the curb.
Some drivers prefer backing into
a perpendicular parking space. These
drivers consider this a safer maneuver because they do not back out
into traffic when leaving the space.

Leavlng an Angle or
Perpendicular Space
Your view often will be blocked as
you begin to back into moving traffic. Back slowly. Look to the rear and
to the sides as you search for other
roadway users and pedestrians.
1. Creep straight back while you
control speed with your foot
brake. (Hold the dutch at the friction point in a stickshift vehicle.)
2. When your front bumper is even
with the rear bumper of the vehicle
on your left, begin to turn right.
3. Back into the nearest lane and
stop with the wheels straight.
Shift to a forward gear and proceed as you scan your front and
rear zones.

Determine your personal reference
point for this position. Slowly back
straight. Look over your shoulder,
through the rear window.
3. When your front bumper is even
with the front vehicle's back
bumper, turn your wheels sharply
left. Back slowly. Look out the
rear window.
4. When your vehicle is parallel to
the curb, straighten wheels and
stop before you touch the vehicle
behind. Develop reference points

Parallel Parklng
Use parallel parking to park your
vehicle parallel to the curb. Select
a space that is five to six feet longer
than your vehicle. During the
maneuver, the front of your vehicle
will swing far to the left. Check over
your left shoulder to be sure this
needed space is clear.
1. Flash brake lights, and signal a
right turn. Stop two to three feet
away from the front vehicle with
the two rear bumpers even. Shift
to REVERSE. Check traffic. Look
back over your right shoulder.
Back slowly as you turn right.
Aim toward the right-rear corner
of the space. Control speed with
your foot brake (clutch at friction point in a stickshift vehicle).
2. When the back of your seat is even
with the rear bumper of the front
vehicle, straighten the wheels.

Steps for parallel parking
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downhill parking apply to parking on
the right side of the street or roadway.
Adjust your actions and visual checks
when parking on the left side.
PARKING REGULATIONS Parking regulations In most
states spscify the maximum dlstanca a vehiile may
legally be parked from the curb. Thls dlrrtance Is usually
6-18 i n h . Know the mgulatlona in your state or city.
i

to know your distance from the
curb and from the vehicle behind
you. Slowly pull forward to center
your vehicle in the space.

Leaving a Parallel Parklng Space
You are responsible for avoiding a
collision when leaving a parallel
parking space. Yield to all traffic.
1. Back straight slowly until your
rear bumper almost touches the
vehicle behind. Turn wheels
sharply left as you stop.
2. Signal a left turn. Check your left
blind spot. Move forward slowly.
3. Check the right-front corner of
your vehicle for clearance.
4. Turn your wheels slowly to the
right when you are halfway out of
the parking space. Scan front mnes
and accelerate gently as you center
your vehicle in the traffic lane.
c

Wher, yardel parking on a hill, you
must be sure your vehicle will not roll
down into traffic. Always turn the
fiont wheels and set the parking brake
to prevent the vehicle from rolling
downhill. Procedures for uphill and
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Uphill Parking with a Curb
1. Using personal reference points,
position your vehicle close to the
curb. Just before stopping, turn
the steering wheel sharply left as
shown in the first picture on the
opposite page.
2. Shift to NEUTRAL. Let the vehicle
creep back slowly until the back
of the right-front tire gently
touches the curb.
3. Shift to PARK (FIRST in a stickshift), and set the parking brake.
4. When leaving the parking
space, signal, check traffic, and
accelerate gently into the lane
of traffic,
Uphill Parking with No Curb
1. Pull as far off the roadway as
possible. Just before you stop,
turn the steering wheel sharply
right, as in the second picture.
2. Shift to PARK (FIRST
in a stickshift), and set the parking brake.
3. When leaving the parking space,
let the vehicle creep backward
while straightening the wheels.
Signal and check traffic. Shift to
DRIW (FIRST
in a stickshift), and
accelerate!gentlyinto traffic.
Downhill Parking with a Curb
1. Position your vehicle close to the
curb and stop.
2. Let the vehicle creep forward
slowly while turning the steering

wheel sharply right, as in the
third picture. Let the right-front
tire rest gently against the curb.
3. Shift to PARK (REVERSEin a stickshift), and set the parking brake.
4. When leaving the parking space,
check traffic and back a short
distance while straightening the
wheels. Signal and check traffic
again. Shift to DRIVE(FIRSTin
a stickshift), and accelerate
into traffic.

Downhill Parking with No Curb
Follow the same procedure as downhill parking with a curb. Turn
wheels sharply right as you creep
as near to the shoulder as possible.
Note this position in the fourth
picture. Use the same steps for
parking downhill with a curb to

complete the maneuver and to leave
the parking space.
When you leave any hilly parking space, make sure you have a big
enough gap to enter traffic safely.
Traffic coming down the hill may
be approaching faster than you
think it is.

Starting on a Hill
At times, you might have to stop
while going up a hill. You must
then be able to start moving forward again without rolling back.
Starting on an uphill grade without
rolling back involves timing and
coordination.
Using Automatic Transmission
One method for starting on a hill
without rolling back involves using

Uphill parking with curb

Uphill parking with no curb

Downhill parking with curb

Downhill parking with no curb
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the parking brake. Follow these steps
when using this method:
1. While holding the foot brake
down, set the parking brake firmly.
2. Move your foot to the accelerator, and accelerate until you feel
the engine start to pull.
3. Release the parking brake as you
continue to accelerate.
A second method for starting on a
hiU involves using only the foot brake.
1. Hold the foot brake down with
your left foot.
2. While still holding the foot brake
with your left foot, accelerate
gradually until the engine starts
to pull.
3. Release the foot brake gently
as you increase acceleration
to move forward.

Starting on a hill in a
stlckshtft can be dMcult. P d c e first on
gentle slopes away
from traffic before you
nsed to start moving on
a sthill. Use the
method wlth which you
fed most seoum and
comfortable.

Using a Stickshift One method
for starting on a hill in a stickshift
vehicle involves the use of the parking brake. Follow these steps in a
stickshift vehicle:
1. Be sure the parking brake is set.
Shift to FIRST.
2. Use one hand to hold the steering
wheel. Hold the parking brake
release with the other hand.
3. Accelerate to a fast idle. Let the
clutch out to the friction point.
4. Release the parking brake slowly
when you feel the engine begin
r
to pull.
5. Increase pres;ure on the accelerator, and let the clutch all the way
up as your vehicle begins to
move forward. Completely
release the parking brake.
You might be able to coordinate
the clutch and accelerator to move
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forward without using the parking
brake. Follow these steps:
1. Shift to FIRST while stopped.
2. Keep the foot brake down while
releasing the clutch slowly, just
to the friction point.
3. Move your right foot quickly
from the foot brake to the accelerator. Accelerate gently.
4. Release the clutch smoothly, and
accelerate gradually.

Review It
1. What are standard reference
points? How canyou adapt
them to become persbnal
reference points?
2. What are the steps for angle
parking? perpendicular
parking? parallel parking?
3. Which way should your
Pant wheels be turned when
parking uphill with a curb?
uphill with no a r b ? downhill with a curb? downhill
with no curb?
4. How do you use the p a r h g
brake to start an a hill without rolling backwards?

Chapter 6

Yeview
1. Steering, Signaling, and Changing Lanes

Individuals

1. How do you steer straight forward and backward? (110)
2. How do you use hand signals correctly and
when should you use them? (111)
3. What are the proper steps for changing lanes?
(112)

Investigate Research your state's laws on turnabouts. Which of the turnabouts described in the
text are legal in your state, and which are illegal?

2. Making Turns and Turning the Vehicle
Around
4. What is hand-over-hand steering? (113)
5. What are the steps for making right and left

Observe Traffic Locate a busy street in your area
on which vehicles must parallel park. Observe
vehicles parallel parking for at least a half hour.
Record how many attempts to parallel park each
vehicle makes. What are the most common errors
the drivers make in attempting to parallel park?

turns? (114)
6. How do you back left and right? (115)
7. How do you execute the five turnabout
maneuvers, and which is the safest to use?
(116-1 18)

Practice Establish personal reference points in
your family vehicle that you can use when you
park. Compare your personal reference points
with those of your classmates. Are the reference
points you have in common "standard reference
points"? Why or why not?

3. Parking

Groups

8. What are reference points and how do you use

Debate Divide the group into two smaller
groups to debate the pros and cons of shared leftturn lanes. Make a list of the pros and cons your
group discusses. Share the list with your class.

them as guides when parking your vehicle?
(119)
9. What are the procedures for angle, perpendicular, and parallel parking? (120-122)
10. How do you park uphill and downhill with
and without a curb? (122-123)
11. How do you start from an uphill parking space
without rolling backwards? (123-124)

Demonstrate Take turns demonstrating the
hand and arm signals you use when turning and
stopping. Present your group demonstration to
the class.
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Chanter T a
Check Your Knowledge

R m h MM.lrfr

Multiple Qraice Copy the number of a&.sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
of the answer that best c o q k the statement or
answers the question.
1. To steer s t r u t forward, look
(a) at your hand position on the steering wheel.
(b) at the center line or lane lines.
(c) left and right to judge available space.
(d) far ahead toward the center of your path.
2. To make the correct hand signal Eor a left turn,
your left arm and hand should be
(a) extended straight. (c) pointhg down.
(b) pointing up.
(d) waving left.
3. The &st step to take before you begin a lanechange maneuver is to
(a) check the blind spot over your left shoulder.
(b) check that roadway ahead has no
obstructions.
(c) hand signal a stop.
(b) steer slightly into the next lane.
4. Backing a slickshift vehicle requires skiufizl use
of the
(a) brake pedal.
(c) gearshift lever.
(b) turn signds.
(d) clutch pedal.

Copy the number of each debition in fist A.
Match the definition in list A with the term it
defines in list 3.

Completion Copy the number of each sentence
below on a sheet of paper. After the number, write
the word or words that complete the sentenc;
correct.
5. Before backing, make sure your
zones
are clear.
6.-signals are easier to see in bright sunlight,
7. When changing lanes,
can cause your
vehicle to turn too sharply.
8. Perform a
only when there are no driveways to use for another type of turnabout.
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List A
9. a part of the outside or inside of the vehicle,
as viewed from the driver's seat, that relates
to some part of the roadway
10. not turning the steering wheel enough
11. parking vehicle diagonally to curb
12. maneuver for turning your &de around to
go in the opposite direction
13. parking vehicle at right angle to curb
14. pushing the steering wheel up with one hand
-and down with the other
15. k i h g the steering wheel too much
List B
a. turnabout
b. push-pd steeihg
c. r & m point
d perpendicular
P
W
~

e, oversteering

-

f tuzdemte*
g. m g k ~ p k h g

Think Wrndty
Write a paragraph t.o answer each question.
1. You are driving d m a two-wa~two-lane
sheet h'irhidenrial area at night ' d d h a

/ storm. Yi;notice tbatqlarge tree has fallen
down across the roadeay ahead of you. What
type of turnabout should you make and why?
2. When parking on a hill, what can you do to
make sure that row vehicle will not roll d m
into traffic?

Chapter 6

Revikw
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1. YOU are the driver n mls p~crureana neea to maKe a turn2. 11 you were planning to p m In me row of angli3-parked
about. What type of turnabout would you choose? Why
vehicles, W c h parking space would you ohoose lo m?
would you choose this type?
,,:.+,, 7- WJ is this space the safest?
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3. What procedure must the driver of the blue car follow when
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.leaving the parallel parking space? If there is a collision, ,
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4. Whlcn alrectlon snould the front wheels be turned for the
vehicles parked uphill? for the vehicles parked downhill3
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Why
is this important? ,- _ .
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7.1

Searching Intersections
7.2

Controlled Intersections

You Are the Driver!
Imagine you are driving the car waiting
for the light to change. You plan to make
a left turn. Are you stopped in the proper
location?Where should you search?Your

1

I

7.3

Uncontrolled Intersections
7.4

Determining Right of Way
and JudgingGaps

decisions require intensive searching of

all zones for accurate assessment of your
intended path of travel.

- .-

t

A

a

-r;4

In this chapter, you willlearn how
to identify and search controlled and
uncontrolled intersections for a conflictfree path of travel. You also will learn ho-7
to interact safely with other roadway use
at intersections. - : .:. 1 , ,.
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ne cnances of a collision are
greater at intersections than
at any other point on a roadway.
Intersections are dangerous because
many drivers' paths cross there, and
many unexpected stops occur there.
More than one-third of all collisions
and one-fourth of all fatal collisions
take place at intersections.
One reason for the large number
of collisions at intersections is the
driver's failure to identify a safe
path of travel through the intersection. In order to iden* a safe
path of travel you fist need to locate
the intersection.
Look for these dues to identify
an intersection ahead:
street signs and street lights
roadway markings
crossing traffic
parked vehicles on cross streets
turning traffic
rows of fences and mailboxes
traffic stopping
power lines

I

I

What clues idenMy this intersection?
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Intersections can be found in
various designs. Most are simply two
roadways crossing or a railroad crossing a roadway in a or an X pattern.
Others may form a Y when one roadway divides into two or when two join
to form one. Some meet to form a T.
A few are formed when several roadways meet at a cirde-commonly
called a tr&c circle. A driver needs to
know how to idenbfy and be able to
safely negotiate each design.

+

m~eridentdjmg an intersection, you

will need to determine if you have an
open zone for your intended path of
travel into and through the intersection. You will need to search the leftfront, front, a d right-front zones to
be certain that they are open. You
also need to look for line-of-sight
restrictions that will prevent you
from seeing if your intended path of
travel is going to be safe. You should
search for changes in those zones
that could make them closed for your
travel as shown in the top picture on
the next page.
Remember, line-of-sight restrictions can be caused by the environment or by o+er highway users.
When your h e of sight is restricted,
your zone checks should become
more frequent. You should still primarily be checking your front zone
to make sure it is still open for your
intended path of travel.
Your search will change when you
have identiiied a dosed zone caused

Search for changes in your zones to keep your intended path of travel safe.

by a line-of-sight restriction. That is
also true when you make a left turn,
make a right turn, or continue
through an intersection.
Once you are within 4-6 seconds
of the intersection, your searching
pattern should widen to include
more information from the right
and left of your path of travel. If
your front zone is clear, you can keep
moving. If it is not clear, you will
need to prepare to stop or change
your path of travel.
When you identify a line-of-sight
restriction, you should perform a
search of that area. Search for such
things as a car stopped on the left,
a parked vehicle on the right, or a
double-parked delivery truck. Turn
your head 45 degrees to the right or
left in an attempt to see beyond the
line-of-sight restriction as shown
in the picture on the right. When
searching, you need to briefly pause
at each zone to detect objects in that
location. Do not move your eyes in a
constant scan. If you do not pause at
each zone, you could miss objects as
large as a car.

tion has no signals or signs, and the
front, right-front, and left-front
zones are open. At an intersection a
driver needs to locate open front
zones to move ahead safely. Many
times it takes numerous checks of a
zone because of a line-of-sight
restriction.
If your path of travel is clear,
continue searching the left-front,
front, and right-front zones for a
path-of-travel change or a line-ofsight restriction.

Continua Moving Ahead
You may continue ahead if the traffic light is green, or if the intersec-

Move your head to see beyond line-of-sight restrictions.
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Once you have passed the pointof-no-return, you should continue
through the intersection. The pointof-no-return is the point beyond
which you can no longer stop safely
without entering the intersection.
Under normal conditions, that point
is two seconds from the intersection
as shown in the picture on the left.
If you do have a line-of-sight
restriction, you may want to change
your lane position and reduce your
speed. This will give you more time
to see what is hidden. If the restriction is on the right and you have an
open left-front zone, move to the left
side of your lane into lane position 2
and reduce your speed. If the restriction is on the left and you have an
open right-front zone, move to lane
position 3 and reduce speed. When
your left-front and right-front zones
are closed, stay in lane position 1
and further reduce speed. By improving your position and reducing
your speed, you will have more time
to see as well as be seen by others.
When your path of travel is
closed and there is a line-of-sight
restriction, a lane change may be'
needed. Remember, you are not
allowed to make lane changes within
an intersenion. Therefore, you should
select the best path of travel before
entering an intersection. You must
check
new path of travel before
you change your lane position or
change lanes.

1
Every intersection has a point of no return.

1

j

Decldlng to Stop
Change lane position and speed if you have a line-of-sightrestriction.
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You may have to stop at an intersection when you identify or predict a
closed zone or a line-of-sight restric-

After you have stopped, check your front zone and search 90 degrees to your left and right.

tion ahead. By reducing your speed
you can more easily check the zone
having a line-of-sight restriction.
A closed front zone is identified
by the presence of a yellow or red
traffic light, a HELD sign, or something moving into your intended
path of travel. All of these situations
would give you less than 10 seconds
of an available path of travel and
make it a closed zone.
If you have identified a closed
zone at an intersection, you will
need to prepare to reduce speed or
stop. As soon as you identify a
closed zone, check your rear zone.
If it is open, begin to brake. If the
rear zone is closed, tap your brake
pedal a few times so that your brake
lights communicate to the driver to
the rear that you are stopping.

Moving P-r

a St?-

After you I , ~ V . ~s t o p p dnd
~ ~ your front
zone is dear, search at 90-degree angles
to the right and left before you
begin moving. Pause briefly at

each target area to get a clear view
of possible conflicts.
When turning, your last check
should be in the direction of your
intended path of travel. You need
to know if yow intended path
of travel is open before you enter
an intersection.
If you are stopped behind another
vehicle, wait one second after it begins
to move before you move. This gives
you room to respond to any sudden
stop made by the vehicle ahead.

Review It
!

1. Which.qges should you
search hen approaching
an inte, se'ition? , .;
2. Where is your point of no
return?
3. What should you do when
you identify a closed front
zone at the next intersection?

r
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A

Objectives
1. Explain how
to approach a
controlled
intersection.
2. Tell how to move
from a STOP sign
when your view
is.blocked.
3. Describe how to
make right t u n s
and left turns
at controlled
intersections.
- - -

----

-~~

~ntrolledintersection is one
,
: which traffic signals or signs

determine the right of way. Obey
all signs and traffic signals when
you approach a controlled intersection. Yield the right of way to
through traffic.

I

C o n t r o l s d v

mshW

(

TWOkinds of signs control intersections: STOP and YIELD. You must
come to a full stop for a s m p sign,
crosswalk, or stop line. At a YIELD
sign, slow and yield the right of way
to vehicles on the through street.

Blocked View at Stop Sign
Sometimes parked vehicles or
other objects cause a line-of-sight
restriction. Follow these steps to
cross intersections safely and merge
with traffic after stopping.
Crossing Tk&c Follow this procedure when you need to cross traffic
through an intersection:
1. Look around and search at a
45-degree angle at location 1
in the picture on the top right.
Continue to search left, front,
and right as you creep forhard.
Check your rear zone.
2. Check your path of travel for
pedestrians and prepare to make
the legal stop before you move
beyond location 2. Look for vehicles making turns into your path.
3. Stop with your front bumper
even with the curb. Search 90
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degrees to the left and right of
your target area. When there
are parked vehicles, your ideal
searching location is when your
front bumper is even with the
left side of the parked cars, as
in location 3.
4. When you have an open front
zone and a clear gap of at least
seven seconds from the left and
right, proceed by accelerating
to the proper speed. Once
through the intersection,
check your rear zone.
JoiningTraffic-Right Turn Take
these steps when turning right to
join traffic:
1. At location 1 in the picture in the
middle on the right, search your
front zones for pedestrians and
vehicles turning onto your street.
Check your rear zone, and stop.
2. Stop at location 2 where your
front bumper is even with the
curb. Search 90-degrees to the
left and right. Evaluate the target
path and your left-front, front,
and right-front zones. When
clear of any line-of-sight
restrictions and with a gap
of at least seven seconds,
begin jrour turn. Turn y o u head
toward your target, begin to accelerate, and turn the steering wheel.
When you have a line-of-sight
restriction to your left that prevents you from clearly seeing at
a 90-degree angle, creep forward
slightly to improve your view to

the left. Turn your head toward
your target path as you accelerate
and turn.
3. At location 3, turn so that you
end up no farther than three
to four feet away from the curb.
Accelerate to adjust to traffic
and check the rear zone.

JoiningTraffic--Left lhm Follow
these steps when turning left:
1. Before moving beyond location 1
in the picture on the bottom
right, your vehicle should be
in lane position 2. Search front
zones for pedestrians and vehicles turning onto your street.
Check your rear zone and stop.
2. Stop when your front bumper
is even with the curb. Evaluate
your left-front, front, and rightfront zones. When you are clear
of any line-of-sight restrictions
and have a gap of at least seven
seconds, begin your turn. Move
forward slightly to where your
body is even with the curbline.
Check your front zones; turn
your head toward your target
area; accelerate; and turn the
steering wheel.
3. At location 3, turn so that
you end up in lane position 2.
Accelerate to adjust to traffic
and check the rear zone.

Crming banic
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Contransd1-

rrsul Sigrslr
Traffic signals usually have three
lights to each cycle-red, yellow, and
green. Signals also can have a fourth
or fifth light, such as a yellow arrow
and a green arrow. Imagine you are

"oining Traffic--Left Turn
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Signals
Use the IPDE Process to handle traffic signals properly. Identify the color
of a signal as soon as you see it.
Predict that the color might change
as you approach the intersection.

stopped at the red light in the picture above. Think of what is about
to take place. Proceed with caution
when your light turns green.
As you drive toward a signalcontrolled intersection, consider if the
signal is about to change. Treat each
intersection as a separate problem.
Searching 12-15 seconds ahead, evaluate the next intersection to see what
color that light is. Look for any traffic
moving on the cross street. Before
you reach the point where you must
brake to stop at an intersection,
quickly check your front zones. If you
predict the light is going to be red, or
if cross traffic has closed your front
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Stale Green Light A stale green
light is a light that has been green
for a long time. If a light remains
green after you first identify it, be
prepared to slow. Predict that it will
turn yellow soon.
Fresh Green Light A fresh green light
is a light that has just turned green. A
fresh green light does not guarantee
that you will have a safe path of travel. Be sure that no driver on the cross
street is running the red light. Check
for an open zone before you proceed.
Yellow Light When you approach
an intersection as the light turns
yellow, you must decide whether
to stop or proceed. If the light turns
yellow before you reach the point
of no return, check in the rear zone.

If it is safe to stop, do so. Otherwise,
go through the intersection.
Be very careful before making a
left turn on a yellow light. Wait for
all oncoming traffic to stop before
you start your turn.
Red Light When the light is red, you
must stop. Check your rear zone as
you begin to slow.
If you have a vehicle ahead of you,
stop at a point where you can see its
rear wheels touching the roadway. If
you have no vehicles behind you, continue checking your rear zone often.

are followed with a yellow arrow as a
warning. Watch for oncoming drivers
who might proceed, thinking your
green arrow is their green light.

Delayed Green Light A delayed
green light indicates that one side
of an intersection has a green light
while the light for the oncoming
traffic remains red. This light allows
traffic from one side to turn or go
straight before the light for oncoming traffic turns green. Obey your
signal only. Do not assume that
you can proceed when oncoming
traffic proceeds.

-

I

-

B
When a llght turn8
yellow as you approsch
an Intersection, prepare
to dop. Do not
up to try to get through

-.

Unprotected LeR Ibms
An unprotected left turn is made at
a signal-controlled intersection that
does not have a special left-turn
light. When you turn left, you must
yield to oncoming traffic.

lbms on Red

Protected Len Tums

Right on Red Before turning right
on a red light, come to a full stop as
you would at a STOP sign. Move to
a position where you can see clearly.
Search the front zones for openings.
You must yield the right of way to any
vehicle or pedestrian in, or approach-

You can make a protected left turn
when a special left-turn light, green
arrow, or delayed green light lets
you turn left while oncoming traffic
is stopped, Left turns might be prohibited when the protected left-turn
signal ends by a sign or a red arrow.
If the turn is allowed, respond to it as
you would to an unprotected left turn.

All states and the District of Columbia
now permit turns on red. A few local
governments may not. Watch for signs
posted that prohibit turning on red.

Left-Turn Light A left-turn light
provides a protected left turn. Some
left-turn lights are located over the
turn lane without using signs.
Green Arrow A green arrow can appear with the normal red, yellow, and
green signals. In many places the green
arrow simply turns off to indicate
the protected turn has ended. Others

I
Where should you s e a r f o r vehicles and pedestrians when turning right on red?
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ing, the intersection. Complete your
turn into the nearest right lane.

Left on Red Most states also permit a
left turn on red if the turn is from a
one-way street onto another one-way
street. A few states also permit turning
left on red from a left-turn lane on a
two-way street onto a one-way street.
Follow the same procedure as in a
right turn on red, but look for traffic
in your front and right-front zones.
Then turn into the nearest left lane.
Stop when the gate is down.

I
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(atrlmdRaiLoadA controlled railroad crossing
usually has red lights along with
crossing gates. Make a complete
stop when the lights are flashing
and/or the gates are down. Remain
stopped until the lights stop flashing
and the gates have raised. It is illegal,
unsafe, and costly to drive around
the gates. When the crossing is clear,
proceed cautiously.

7.3

Uncontrolled Intersections
n uncontrolled intersection has
o signs or signals to regulate
traffic. These intersections usually are
found in areas of light traffic, such as
residential areas. Although these streets
usually are quiet, they can be dangerous because drivers might not be
expecting cross traffic or pedestrians.
Sometimes a driver fails to idenan intersection as uncontrolled.
The driver assumes the other driver
will stop or, on a quiet street, assumes
that no one is there. If you do not see
a traffic sign or signal, assume that
the intersection is uncontrolled.
Predict that other traffic will not stop.
Reduce speed, search aggressively, and
always be prepared to stop.

1

-llmamhs

Once an intersection has been identified, check your rear zone for following traffic. Then, you will need to
determine if you have an open path
of travel into and through the intersection. You will need to search the

left-front, front, and right-front
zones to be certain that they are open
for your use. You need to continue to
look for line-of-sight restrictions that
could prevent you from seeing if your
path of travel is going to be safe.
Be certain that you can clearly
see open space in your left-front,
front, and right-front zones before
entering the intersection. You must
search for zone changes that could
make them closed.
Your search pattern will change
when you have identified a closed
zone caused by a line-of-sight
restriction. If you identify a dosed
zone in your path of travel, check
your rear zone again. Remove your
foot from the accelerator and cover
or apply the brake.
If a vehicle is coming from the
left or right, the driver on the left
must yield to the driver on the right.
However, predict the worst in each
case. Never assume that the other
driver will yield. The only safe action
is to slow and be prepared to stop.
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You Are the Driver!
Where are the signs and;
signals at this intersection?
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Treat an uncontrolled intersection
as you would a YIELD sign and always
be prepared to stop.
At a traffic circle you must yield
to vehicles already in the circle.
Vehicles in the traffic circle will be
coming from your left. When you
are in the circle, be alert for vehicles
entering in your right-front zone.
Always let pedestrians go firstno matter where the pedestrian is
crossing. As a driver, you must yield
to pedestrians even if they are breaking a traffic law.

Procedures at Uncontrolled
Intersections
When you search your target area and
identify an uncontrolled intersection,
there are three critical locations at
which you must use the IPDE Process.
Each location corresponds to a time
period measured in seconds. When
you approach an uncontrolled intersection, you must perform a series of
steps at each of these locations.
You should perform a series
of steps at each of these
three locations near uncontrolled intersections.

IPDE Process at 12-1 5 Seconds
from Intersection
1. Check roadway conditions as you
approach the intersection. Check
for closed zones to the left front,
front, and right front.
2. Identify whether or not the intersection is controlled.
3. Identify other roadway users in
or near the intersection.
4. Search the view to each side.
Look for line-of-sight restrictions. Check 45 degrees to each
side. When you identify closed
zones, solve the problems before
you enter those spaces.
$
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5. Locate your point of no return.
You cannot stop after passing
that point.
6. Check the rearview mirror for
following traffic, and slow your
vehicle. The more line-of-sight
restrictions, the more time you
need to use the IPDE Process.

IPDE Process at 4-6 Seconds from
lntersection
1. Recheck your immediate path of
travel.
2. Search left front and right front
again for an open zone.
3. If a vehicle is coming from the
left or right, prepare to stop.
4. Recheck traffic to the rear.
IPDE Process at 2 Seconds from
lntersection
1. Pause your search briefly as you
continue evaluating zones for
potential conflicts. This is your
last chance to stop safely-your
point of no return.
2. Brake to a stop if your front zone
in the intersection closes.
3. Search again to the left and right.
4. Proceed through the intersection
when your path of travel is clear.

Uncontrolled Rallroad Crossings
Trains warn others of their
approach,.but it is primarily up to
the vehicle driver to avoid a collision.
Stopping distances of trains will
vary. You can be sure that a train's
stopping distance will always be
longer than that of a car.
An uncontrolled railroad crossing does not have flashing red lights
or crossing gates. However, nearly

all are marked with a sign as you
approach them. In towns and cities,
a round, yellow railroad-crossing
sign is posted about 250 feet from
the actual crossing. In rural areas
this warning sign is about 750 feet
from the crossing. A crossbuck, a
large white X-shaped sign, is located
beside the crossing. Many times a
large white X is painted on the roadway near the crossing.
Treat uncontrolled crossings the
same as an intersection with a YIELD
sign. Slow and be prepared to stop.

Crossing Railroad Tracks
Take these actions when you approach
an uncontrolled railroad crossing:
1. Slow down. Check tracks to both
sides and traffic to the rear as
you approach the crossing sign.
2. Turn off the radio, air conditioner,
or heater fan to listen for train
sounds. Open the window if the
area is noisy.
3. Reduce speed to handle a possible
rough-road crossing or if there is
a line-of-sight restriction. Note
the number of track sets.
4. If a train is approaching, stop at
a safe distance before the tracks.
5. Wait for the train to clear. Then
carefully check the crossing. Be
sure another train is not approaching on another set of tracks.
6 . If it is safe to cross, increase your
speed up to at least 20 mph.
Then your vehicle can roll across
the tracks should its engine stall.
7. If you have a stickshift vehicle, shift
to a lower gear before crossing to
prevent stalling on the tracks.
Never shift while crossing tracks.

Slow and be prepared to stop at uncontrolled railroad crossings.

8. Drive onto the tracks only after

you have enough space and
speed to clear the tracks. Make
sure any vehicles ahead clear the
tracks before you start to cross.
Never stop on railroad tracks
while waiting for traffic ahead
to move.
9. When you follow buses or
trucks hauling flammable contents, be prepared to stop. Many
states require such vehicles to
stop before crossing railroad
tracks.
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7.4

Determininu Riuht of Wav and Tiiduinu can^
B

,A
2. Describe situations in which

safe driver knows that conflicts
often occur at intersections and
is prepared to handle these conflicts.
t To be a safe driver, you need to know
I when to yield the right of way.

1 What Is RlgM of Way?
I The term right of way describes the

'

privilege of having immediate use of
a certain part of a roadway. You have
the right of way only when other
drivers give it to you. It is not something you can take.
You will often have to yield, by
letting others go first, to be safe.
I,ettiig othersgo first is called "yielding the right of way." Sometimes you
must yield to prevent a collision. At
other times, yielding is an act of courtesy. Most of the time, laws determine
who should yield the right of way.

Situatbm When Yw Must YleM
Remember these points in yield
situations:
Your action should not cause those
to whom you should yield the right
of way to slow, stop, or change
their intended path of travel.
Traffic signs and signals only show
who should yield the right of way.
They do not stop traffic for you.
Others can give you the right
of way. Do not assume others
will always yield to you.
Many times it is better to yield
the right of way even when
the law requires the other driver
to yield.
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Failure to yield the right of
way is one of the most frequent
violations in fatal collisions.
You must yield the right of way
in many situations. Knowing right-ofway laws will help you make safe decisions. These drawings show the most
common situations regarding yielding
the right of way. In each situation the
yellow car is required to yield.

Yield at STOP signs to

pedestrians in or near the crosswalk
all traffic on the through street

Yield at fresh green lights to

pedestrians still in the crosswalk
vehicles still in the intersection

Yield coming from an alley, driveway, or
private roadway to
pedestrians before reaching the sidewalk
all vehicles on the street (Make two stops.)

Yield at all nm signs to
all pedestrians in or near crosswalks
all vehicles on the cross street

neld to emergency vehicles
sounding a siren or uslng a flashing light
(Stop clear of the intersection close to
curb. Wait for emergency vehicle to pass.)

Yield when turning left at any
intersection to
all pedestrians in your turn path
all oncoming vehicles that are at all close

Yield at four-way stops to
all pedestrians in or near crosswalks
vehicles that arrive first
a vehicle from the right if you arrive at the
same time

Yield at uncontrolled intersections LU
pedestrians in or near the crosswalk
any vehicle that has entered the intersection
a vehicle from the right if you both arrive
at the same time
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Gap selection for crossing or joining traffic

1

Judging the Size of a Gap
You must be able to judge the gaps
between vehicles and how long it
takes to pass through or enter.intersecting traffic lanes.
A gap is the distance between
vehicles. When you enter a through
street after stopping, you must judge
the size of the gaps in traffic.
You need different size gaps
depending on the maneuver you plan
to make and the speed of traffic.
From the picture above you see that
crossing a two-lane street takes about
four to five seconds. Turning right
and accelerating to 30 mph takes
about six seconds. Turning l@ and
accelerating to 36 mph takes' about
seven seconds. The same process to
judge following distance is adapted
to judge gap sizes.
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You must know how long it takes to
turn right, to turn left, and to cross
traffic at an intersection. Turning
right or left into lanes of other
vehicles is called joining trafic. Look
at the picture to visualize situations
that follow.
Crossing an intersection takes
four to five seconds from a stop.
If traffic on the through street-is
traveling 30 mph, you need a gap
of about two-thirds of a block in
each direction.
You need a larger gap to join
traffic when turning right than when
crossing. You need about six seconds
to reach the speed of through-street
traffic without interfering with the
flow of traffic.
A left turn is more dangerous
than a right turn. You cross the paths
of traffic from the left before entering traffic from the right. The gap to
the left should be greater than when
you make a right turn. At 55 mph,
you need a gap of more than three
and one-half blocks.
C
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Review It
1. What is meant by "yielding

the right of way"?
2. Givesix examples of when

you shodd yield the right of
way.
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1. Searching Intersections

Individuals

1. How should you search an intersection once

you have identified it? (13h131)
2. How can you tell when you are at the point of
no return? (132)
3. What should you do when you have a closed
front zone at an intersection? (132-133)

Observe
Keep a re& for a week of alIr
the railroad tracks you cross as a passenger in a
car. Note whether (1) the crossing was controlled
or uncontrolled, (2) a tr:-ain was approaching or
proceeding down the @a&, a d (3) the driver
took the appropriate actions whea a p p . g
the tracks. I 3 i m w - r n findings wi.th.&t &wX

2. Controtled Intersections
4. How should you approach a controlled intersection? (134)
5. How should you move from a STOP sign when
your view is blocked? (134)
6. How would you make a right turn or a left
turn at a controlled intersection? (136-138)

Investigate Clip two articleswrt@%ted$~tion collisions from y6ur local newspaper. Analyze
each report to determine which vehicle should
have yielded the right of way. Write a summary
of your findings and compare your opinions with
classmates who analyzed the same collisions.

3. Uncontrolled Intersections

Groups

7. How would you identify an uncontrolled inter-

Obs~rveTraffic As a group, observe traffic at
an intersection controlled by a STOP sign. Use a
stopwatch to measure the gaps between vehicles
proceeding through the intersection. Record your
measurements, organizing them in a spreadsheet
format. Measure gaps for vehicles (1) crossing
traffic, (2) joining traffic-right turn, and (3)
joining traffic-left turn.

section? (139)
8. What procedures should you follow at an
uncontrolled intersection? (140)
9. What procedures should you follow at an
uncontrolled railroad crossing? ( 141)

4 Determining Right of Way and
?&:Judging
Gaps
3;

'4

~~~

,

,

. . ,..
, . : - r . <dr*
'7

Use Technology Make a video of cars progressing
does the term "right of way" mean? (142)
through an intersection controlled by tr&c sig11. In what situations must a driver yield the right
gals. In the narration, group members should
of way? (142-143)
'identify
the. types of traffic signals and analyze
12. How would you judge a gap in traffic?'(l44)
the drivers' responses to the signals.
13. How would you cross and join traffic properly?
(144)

.-, 10. What
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Chapter 7

Review
Chwk Your Knowlgdge

Review Vocabulary

Multiple Copy the number of each
sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the
letter that best completes the statement or answers
the question.
1. PLS you approach a yellow or red traffic light,
your front zone
(c) opens up.
(a) widens.
(b) closes.
(d) narrows.
2. What is the term for a light that has just
turned h m red?
(c) fresh green Iight
(a] yellow light
(b) stale w e n light (d) stale red light
3. With which of the following does one side of
an intersection have a green light?
(a) fresh green light (c) controlled
(b) stale green light
green light
(,d) delayed green light
4. Which of the f o 1 1 0 meam
~ ~to ~toow
others to go first?
(a)
( 4 yieEd
(b) p m m d
( 4 cycle
5. Which of the foflowing signs Ment%es an
uncontrolled railroad crossing?
(a) SKIP sign
(c) crossbuck
(d) red flashing lights
(b) YELD sign

Copy the number of each d e w o n in List A.
Match the definition in List A with the term it
defines in List B.

*

Campl&~s Copy tbe number of each sentepce
below m.a sect of papa, After dnumber,
write the word or words th_at ~ ~ n p 1 e tthekenes
tence correctly.
6. You chances of collision are greater at atan
than at any other point on a roadway.
7. When turning after a stop, your last check
should be in the direction of your
.
8. As a driver, you must always
to
pedestrians.

List A
9. intersection at which traffic signals ar signs
determine the right of way
10. complete stop as required &ta stop sign or
red light
11. privilege of having immediate use of a certain
part of a roadway
12. distance between vehicles
13. intersection that has no signs or sign& to
- regulate traffic
14.'light that has been green for a long time

List B
a. right of way
b. full stop
c. stale green light
d. controlled intersection
e. uncontrolled intersection
f* gap

Think Critically
Write a paragraph to answer each question.
l."Jmagine you are driving a car that is approach/ ing an intersection controlled by a STOP sign.
You wisli'to make a lefthrn. Describe in detail
the steps you would take before, during, and
after your turn.
2. What is the difference between a protected left
turn and an unprotected left turn? Why do you
suppose some left turns are protected at signalcontrolled intersections, while others are not?
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2. You have just stopped at a red light. You wish to tlrm left.
Is a left turn at this intewection legal on a red hgW Where

1. You are driving the yellow car and are approaching an

uncontrolled intersection. You and the other car are the
same distance from the intersection.What do you predict
about the other car? What should you do?

. . . . . . -.

.

;.

A You are driving this car that is stopped at the f l o p sign.
. At what speed would you assume the cars on the through
roadway would be traveling? How far away would the cars
s@$d
you
stop?
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3. You are driving the red car. The light turns yellow just after
the car in front of you crosses the railroad tracks. Where
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Chapter 8

Sharing The Roadway

8.1

Sharing the Roadway with
Motorcyclists
8.2

Motorcyclist Actions Can
Affect You

You Are the Driver!

8.3

As a driver, you will be sharing the roaG

way with a variety of other vehicles and
pedestrians. These other users present their
own special problems in every driving

8.4

environment. Many vehicles are small in

Pedestrians and
Special Vehicles

size and, like pedestrians, have very little

E

protection if a conflict with a larger
vehicle occurs,
'

.

A.

*

L

Bicycles, Mopeds, and
Motor Scooters

at problems might the motorcycXst

and bicyclist have in this traffic scene?

8.5

Sharing the Road with Trucks

What should the car driver predict? This
chapter explores problems presented by
other roadway users and explains your
responsibility for protecting other less-..
protected users.

7

hi
- ,t

4 t

Take it to the NET
PHSchool.com/driveright

C
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ilarine the Roadwav with Motorcvclists

E

ven though many drivers will
never ride a motorcycle, they will
be safer drivers if they understand
problems involved in the cyclist's
driving task. Motorcyclists have the
same privileges within the HTS as
drivers of other vehicles. They also
share an equal responsibility for following safe driving practices.
Even though motorcycle registrations make up a very small percentage of all vehicle registrations, about
2,000 cyclist fatalities occur each year.
Injuries and deaths from motorcycle
crashes result primarily from the
exposed position of the rider. Unlike
the driver of a larger vehicle, a
motorcyclist has little or no protection when conflicts occur.
As a driver of a larger vehicle,
you must accept the major share of
responsibility for protecting motorcyclists as they interact within the
HTS. Show cyclists the same courtesy you show other drivers.

Predict actions of motorcyclists that
might enter your path. Base your
decisions on the problems that confront the motorcyclist, and execute
your actions. Use every technique
possible before a closed zone or
conflict occurs. The driver in the
yellow car in the picture is looking
through the approaching car's windows to see the motorcyclist or other
roadway users.

to Look f- Motomycrld7
w o k for motorcp~~bts
ir "-c fouuw
ing situations.

Vehide Turning Left in Front of
Motorcydist When you plan to turn
left across one or more lanes of traffic,
be sure your planned path of travel is
clear. Even though the cyclist in the
top picture on the opposite page is
signaling for a left turn, the car driver

Wnp tlre IPDE Process
Most low-risk drivers tend to be alert
for other cars and larger vehicles that
might cause conflict. Because motorcycles are smaller and are driven in
several different lane positiohs, they
often are not identified in time to
prevent conflict. Make a special
effort to use the IPDE Process.
The Identify step is crucial for
drivers because motorcycles are more
difficult to see. Search all the zones so
you will not be surprised by the sudden appearance of a motorcycle.
150 Unit 2 Controlling Your Vehicle

-

Scan mrough the windows of other vehicles
to see motorcyclistsor other roadway users.

should predict that the cyclist will continue straight. The car driver should
complete the left turn only after scanning front and side zones and after the
cyclist has entered his left-turn path.
When you make left turns at
night, be especially watchful for
oncoming vehicle headlights. The
single headlight of a motorcycle can
be confused with a larger vehicle that
has only one working headlight.

Vehicle Turning Right at Intersection
or Driveway Drivers of larger vehicles who do not check their rear zones
frequently might not be aware of traffic to the rear. Therefore, they may
turn right directly in front of a motorcyclist, as the picture below shows.
Motorcyclist Tuning Left When
you are approaching an intersection
and there is oncoming traffic, expect

Are the Driver1
How could you have
avoided a possible conflict
with this motorcyclist?
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smaller vehicles to appear in your
path. An approaching motorcyclist
who is about to turn left could be
blocked from your view. Search your
front zones and be aware of any
limited sight distance to your left.
Be prepared to act to avoid conflict.
Motorcyclist in Driver's Blind Spot
Because of its relatively small size, a
motorcycle is often difficult to see in
the blind-spot areas behind your
vehicle. The roof-support columns on
the back and sides of vehicles add to
the problem. Always check the blind
spots in your left- and right-rear
zones by glancing over your shoulder
before turning or changing lanes.

Motorcyclists should
never assume that all
other drivers see them.
They should make
every effort to be as
visible as posribk in
the traffic scene.

Tailgating Motorcyclist The only
way to know if you are being tailgated
by a motorcyclist is to check your rear
zone often. When you see a tailgating
cyclist, try to avoid sudden braking.
If the driver of the yellow car in the
picture brakes suddenly to let the
car on the shoulder in, the tailgating
motorcyclist could lose control. The
motorcyclist does not have enough
following distance to stop in time.
Check your rearview mirrors often
and increase your following distance
if a cyclist is following you.
Motorcyclist Passing Vehicle on
Right or Left Check your reartiew
mirrors and blind spots fredently as
part of your visial search pattern.
Anticipate that motorcyclists will
pass you. The failure of many drivers
to check their rearview mirrors and
blind-spot areas can easily lead to
conflict with motorcyclists.
Be especially aware of being
passed on either the right or left at
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Watch for tailgating motorcyclists if you must
slow or stop suddenly.
an intersection where there may be
more space. Even though motorcyclists should not pass at intersections, always watch for them so you
can avoid conflict. When you are
being overtaken by a motorcyclist,
maintain both your lane position
and your speed.
Motorcyclist Meeting an Oncoming
Vehicle You are more likely to see
an oncoming motorcyclist in the
daytime if the motorcycle's headlight
is on. Many states require that the
motorcycle's headlight be on at all
times. All motorcycles manufactured
today haw the headlight come on
when the ignition is turned on.
Whenever you see an oncoming
motorcyclist, stay on your side of the
roadway until the motorcyclist has
passed. Remember also that having
your headlights on at all times makes
you more visible to the cyclist.

never tailgate a cyclist before passing. The appearance of a very close
vehicle in the cyclist's rearview
mirror could cause an unexpected
action and result in conflict. When
you plan to overtake and pass a
motorcyclist, stay well back until
you start to pass.
When the way is clear, execute
your passing maneuver. Use the
entire left lane for passing, as the car
driver in the picture is doing. When
you can see the cyclist in your
rearview mirror, signal, check your
right blind-spot area, and return to
the right lane.

Protecting Motorcydlsts
Unlike a driver protected inside a
larger vehicle, a motorcyclist is fdly
exposed to dangers that could cause
injury or death. For this reason,
you must accept an extra share of
responsibility for avoiding conflicts
with cyclists. With a larger vehicle

under your control, you have the
power to cause far more harm
than a cyclist. Handle this power
with respect.
Develop an attitude of helping
others who are less protected. Make
it your responsibility to demonstrate
habits and behavior that show you
care for the safety of your fellow
roadway users.
Motorcyclists Can La& Experience
and Skill Be alert when approaching
a cyclist. Predict judgment and control errors due to inexperience and
lack of skill. Some motorcyclists ride
rented or borrowed cycles and might
not have enough practice to develop
sound judgment and good control.
Others, who own their own motorcycles, might not have received
proper riding instruction.

Handling Traits of Motorcycles
Help protect motorcyclists by being
aware of the handling traits of
motorcycles and how they operate.

Use the entire lane when passing a motorcyclist.
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Watch for a motorcyclist's balance and stability problems. Predict
that the cyclist might swerve or
even fall. Give cyclists extra space by
increasing your following distance.

Make the Motorcyclist Aware of You
When following a motorcyclist, do
not assume the cyclist is aware of
your presence. Traffic and wind
noises make it more difficult for
the cyclist to hear. Protective helmets worn by cyclists might also
muffle some'traffic sounds.
The small size of the mirrors
on the handlebars and the vibration
of the motorcycle can restrict the
motorcyclist's view to the rear. Keep
extra space in your front zone when
you think a cyclist is unaware of
Your presence.

I
Motorcyclists lean when making turns. Watch
a motorcyclist's shoulders to anticipate turns.

I

Notice in the picture that the motorcyclist leans to the side when making
a turn. Control of a motorcycle is
difficult in a turn or sharp curve.
The cyclist can have even more
difficulty handling the cycle in a
strong wind, or if the roadway is
rough or slippery.

Increase Your Following Distance
A motorcyclist's balance and stability .
depend on two small areas o k e s

f

that grip the roadway. Wate sand,
oil, wet leaves, poiholes, or Ioose
gravel reduce traction and can
make motorcycle control even
more uncertain.
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I

Eotorcyclist Actions Can ~ f f e cYOU
t

A

lthough you share the responsibility for protecting motorcyclists, they have the primary
responsibility for avoiding conflict.
How motorcyclists ride, how they
use protective equipment, and how
they handle special problems affect
all other roadway users.

With proper instruction and
training-and an attitude of responsibility and caring-motorcyclists
can become cooperative, low-risk
users of the HTS.
Braking and Accelerating
A vehicle driver needs only to step

How Motorcyclists Ride
Because motorcyclists share the roadways with others and present special
problems, they should develop safe
riding skills. All states offer motorcycle safety courses taught by instructors certified by the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation. Proper training
and widespread helmet use have
helped reduce motorcycle fatalities.
The student riders in the picture are
practicing balance and turns in a
motorcycle-riding course taught by a
certified instructor.
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on the foot brake to stop a vehicle.
However, a motorcyclist must operate
separate brakes for front and rear
wheels. A lever on the right handlebar
operates the front brake. This brake
supplies most of the braking power
for stopping. A foot pedal controls
the rear brake. A cyclist must coordinate both foot and hand brakes carefully for maximum braking. If either
brake is applied too hard it can lock
and cause loss of control.
A motorcyclist must coordinate
the hand throttle, hand clutch, and
foot-gearshift lever to accelerate
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3. Explain mo%arcyclists' specid

riding problems.

1
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Taking a certified training course can help motorcyclists reduce their risks.
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smoothly. Balance problems can occur
if these actions are not coordinated.

\

I

states have
passed laws requiring
motorcyclists to wear
~~almets.
Should wearin
helmets be required bl

Loss of Balance
Unlike four-wheel vehicles,
a motorcycle might have
difficulty remaining upright
while in motion. Be alert
and anticipate that the
cyclist can lose control, especially if the roadway is wet or
covered with oil drippings.

I

Following Distance
Motorcyclists should increase their
following distance to reduce risk of
collisions. Increased following distance also helps prevent cyclists from
being hit by pebbles or dirt thrown
back by the vehicle ahead. As a driver,
check your rearview mirror often. Be
aware of following motorcyclists, and
avoid making sudden stops.

r

Because other ~ ~ ~ l i ccan
l e sseverely
injure motorcyclists in a collision,
motorcyclists must make every effort
to protect themselves. Cyclists can
reduce or prevent injuries by using
protective equipment, as has the
rider in the picture.
A motorcyclist's protective equipment includes the following items:
helmet-the headgear worn to
reduce or prevent head injuries
eye-protection-goggles or a face
shield
heavy shoes or boots
full-length pants and jacket made
of durable material
full-fingered gloves
Helmets are required by law in
most states and are important in saving lives. In a collision, a cyclist who
does not wear a helmet is far more
likely to suffer fatal neck and head
injuries than a rider who does wear
a helmet.

Special Riding Problems
Weather and roadway conditions
present greater problems to cyclists
than they do to drivers of other vehicles. Allow extra time and space for
motorcyclists in all adverse weather
conditions. When following motorcyclists who are crossing railroad
tracks or qarrying passengers, leave
.
extra space.
I

Protective gear helps protect a motorcyclist.
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Adverse Weather Conditions A
motorcyclist cannot cope with adverse weather conditions as well
as a driver in a four-wheel vehicle
can. For example, a puddle might
hide a pothole that jolts your vehicle.

That same hidden pothole can throw
a motorcycle out of control.
Like drivers of other vehicles,
the worst time for motorcyclists is
immediately after it starts to rain. As
rain mixes with dirt and oil on the
roadway, traction is greatly reduced.
Because balance is important for
motorcycle control, reduced traction
is far more critical to motorcyclists.
You can turn on your windshield
wipers when it rains. When dirt from
the roadway splashes up on the
windshield, you can use windshield
washers. A cyclist has neither device.
Therefore, the motorcyclist's vision is
greatly reduced and can be distorted
under these conditions.
Motorcyclists should use extra
caution when riding on or crossing
painted lines on a wet roadway.
Painted lines can become slippery
when wet. Motorcyclists gain extra
traction on wet roads by riding in
another vehicle's wheel track, as the
picture shows.
Motorcyclist Crossing Railroad
'Ikacks Railroad tracks are a special
problem for motorcyclists. Motorcycle tires can get caught in the
grooves of the crossing, causing the
motarcyclist to lose balance. A cyclist
should cross railroad tracks as dose
to a right angle as possible, as long
as this does not cause the cyclist to
enter another lane.
Motorcyclists Carrying Passengers
A motorcycle carrying two people
requires extra caution from other
vehicle drivers. Be alert for a difference in acceleration, braking, and
turning when a motorcyclist is carry-

Motor~,,,,sts can gain traction on wet roads
by riding in another vehicle's wheel track.

ing a passenger. A passenger can create balance and control problems for
the cyclist by leaning the wrong way
in curves and turns.

How Motorcyclists Can Help
Other Vehlclg Drivers
Motorcyclists should use all their .
skills and techniques to reduce their
risks of conflicts. However, nothing
the cyclist does should diminish the
caution other drivers must practice
near motorcyclists. Remember,
you must always be ready to yield
to cyclists.
Chapter 8 Sharing the Roadway
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more visible. A rider in the correct
position is visible to the driver ahead
as well as to oncoming drivers.
Riding in lane position 2 also
forces other drivers to use the other
full lane to pass. This position adds
a degree of safety to the passing
maneuver. It aIso reduces the chance
that the cyclist will be forced off the
roadway.
Motorcyclists should not ride
between lanes of moving vehicles.
This practice is dangerous for everyone. In many states it is illegal.

By riding offset, motorcyclists are more easily seen.

Riding in Groups ~ o t o r c y c ~ 6 t s
often travel in groups. When you see
one cyclist, be prepared to see others.
Cyclists should not ride side by side
in traffic. They should be in an offset
position, as the picture shows. By
riding offset, each cyclist is more
easily seen by others and has more
space to swerve safely, if necessary.
Like you, motorcyclists should
prepare for turns by moving into the
correct lane well before the turn. If
they are riding in groups, they should
be in single file they approhch,
enter, and complete the turn:
Being Visible in BaEGic Motorcyclists should position themselves
in traffic so other roadway users can
easily see them. Riding in lane position 2 usually makes a motorcyclist
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Riding at Might It is far more difficult for drivers of other vehicles to
judge the speed and position of a
motorcycle at night. Because a
motorcycle's taillight is relatively
small, drivers behind may have difficulty seeing it.
Motorcyclists should take added
precautions when riding at night.
They can make themselves more
visible by putting reflective tape on
helmets and clothing and by having
reflectors on the motorcycle.

Bicycles, Mopeds, and Motor Scooters
i@es and low-powered, two-

4

wheel vehides continue to be
popular for tramportattion, recreation, and business. Bieycles use
no gasdine, create no pollution,
and provide exercise for the rider.
Because of their small sizes, mopeds
and motor scooters &eate very little
polldon and provide an economic
means of trampatation.
Users of smaller two-wheel
vehicks have the same privileges
and responsibiities as other drivers..
Riders of these vehicles should use
the IPDE Process and develop a
visual search pattern to help themselves be more aware of possible:
conflicts with other roadway users.
However, drivers of larger vehicles,
with their greater protection, must
accept the major responsibility far
avoiding mnQict.
Just as you have a major respansibility for proteding rnot~rqclbts,
you should be even more cautious
and mwe of these smaller vehicles
because they are so unprotected.

Bicyclists' Responsibilities
Bicyclists must share the responsibility for avoiding conflictis with other
roadway users.
3e a respor-rsiblebicyclist by following these s&e-riding practices:
W w a helmet for protection.
h o w and follow the lam
regarding roadway riding, lane
pogition, and sidewalk riding.
* Obey dl signs, sipaIs, and laws.

Wear light-colored clothing and
have lights and reflectors on
bicycles when riding at night.
Do not wear earphones while
bicycling. Wearing earphones
while bicyding or driving a motor
vehicle is illegal in many states.
Keep bicycles in safe operating
condition.
When riding at night use a headlight that is visible for at least 500 feet
Reflective tape on the frame and finders of your bicycle, as well as on your
helmet, adds safety for night riding.

Protecting Bicyclists
& a driver of a lager v&d%give
bicyclists extra-spacewhenever psi&. Some biqdists might not be
able to control their bicycles well.
Whm follawing a bicyclist, be a w e
of the possible path the bicyclist
might take. Vehjae doors opening,
railroad tracks, storm drains, potholes, puddles, and other roadway
hazards may Eause a bivclist to
swerve into yaw path,
Use theTPDE Process c o n d y
as you eneaiunter bicyclks. Sam
wide enough to indu& the sides
.
oftbe roadwa 'as well.& sidewalks,
T& m b d d ' to,yaGvisual ~ a r & ..
pattern a speaal aware&& iif bi& .. I
&ts 9ndwhere they might be. Allow
more t h e and space for bicyclists ta
change their intended parh of travel.

r
"

I

BreventingGon£lictswithBi~ts
Passing bicydists on a two-lane
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roadway presents a problem for both
drivers and riders. Consider the position of the cyclist in traffic when you
plan to pass.
Start your passing maneuver well
behind the bicyclist. You should have
at least one-half lane between your
vehicle and the bicyclist, as the picture shows. Be even farther away if
the traffic lanes are narrow.
Use these techniques to further
prevent conflicts with bicyclists:

Check rear zones and signal early
when you plan to slow or stop.
Help others identify a bicyclist by
adjusting your position. At night,
use low-beam headlights or a
flick of high-beam headlights so
that others can see the cyclist.
Reduce speed and increase space
when you are unsure of a bicyclist's control.
Look for bicyclists before opening the street-side door of your
vehicle.
Large tricycles have become popular in many communities, especially
in retirement areas. Even though
these tricycles are larger than most
bicycles and are more readily visible,
they can present a hazard. Be alert
for and protective of riders of these
large tricycles when they are a part
of your traffic environment.

Mopeds and Motor Scootem
A moped is a two-wheeled vehicle
To pass a b i ~ y c lsafely,
i
move to lane position 2.
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that can be driven with either a
motor or pedal. Its name comes from
motor-drken bicycle and pedal-driven

bicycle. Like a bicycle, a moped can
be pedaled and can be stopped with
a hand brake. Like a motorcycle,
a moped is powered by an engine
and controlled by a hand throttle.
A motor scooter is also a lowpowered two-wheeled vehicle. It is
more powerful than a moped. A
motor scooter is similar to a motorcycle, though most motor scooters
require no shifting.
Moped and Motor Scooter
Restrictions Most states require
moped and motor scooter operators
to have an operator's license. Mopeds
and motor scooters are restricted
from certain high-speed roadways.
Both the speed and the acceleration
of mopeds are limited. Because they
do not accelerate to traffic speed as
quickly as a motorcycle or other vehicles, they may be unable to keep up
with the traffic flow.
Responsibilities of Moped and Motor
Scooter Drivers Even though these
vehicles are smaller than motorcycles,
their drivers also can benefit fiom taking a rider-training course.
In addition to observing laws and
local requirements, moped and
motor scooter drivers should follow
these guidelines:
Wear protective clothing. At night,
wear clothing that has reflective
tape on it, as the picture shows.
Have the headlight on at all times.
Position the vehicle in the lane so
it can be seen by others.
Keep a space cushion between
themselves and other vehicles.
Use extra care when riding on
wet or slippery surfaces.

Reflective tape makes the motor scooter rider
more visible to other drivers at night.

Concentrate on the driving task
and use the IPDE Process.
Drivers of other larger vehicles
should predict possible sudden
actions from drivers of mopeds and
motor scooters. Be especially alert
when driving near a moped or
motor scooter.
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dl highway users, pedestrians

Objectives
1. BKplain why you
should use extra

caution and care
to p m a
pde*.
2 Lba as- w k e

*ethe most vulnerable.
Motorists have a strong moral and
legal obligation to protect pedestrians in every situation.

twmtrhns

Many pedestrians who do not drive
y o n ~ ~ i c t t a are not fully aware of traffic laws and
signals. Children and older people
see pdes*s*
are most at risk. Children are less
3. ECplaBl patvisible to drivers and often lack the
dm& t~ fa91044~
judgment to know when it is safe to
to dear the way
cross streets. Older people may not
for mergemy
hear
or see well and may be unaware
v&*,
of possible conflicts.
Other adult pedestrians may just
get careless. They are drivers of vehicles and fully understand trafflc laws.
However, when they are in a hurry
or are trying to escape bad weather,
they may take chances and forget the
risks involved.

Communicate with pedestrians
so they will know you are there. A
tap on the horn or a wave of your
hand can give the message that you
are there. Use the IPDE Process continually and always be ready to yield
to pedestrians.
Learn where you can expect to see
pedestrians and be extra alert when
approaching the following areas.

Alleys and Driveways Approaching
a sidewalk from an alley can be
risky if a pedestrian or a bicyclist
suddenly appears. The driver in the
picture should expect movement
from either side when approaching
the sidewalk.
Make two stops when driving
from an alley. First, stop before the
sidewalk and look both ways for
pedestrians and bicyclists. Tap your
horn as a warning. Second, be pre-

Be especially alert for pedestrians as you drive out of an alley or driveway because Dullalngs
can obstruct your view. Be prepared to stop.
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pared to stop again as you look for
traffic just before you enter the street.
Business Districts Many collisions
involving pedestrians occur at intersections and crosswalks in business
districts where there is often a high
volume of traffic. Many pedestrians
assume that drivers will yield the
right-of-way to anyone in the crosswalk. Drivers, however, are often
looking at traffic signals and other
vehicles and may not see the pedestrian in time to avoid a conflict.
Rain and snow often cause
pedestrians to be more concerned
about protection from weather than
protection from traffic. Be extra alert
under these conditions. It is often
difficult to identify pedestrians at
night and during adverse weather
conditions.
Residential Areas Many residential
streets are used by children as play
areas, as the picture shows.
Regardless of the legal aspect of
children playing in the street, it is the
driver's responsibility and obligation
to make the utmost effort to prevent
conflict. Search for pedestrians coming from between parked vehicles on
residential streets.

JoggingAreas Although joggers are
safer using a sidewalk or a jogging
path, expect to see them on streets
and in traffic lanes. Joggers should
yield to moving traffic-but do not
expect this to happen. Always be
ready to slow, steer around, or stop
for joggers.

Watch for children playing on the street.

The Driver as a Pedestrian
As soon as you step out of your
vehicle, you are a pedestrian. You no
longer have the protective shield of
your vehicle. Because you understand
traffic rules and laws, you should be
a responsible pedestrian.
Exercise special care at night.
Wear something white or carry a
light, particularly in rural areas. Try
to be where drivers expect to see
you. Do not walk into traffic lanes
from between parked vehicles.
Regardless of the behaviors
practiced by some pedestrians, you
should always demonstrate an

I

STEPPING OFF M E CURB Many pdostrians who
we struck at 1o
-w
am hit just as thy step
fnto tho 8troet They opten walk into the sfde of a
moving whlcle they do not 808.
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attitude of responsibility in your
driving. Remember how destructive
a large vehicle can be to these lessprotected users. Exercise special care
whenever pedestrians are around.

Parking Lots

Be alert for parklng
spaces designated for
"Handicapped Parking
Only." Do not park in
these spaces.

Parking lots present a high-risk area
for drivers, riders, and pedestrians.
Like many residential streets, parking
lots sometimes are used as recreational
areas. Even though drivers are traveling at low speeds, a bicyclist or a skateboarder can cause conflict. Many
property damage collisions and injuries occur in parking lots, even at very
slow speeds. As a pedestrian in parking
lots, you should look for brake lights
and backup lights on parked vehicles.
Follow these guidelines to lower
your risk when driving in parking lots:
Obey parking-lot speed limits.
Follow the routes for traffic flow.
Do not drive diagonally across
parking-lot lines.
Be alert for pedestrians, bicyclists, roller-bladers, and skateboarders.

Be alert when leaving a parking space.
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Avoid tight parking spaces. Try
to avoid parking in end spaces.
Drive far enough into the space
so the front or rear of your
vehicle will not extend into
the path of moving traffic.
Position your vehicle properly in
the parking space.
Secure the vehicle properly.
Continually scan in all directions
when backing out of a parking
space. If vision is blocked by a
large vehicle, tap the horn before
you back out.
Watch for others who may back
out toward you and may not see
your vehicle. The drivers in the
picture nearly collided because
they were not aware that the
other driver was backing out.

Special-Purpose Vehicles
Besides sharing the roadway with
cyclists and pedestrians, you must
also share it with an increasing
number of special-purposevehicles.
Some special-purpose vehicles can
be expected at different times of the

Allow extra space to increase your sight distance, and use caution when passing.

year. For example, snow plows can
be expected in winter months in
cold climates. In rural areas large,
slow-moving farm machinery should
be expected. When mobile homes
are being transported, they often are
preceded and followed by vehicles
that carry a "Wide Load" sign. Use
extra caution when meeting or passing such vehicles.
A recreational vehicle is a type
of vehicle used mainly for pleasure
and travel. Some of the more common types of recreational vehicles
are vans, motor homes, campers,
travel trailers, pickup trucks, and
sports utility vehicles. Because of
their size, some of these vehicles can
decrease your sight distance or completely block your view. M o w these
larger vehicles extra space in traffic
and increase your following distance.

Buses
Local buses and school buses are the
two most common types of buses

you will encounter. Laws governing
school buses are more strict than those
governing local buses. School buses
usually stop for students right in the
lane of traffic. Most states require
traffic going in both directions on a
two-way street to stop when a school
bus stops to load or unload passengers.
A school bus has flashing red lights
and, in some states, a STOP sign that
swings out from the side of the bus.
Some buses have flashing yellow lights
before the flashing red lights begin.
Do not proceed until all the lights
stop flashing, the STOP sign is withdrawn, and the bus begins to move.
Most states do not require traffic
from either direction to stop for
local buses. When stopping to disl '
charge or pick up passengers, local
buses usually pull in toward the curb
out of the lane of traffic. However,
just because a stop is not required
for local buses, it is your responsibility to keep alert for pedestrians near
the bus who might cause a conflict.
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L_._srgency Vehicles

leld to emergency vehicles at all times.
Use the following guidelines to
protect pedestrians near buses:
Expect to see school buses more
frequently in mornings and afternoons during school opening
and closing times.
Identrfy school buses by their
yellow color, and then be prepared for stops. Expect some
local buses to be used as school
buses. Although you are not
required to stop for local buses,
exercise caution when you
approach them.
Expect pedestrians hurrying to
catch a bus to be unaware of
your presence. Communicate
with horn and eye contact.
Search areas around stopped or
parked vehicles that might hide
pedestrians.
Give buses extra space. When
passing a stopped bus, be sure no
pedestrian who is blocked from
view will enter your path.
Reduce speed and cover the
brake, if needed, to give yourself
more time to respond.
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Always yield to emergency vehicles
with sirens and flashing lightsregardless of the direction the vehicle
is traveling. When you see the lights
or hear the siren, pull over to the
right as far as possible. Stop if there
is space and it is safe to do so. The
drivers in the picture have pulled
off the roadway and stopped.
If you are in heavy traffic, move
in the direction other drivers are
moving. Leave as much space for
the emergency vehicle as possible.
Some drivers become careless
about their response to emergency
vehicles. They fail to pull over or
stop. Not only are they putting
themselves and the emergency
vehicle at risk, but they may be
harming others who are waiting
for the emergency vehicle.
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Sharing the Road with Trucks
ucks help transport nearly every-I thing we eat, wear, and use in our
daily lives. They are an essential part
of our national economy.

Tppes of Ttucks
The three main classifications of
trucks are light, medium, and heavy.
Most trucks are light or medium and
are the types you commonly see as
service trucks, pickup trucks, and
delivery trucks. Heavy trucks include
dump trucks and tractor trailers.

Ractor Railers
A truck that has a powerful tractor
that pulls a separate trailer is called a
tractor trailer. The tractor is the front
part that includes the engine and the
cab. The most common size tractor
trailer is the tractor-semitrailer. This
is a tractor that pulls one trailer and

is commonly called an "eighteen
wheeler." Next in size is the double
trailer, two trailers pulled by a tractor.
The largest trucks, triple trailers, consist of three trailers pulled by a tractor.
Even though most truck drivers
practice a high degree of safe-driving
behavior, be aware that there are
times when drivers suffer from
fatigue or loss of sleep. Drivers often
face the problem of tight scheduling
and drive over long periods of time.

!$! Objectives

1. ~ e & e"no-zones"
around large
trucks.
?.
+?2. Explain precautions to take
when following
large trucks.
i?; 3. List guidelines to
follow when pass- ing large trucks.

.

%

-

'I

$

Large Trucks Making
Right Turns
Many drivers following a tractorsemitrailer assume that if the truck
moves to the left it is preparing to
make a left turn. However, drivers of
large trucks usually swing out to the
left as the first step in making a right
turn. If you begin to pass on the right
at that time, you could be caught
in the "right-turn squeeze:' as the
picture shows. Always check a truck's
turn signals before you start to pass.

Following Large lh~cks

To avoid conflict, keep out of the open space
to the right of a tractor-semitrailer making a
right turn.

Drivers of large trucks sit high above
the road and have an excellent view
of the roadway ahead. However, their
view to the &des and rear is often.
restricted by the size of their rig.
Large trucks often create visibility problems for other drivers. When
you follow a large truck, the truck
causes a line-of-sight restriction.
There are large blind spots in
front, to the sides, and to the rear
Chapter 8 Sharing the Roadway
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of every large truck. These blind-spot
areas, called no-zones, are where
truck drivers cannot see other vehicles
and where most collisions occur. The
picture at left shows these no-zones.
When drivers travel in a truck's
no-zones, they put themselves at a
high degree of risk because they
cannot be seen by the truck driver.
When you are following a large
truck, increase your following distance to allow clear sight distance
ahead. Stay far enough back so you
can see the sideview mirrors of the
truck. If you can't see one of the
driver's sideview mirrors, then the
driver can't see you.

PatdRgLaw-kS

Stay out of the No-Zones

where truck drivers cannot
see you.

Whenever possible, plan to pass a
large truck when the driver shifts
gears to gain speed. Passing is more
easily done when you leave a STOP
sign or a traffic light. Do not begin
to pass until you are both clear of
the intersection.
Use the following guidelines when
passing large trucks:
Check front and rear zones,
signal a lane change, and change
lanes smoothly.
Stay in lane position 2 during the
passing maneuver, and complete
your pass as quickly as possible.
After you can see both headlights
in your rearview mirror, signal,
check over your right shoulder,
and return to the right lane.
CAUTION: In many trucks, the
fiont no-zone can extend over 20
feet. Be sure you are well beyond
that distance before you return to
the right lane.
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Do not slow during or after
completing the pass. Maintain
your highway speed.
Passing a large truck during rain
or snow increases your level of risk.
Both traction and visibility are
reduced. When passing under such
conditions, flash your headlights
so the truck driver will know you
are passing.

Meeting Large Thrd<s
You do not have much room when
meeting large trucks on narrow twolane highways. When you meet a
large truck, move to lane position 3.
Look well ahead and drive in a straight
line. Try to choose a meeting point
where the shoulder offers an escape
path. Hold the steering wheel firmly
because you might encounter a wind
gust as you meet the larger vehicle.

Review It
1. Where are the no-zones?
2. What precautions should
you take when following
a large truck?
3. How should you pass
large trucks?

Chapter 8

Review
1. Sharing the Roadway with Motorcyclists

Individuals

1. Why do drivers have responsibility for protect-

Investigate Research driving rules or laws in your
state as they pertain to motorcyclists. Make a list
of rules or laws that motorcyclists must follow that
are not required of other drivers.
Interview Interview someone you know who
drives a truck for a living. Ask the person how
driving a truck is different from driving a car.
Write a report based on your conversation. (If you
don't know anyone who drives a truck, interview a
person who drives a motorcycle. Ask how driving
a motorcycle is different from driving a car.)
Observe 'Ikaffic Observe the traffic for fifteen
minutes at a busy intersection in your area. Make
a record of the different types of vehicles you see
(includingcars, trucks, bicycles, motorcycles, etc.)
Compare your results with those of your classmates.

ing motorcyclists? (150)
2. How would you use the IPDE Process to
protect motorcyclists while driving? (150)
3. In what situations should you look for
motorcyclists while driving? (150-152)

2. Motorcyclist Actions Can Affect You
4. What is the difference in acceleration and

braking abilities between motorcycles and
other vehicles? (155)
5. What protective equipment should motorcyclists wear? (156)
6. What are motorcyclists' riding problems?
(156-157)

3. Bicycles, Mopeds, and Motor Scooters
7. How can you help protect bicyclists? (160)
8. What guidelines should moped and motor

Groups

scooter drivers follow when riding? (161)

Debate Break your group into two and discuss
the pros and cons of having two-wheeled vehicles
(such as motorcycles, mopeds, and motor scooters)
share the roadways with other vehicles.
Use Technology Make a group video about
bicycle safety. Share the video with your class.

4. Pedestrians and Special Vehicles
9. Why should you use extra caution and care

to protect pedestrians? (162)
10. In what areas will you see pedestrians?

(162-163)
11. What procedures should you follow to clear

the way for emergency vehicles? (166)

5. Sharing the Road with Trucks
12. What are the "no-zones" around large trucks?

(167-168)
13. What precautions should you take when
following large trucks? (167-168)
14. What guidelines should you follow when passing large trucks? (168)
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Check Your Knowledge

Multiple Choice Copy the num6
tence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
of the answer that best completes the statement or
answers the question.
- .I. Why do car drivers have responsibility
, :: avoiding collisions with motorcyclists?
(a) Cars need less stopping distance.
(b) Motorcycles maneuver more easily.
(c) Car drivers have more protection.
(d) Motorcyclists have less experience.
5. Which of the following is NOT a safe practice
for bicyclists?
(a) wearing a helmet
!B
(b) obeying signs, signals, and traffic laws pdy#i
..-;:fi
(c) having reflectors on bicycles
(d) listening to music with head

Review Vocab u k ~
Copy the number of each de
Match the definition in list A with the term
defines in list B;.
List A
7. two-wheeled vehicle that can be driven either
with a motor or pedal
8. large b l d - s p o t areas where mtck drives
c m o t see other vehicles
9. items a motorcyclist wears to p ~ o t e dhead,
eyes, and body
10. truck that has a -p a w e a tractor that pulls a
separate trailer
11. large vehicle used for pleasure md tzavel
12.-type of tractor trailer commonly c d e d an
"eighteen wheeler"

Bg

recreational vehlde
protective equipment
tractor-semitrailer

3. When meeting a truck on a two-lane road,

(a) flash your headlights.
%~=.&
:
z
(b) pull off the road and stop. 2
(c)
move to lane position 3 and drive straight
.
...- -. ahead.
cd) move to lane position 1 and slow down.
<.

Think Critical

7

J

+.

J

Completion Copy the number of each senten$'';
below. After each number, write the word or words
p..s
that complete the sentence correctly.
4. To reduce risk of collision, motorcyclist^/, ,
should increase their
.
5. Users of mopeds have limited speed and

.,,

6. Many collisions involving pedestrians occu
~ o s s w a l k and
s intersections in
.
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Write a paragraph to answer each quedcm.
1. Why is it importailt for drivers of four-wheel
vehicles to use the IPDE Process when encorntering two-wheel vehicles?
2 Discuss ~e hedifferent
wPysin which rain
snow affect pedestrians and motarqdsts;
.. +
:
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Chapter 10

Driving in Rural Areas

10.1

Characteristics of
Rural Traffic
10.2

Using Basic Skills in
Rural Areas

You Are the Driver!
About 82 percent of all miles of roadways

10.3

in the United States are rural roads. Rural

Passing and Being Passed
on Rural Roads

roads can be two-lane or multilane. What
problems might occur along this rural

10.4

road? How does it differ from a city street?

Rural Situations You Might
Encounter

How has the vehicle ahead affected your
line of sight?What lane position would
provide a greater margin of safety and
better view ahead?

10.5
I

Even if you live in an urban area, you

Special Driving Environments

I

will likely drive in rural areas. This chapter
discusses characteristics and problerns,pu

might encounter in rural and other ejwironments. It explains how you can apply the

IPDE Process to deal with various hazards.

I

I

I
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1

10.1

Characteristics nf Rural Traffic

W

. - . .; 3. Iden* traffic
-. ..:
controls and how
' ..=_ they help inform,

ide open spaces and less traffic
are common in rural areas.
After driving for long periods of
time, you might mistakenly assume
that conflicts will not occur.
However, collisions in rural areas
account for nearly twice as many
highway deaths as collisions in
urban areas.
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warn, and regu, late drivers on
rural roads.

7?-:,

Roadways
Rural roads are constructed of many
different types of materials. Some are
paved and others not. Shoulders can
be wide or narrow, paved or gravel.
Road surfaces may be smooth or in
very poor condition.
At night, the lack of adequate
lighting causes difficulty in seeing.
Be alert to potential changes that
could arise. Conditions in rural
areas can change suddenly with
little warnine.

You Are the Driver!
How many traffic hazards
can you identify in this
picture?
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speed
Determining a safe speed is critical
for safe rural driving. Speed affects
your line of sight
your stopping distance
your vehicle control
the amount of damage and
injury in the event of a collision
Many rural roads have a speed
limit of 55 mph. Some states allow
speeds greater than 55 mph. Where
conditions require, lower speeds are
posted.
There is a difference between safe
speeds and posted speeds. Posted
speeds are the maximum speeds
allowed under ideal conditions.
When conditions are not ideal, safe
speeds should be used. These are
slower speeds. Factors that affect safe
speed selection include other highway users, inclement weather, hills,
curves, intersections and very nar-

I

Ide Hazards

Consider the existing conditions in
selecting a safe speed. Rural roads,
especially older, narrow, and less
traveled ones, present hazards.
Shoulders may be uneven
with the edge of the roadway,
soft, or narrow. Danger may
be only a few feet away.
Bridges, guardrails, bushes or
trees may be near the road's
edge. Sign posts may only be
a few feet away from the actual
7
roadway. A steep slope might run
from the shoulder down to a
drainage ditch.
Entrances to businesses, homes,
or fields are always points of possible
conflict. Be alert for these areas.
Drivers ahead of you could decide at
the last moment to turn right or left.
Trees, shrubs, or piles of plowed
or drifted snow create line-of-sight
restrictions. Drivers trying to enter
the roadway may not be able to adequately see traffic. They may turn out
into, or across, your path of travel.

I*

Be prepared to stop as you near the crest
of the hill.

row roads or lanes. Always use your
common sense and never drive faster
than conditions permit.

M c C-%Is
Traffic con~rols-signs, signals, and
markings--direct, regulate, inform,
and warn drivers. Traffic controls
provide advance information and
warning of
hazards that you cannot yet
identify
major intersections ahead
unusual or hazardous conditions
(curves, animal crossings)
traffic channeled into reduced
space
Many warning signs use graphics
to warn of a hazardous condition
ahead. Note the sign shown above.
The hill blocks your line of sight and
view of the hazard.
Traffic controls can be complex,
especially at intersections where
rural highways cross. Identify them
early and know their meanings sa
you can avoid conflicts.

I

1. What roadway conditions
are common to rural
driving? , ,
2. What f p r s need to be
considered in selecting a
safe speed?
3. What advance information

Federal law no
longer mandates
maximum speed limk
B you think them shou
m a maximum nationa
speed Ilmit'?Why or

I

.-
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10.2

Using Basic Skills in Rural Areas
epsmingly quiet rural traffic
ene can change quickly with
little or no warning. Risk is present
whenever and wherever you drive,
but you can manage the level of risk
by applying the IPDE Process.
I

1. ~xpfainhow the

IPDE Process
should be used
in rural driving.
2. Know the steps
to safely handle
a curve.
'

..
.. . l
Yn

'

.

;$ incremed follow-

;. ,

-

2 Explain how to

I

..

ing distance.

-,J*

;

enter a multilane

.

-

'-18nlral highway.
.. .

1

Apptylng the IPDE Process
Rural driving typically involves driving at higher speeds. The faster you
drive, the greater your chance of
having a severe collision. You have
less time to identify and respond to a
situation or hazard. You may be
forced to make an emergency
response. Sudden responses at higher
speeds increase the risk of losing
control of your vehicle.
While traveling on rural roads,
there are many ways your zones can
become closed. To best apply the

Where on this road might conflicts occur?
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IPDE Process, you must manage
your speed control. The slower your
speed, the more time you have to
solve problems. One or two additional seconds can make a great difference in your ability to successfully
apply the IPDE Process and manage
space. Apply the IPDE Process whenever you drive.
Maintaining vehicle control at
higher speeds is more difficult than
at lower speeds. It takes longer to
stop. Excessive braking or steering
can result in a skid and loss of
vehicle control.
Drive at a speed where you know
you will be able to brake and steer
your vehicle without losing control.
Assess road conditions and the
amount of traction available. Adjust
your speed to conditions. Always

What do the signs indicate about the curve ahead?

drive at a speed that allows you to
stop or swerve to avoid a collision.

Visual Search Pattern
Remember the orderly visual search
pattern described in Chapter 4?
Apply those same techniques in rural
areas. In your 12-15 second search
range look for clues of hazards that
have the potential of closing your
front zone. Higher rural speeds
extend the actual distance covered by
your 12-15 second search area compared to lower speeds.
Strive to maintain a 12-15 second visual lead. This is the distance
your vehicle will travel in the next 12
to 15 seconds. The higher the speed,
the greater that distance will be.
Maintaining a 12-1 5 second visual
lead will help you to identify hazards
early. It also gives you time to predict
and execute an appropriate response.

Drlving ON Wo-lane Roads
Knowing about some common, but
important, characteristics of rural
roads will help you handle them
safely. Some of these characteristics
include curves, warning and advisory
signs, hills, and intersections.
Curves Rural roads typically have
many curves. Collisions occur at
curves because speed on the
approach is too great. Before
approaching a curve, you likely will
notice a yellow warning sign that
warns of a potential hazard (a curve)
ahead. Warning signs are usually
placed anywhere from 250 to 700 .
feet before the actual hazard. A
warning sign for a curve has a
curved black arrow on it. The sharper the curve of the arrow, the sharper
the roadway curve ahead.
Curve warning signs often have
advisory speed signs posted below

Driving and using

a cellular phone or
reading a map can
be dangerous. Get
out of traffic, stop,
and then make the
call or read the map.
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8. Once you are beyond the midpoint of the curve, begin to
accelerate gently if conditions
permit.
9. Evaluate your new target area
and search for zone changes.

Hills Unless they have very steep
slopes, hills are usually not marked.
Hills restrict your line of sight. Slow
as you approach the crest of the hill.
Take lane position 1 as you crest the
hill. Look for oncoming traffic and
an escape path to the right.
What type of restriction do the shrubs create? Are there any other hazards?

them on the sign post. These indicate suggested travel speeds when
conditions are ideal. Follow the recommended speeds, and whenxonditions are not ideal, use a slower
speed. Natural forces work to push
you to the outside of the curve when
you travel at higher speeds.
When you approach a curve, follow these steps:
1. See the curve in your target area.
2. Check your rear zone.
3. Check your left-front zone for
oncoming traffic.
4. Check your right-front zone to
determine if it is open or closed
to your line of sight and path of
I
travel.
5. Stay in lane position 1.
6. If the curve is sharp, lightly apply
your brakes before you turn the
steering wheel.
7. As you get closer to the curve,
look in the direction the road
curves. See if your path of travel
is going to be open.
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Intersections In Chapter 7 you
learned about how to handle intersections. Follow the same procedures
for rural intersections.
Rural intersections can vary a
great deal. Some intersections may
have traffic lights; others may just
have STOP signs. Early identification
of traffic controls will help you predict potential conflicts.
A typical rural intersection is one
where a side road crosses a main
road. The side road will usually have
the STOP sign. Tall crops, trees, or
shrubs create line-of-sight restrictions that can block the vision of
drivers at the edge of, or across from,
an intersection.
Treat driveways like intersections.
Look well in advance for clues of
driveways, such as:
loose gravel projecting into the
main road
electrical, phone, and other utility lines crossing the road
reflectors marking a driveway
mailboxes, typically located at the
edge of, or across fkom, a driveway

Following M c
Establishing and maintaining at least
a 3-second following distance is very
important in rural areas. At high
speeds, a hazard can quickly develop
into a conflict. A 3-second following
distance provides you space and time
to prevent conflicts under normal
conditions.
In special situations, you should
increase your following distance
to four seconds or more. A longer
following distance gives you more
control when you are
being tailgated
driving on a steep downhill slope
following a motorcycle
following a snowplow
pulling a loaded trailer
following a large vehicle (truck,
motorhome, or bus)
driving on wet or icy roads
Keeping at least three seconds
gives you an open front zone. This
helps to give you control over the
actions of other drivers. When other

drivers do dangerous things, it is less
likely to affect you if you are following
at a distance of three seconds or more.

Drivlng on MuMlane Roads
Many rural roads have four or more
lanes of traffic. Posted speed limits
usually are higher on two-lane rural
roads. Unlike interstate highways,
multilane roads may have intersections rather than exit and entrance
ramps. Some intersections may have
a two-lane road crossing a large fourlane road; others may involve two
major multilane roads that cross.

Multilane Roadways with Center
Lines Some multilane roadways
may only have a yellow line (dashed
or solid) separating high-speed traffic moving in opposite directions.
Drivers should never cross a solid
yellow line or double yellow lines
except to make a left turn or clear an
obstacle blocking their lane. Whenever you cross a yellow line, you are
responsible to do so safely.

u Am the Driver!
car. Is your following
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Divided Roadways Divided roads
always have lanes of traffic moving
in opposite directions separated in
some way. The division may be simply a guardrail or a median. A median is an area of ground separating
traffic that moves in opposite directions. A median can be a few inches
to several feet wide, as seen here.
If you need to cross a multilane
highway, cross each half of the multilane road as though it were a one-way
street. If a large enough crossover
area exists, move into it after you
cross the fist lanes of traffic. Stop,
look for a large enough gap. You will
be turning into the fastest lane of
traffic, so you may need to look for
a gap of six seconds or greater.
Lane Choice Whenever possible,
drive in the right lane on a multilane
highway, unless signs indicate otherwise. The left lane is usually for passing or preparing to turn left.
Turning at Interseaion When
leaving a multilane roadway, turn
right from the right lane. When

n

making a left turn, turn from the lane
nearest the center line or median strip.
Some intersections may have special turn lanes for right and left turns.
To turn, check your rearview mirrors
for any possible conflicts in your rear
zone. Signal your intention to turn at
least five seconds before the actual
turn because speeds are much higher
on rural multilane roads.
Signaling well in advance gives
traffic behind a chance to adjust
speed and position to avoid any conflicts. If turning left, keep your wheels
straight until you start your turn. If
you are hit from behind, you will not
be pushed into oncoming traffic.
If you see a vehicle approaching
at a high speed from behind, forget
your turn, accelerate quickly, and
proceed straight ahead across the
intersection to avoid being hit from
behind. To do this safely, you must
be aware of the conditions in the
intersection.
E n t e h g a Multilme Road Follow
these procedures if you are on a side

Inedibl drip safely separates high-speed traffic that moves in opposite directions.
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To make a left turn from a slae roaa onto a mumlane ngnway, a mearan strip provides a
safe place to wait for a gap.

road and wish to enter a multilane
roadway:
To turn right, check to the left and
right of where your target area is
located. Make sure the left, fiont
and right zones will be open.
Enter the nearest right lane as you
turn.Steer toward your target and
accelerate quickly to the prevailing speed. Change lanes only after
you dear the intersection and
reach the prevailing speed.
Left turns require larger gaps
than right turns. First, cross the
lanes on your side of the roadway. Choose a time when no traffic is approaching in the lane just
across from the center line. Then
turn into the nearest lane.
Accelerate more quickly to the
prevailing speed than you would
for a right turn.
Entering the roadway fiom a
driveway presents problems similar
to entering from a side road. Oncoming drivers may not see you due

to a line-of-sight restriction. Though
drivers on multilane roadways may
have advance warning signs of intersections ahead, there rarely are such
signs for driveways.

I

8.W

1. How should you apply the
IPDE Process when drhbg
on rural roads?
2. What steps should you take
to safely handle a curve?
3. List five situations that
require more thaq a
. 3-second following distance.
,'4.What is ,!he procedwe for
entering a rnultilarii'iural
highway?

1

I

.
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I Passing and Being Passed on Rural Roads
List the checks
to make before
,assine anothe

I

p d n g on a twolane rural road

P

assing on a two-lane road carries
a higher level of risk than passing
an a multilane road. When you pass
on a two-lane rural road, you will be
in the same lane as oncoming traffic
for a short period of t h e . Use parts
of the IPDE Process to help lower
your risk when passing.

Passlng
Passing another vehicle is really a
three-stage procedure. You decide to
pass, prepare to pass, and execute the
maneuver.

Deciding to Pass
Before you pass a vehicle, assess
your situation. Ask yourself these
questions:
Is it worth it to pass?
Is it legal to pass?
Is it safe to pass?
Consider passing only if you can
answer "yesn to all of these questions.
The major responsibility for passing
safely beIongs to the driver who is
passing.

Pnaparing to Pgss

Take these actions when preparing
ARhu(lh same atat~ U Q Ww d n g drivers to
exeaed the speed limk

Hhaarterbpmswhhin
tha postad spssd Ihk

to pass:
#
When you h d your frolit zone
closing to less 'than three' seconds,
identlfjr the reasons. Is the vehicle
ahead going slower than the
posted speed limit? Is it likely to
be making a turn? If so, hold
back and eliminate passing. If
conditions indicate you should
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pass, continue the steps in
preparing to pass.
Check roadway markings and
signs ahead. Make certain that
passing is legal.
Look ahead to your target area. Is
your line of sight adequate?You
may have to move to lane position 2 to get the best view ahead.
Is it safe to pass?
Check the roadway conditions. If
traction is limited, you probably
should not pass. If you must pass
under poor conditions, you will
need to accelerate gently and
gradually while passing.
Check the roadway shoulders
and sides ahead that might cause
the vehicle you are passing to
swerve t o the left.
Check your rearview mirrors for
any potential conflicts to your
rear zone. If a vehicle is rapidly
closing in behind you, delay
your pass.
Glance quickly over your left
shoulder. Make sure there are no
vehicles in your blind spot.
Check the oncoming traffic lane
again. Make sure no vehicles are
approaching and there is enough
space for you to pass safely. Any
approaching vehicles must be at
least 20-30 seconds away. You
will need 10-15 seconds to complete the pass. If in doubt, do
not pass.
Check ahead for driveways and
side roads. Make sure no traffic
wiU be entering the roadway.

L
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It is a good idea to make sure that
you have at least 30 seconds of clear
space when passing a large truck.

No-Passing Situations
No-passing situations are marked by
solid yellow lines, as shown in the
pictures. Signs can also mark no passing zones. Rectangular white signs on
the right side of the road will indicate
DO ~ r PASS;
n yellow pennant-shaped
signs are on the left side of the road
and indicate NO PASSING ZONE. Passing
is illegal and unsafe when
your line of sight is restricted
space is narrow, and your front
zones are closed
cross-traffic is present, even if no
warning signs or lines are present
How do these conditions apply
to the following situations?

The solid yellow line means that drivers in the right lane must not pass. They
would be unable to see vehicles coming over the hill.

I

No Passing on Roads Going Uphill
Passing is not allowed within 700 to
1,000 feet before the top of a hill.
Notice that the driver of the yellow
car in the top picture has too great a
restricted line of sight to pass safely.
No Passing at Intersections Passing
is illegal within 100 feet of an intersection. Slow down when approaching an intersettion.

I

Passing at or near an intersection is dangerous. A driver turning from the
crossroad might enter your lane.
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Other No-Passing Situations
There are other situations where
passing is prohibited or should not
be attempted. Examples include:
Within 100 feet before a railroad
crossing.

On a two-lane bridge or underPass.
On curves, where your line of
sight is so restricted you can not
see around the curve.
When the vehicle ahead is traveling at or near the speed limit.
Remember, most passing should
not require a driver to exceed the
posted speed limit.
When your line of sight is
limited by fog, snow, or rain.
When several vehicles are ahead
of you, pass only one vehicle at
a time.
When you cannot complete a
pass before the start of a no passing zone
time oncoming traffic is too
close.
When you will be stopping or
turning soon.

Passing on Muffllane Roads
You need to be cautious on a multilane highway with only a center line
to separate traffic. Check all lanes
going in your direction before you
pass on a multilane roadway. Make
sure that no one wiU move into your
front zones taking away your path of
travel. The vehicle you intend to pass
should be going several miles per
hour slower than you.
Generally, all passing should be
done in the left lane. Passing on the
right is often illegal. Sometimes, it
becomes necessary to use the right
lane to pass a vehicle. eme ember the
procedures for passing and follow
them every time you pass.

I
I

--

Do not pass on bridges and near underpasses, since they might not have
shoulders to provide escape areas.

I

Passing is illegal in both lanes around this curve.
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Glance regularly into your mirror to see if a car is about to pass you.

Wng h#sd
If you are the passing driver, you
have the majority of the responsibility for passing safely. However, you
also have responsibilities when being
passed.
You must be aware that another
vehicle is passing, even when the driver of the vehicle fails to properly
warn you. Check your mirrors often
to identify vehicles approaching
from the rear.
When another vehicle passes, it
may help to move to lane position 3.
By doing so, you provide an extra
space cushion and provide the passing- driver with a better view ahead.
If the passing driver is hqving
a difficult time btying to pads, slow
down to help that driver. Intentionally speeding up while being passed
is illegal. Only speed up when the
driver has decided not to pass and
drops back. This will quickly open
a space behind you.
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Rural Situations You Might Encounter
rural areas you may encounter
ehicles, animals, and situations
that you do not encounter on city
streets. Apply the same driving
techniques in rural areas as you
would in urban areas. For example,
in a rural area you would respond
to a tractor pulling a plow the same
way you would a large truck or bus
in the city. Applying the IPDE
Process whenever you drive will
maximize your ability to more
easily recognize conflicts and solve
problems.

moving vehicles have an orange and
red triangular sign like the one in
the picture.
When driving at a higher speed,
you will rapidly close in on a slowmoving vehicle. If you find yourself
closing to less than three seconds, be
aware that you may have a problem.
Slow down and prepare to pass wher
it is safe to do so. Stay far enough
behind and in a lane position that
gives you the ability to check for
oncoming traffic.

Slow-Movlng Vehlcles

Animals can be a problem on rural
roads. They can easily become
frightened and dart out into your
path. Each year millions of dollars
in property damage occur when
animals and motor vehicles collide.
Hitting a large animal can result
in damage to your vehicle, and serious injury or death to you, your
passengers, and the animal. In areas
where large wild animals are common, reduce your speed and search

I

a

Objectives
w l & b 4 ,,:

to pass a slowmoving whidt.
2. Explain the steps
. ' to take to deal with
'
animals on or
along the roadway.
3. Explain how you
can allow hazards
to separate when
meeting traffic.

Animals
A slow-moving vehicle is one that
is unable to travel at highway speed.
Most tractors and other large farm
machinery can only travel at lower
speeds. They are not designed, nor
intended, as means for personal
transportation.
Identify slow-moving vehicles as
early as possible. The sooner you do,
the more time you have to respond.
Apply the IPDE Process. Most slow-

I
_
The vehicle has closed your front zone. Is it safe to pass in this situation?
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You Are the Driver!
How should you handle
this situation?
*.

-

a much wider area than usual. If you
see one animal, anticipate the presence of more.
You may see warning signs where
large animals are common. If you see
an-animal warning sign, let it serve
as a clue, and do the following:
Evaluate your left- and rightfront zones for line-of-sight
restrictions from which animals
could enter.
Check your rear zone to determine if you will be able to slow
or stop quickly.
Check your left-front zone to
see if it will be open for an
escape path.
If you happen to observe one or
more animals crossing the road, stop
well in advance. Be patient and wait
until it is clear to proceed. Do not
get out andsttempt to huiry
any stragglers across the
road. You are much safer
in your vehicle.
When a smaller animal suddenly appears in your front zone,
you may be tempted to brake hard or
swerve. Follow the same procedures

L
L
L
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as above. Be careful not to risk a
more serious collision by trying to
avoid the animal.

r'

Bting C oming M c

~leetingtramc on two-way roads
can be dangerous. Very little space
separates you from oncoming traffic.
With traffic moving at higher speeds,
a head-on collision can cause serious
damage, injury, or death.
If you identify an oncoming
vehicle, check your right-front zone
for an alternate path of travel and
for line-of-sight restrictions. Try
to adjust your timing to have the
oncoming vehicle approach you
when you have the least problem
in your right-front zone.
Use these guidelines for selecting
a place to meet oncoming traffic.
Separate the hazards in or next to
your path of travel. Adjust your
speed to deal with only one hazard at a time. In most situations
slowing down is your best action.
Imagine the hazard is a narrow
bridge as in the picture. You
judge that you might meet the

approaching vehicle just about
the time you approach the hazard. By slowing down and letting
the approaching vehicle clear
the hazard first, you separate
the hazards.
Meet where the most space is
available. When you must meet
oncoming traffic, try to select
a location where you have an
open right-front zone to move
into if you need to swerve to
avoid conflict.
If you are meeting a line of vehicles, slow down and move into
lane position 3 to provide a little
more space between you and the
approaching vehicles.
Oncoming drivers may cross into
your lane on rural roads for several
reasons. Examples include:
a blowout, hitting or swerving to
avoid a pothole or other debris
on the road
an unexpected loss of traction
due to ice, snow, rain, or mud
a distraction

nujust your speed and position to allow the

an impairment due to alcohol,
other drugs, or medications
an impairment due to illness
or fatigue
a vehicle failure

Meeting Slow-Moving Vehicles
When you see a slow-moving vehicle
or stopped vehicle in your left-front
zone, check to the rear of the vehicle
for a passing vehicle. The passing

hazards to separate.
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Not all railroad crossings have lights and gates.

driver may not see you. If you are
applying the IPDE Process, you will
check your right-front zone and
move into lane position 3, or onto
the road shoulder if necessary.
Always know where you have an
open zone into which you can move.
If you do not have an open zone,
brake enough to create space for
yourself or the passing driver.

Meeting at Night
Be alert when driving at night. You
need to be aware of vehicles in the
distance. Keep your windshield clean.
At night, headlights shining over
the crest of a hill can warn you of
an approaching vehicle. If you have
your high beams on, switch them
to low beam anytime you are within
500 feet of an approaching vehicle.
Do not look directly into t h i headlights of the approaching vehicle;
you could be temporarily blinded,
especially if their headlights are on
high beam. Glance instead to the
right edge of the road. There is often
a white line to help you maintain
position in your lane.
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Railroad Crossings
Many railroad crossings do not
have complete controls (flashing
lights and gates). In rural areas,
trains travel at high speeds. Be alert
for railroad-crossingwarning signs.
Slow and check left and right before
crossing. Never cross a railroad
crossing until you know it is absolutely safe to do so. Remember,
when a vehicle and a train collide,
the train always wins.

Review It

.Identify the steps in safely
passing a slow-moving
vehicle.
2. List the steps to take to deal
with animals on or along
the roadway.
3. Explain two examples of
how you can allow hazards
to separate when meeting
traffic.

Special Driving Environments
riving through mountains and
Driving Up a Mountatn
- )deserts can challenge your
Accelerate steadily when driving
patience, energy, and skills. Make
uphill to maintain speed because
certain your vehicle is in good work- gravity is pulling your vehicle downing condition. Adhere to the speed
hill. If the slope is steep, you might
limits and warning signs. Particularly need to downshift to a lower gear.
be aware of your vehicle's gauges
An automatic transmission vehicle
while driving.
will downshift by itself. On extremely steep inclines, when extra power is
Mountain Driving
needed, you may need to manually
shift an automatic transmission
Mountain driving presents more
problems and special situations than vehicle into a lower gear (LOW 1
driving in flatter areas. The effects
or LOW 2).
of gravity are constantly at work.
When you can't see around a
Gravity will make your vehicle go
curve, reduce your speed, move into
faster when going downhill, and slow lane position 1, and tap your horn.
your vehicle when going uphill.
Evaluate your path of travel through
Mountain roads often zigzag
the curve. An oncoming vehicle
across a mountain with a series of
could cross into your lane because
it has built up too much downhill
sharp turns called switchbacks. A
speed before the curve. Driving too
switchback bends sharply in the
opposite direction. In the picture, the fast is a leading cause of collisions
sign warns that a switchback is ahead. in the mountains.

Objectives
1. Describe special
safety precautions
for mountain
driving.
2. Describe specid
safety precautions
for desert driving.

At the switchback this road reverses direction.
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Loaded trucks, recreational vehicles (RVs), and vehicles pulling trailers
move more slowly up mountain
roads. Follow these vehicles at their
speeds and maintain at least a
4-second following distance. Some
mountain roads have locations called
pull-out areas where an additional
right lane is provided for slowermoving vehicles. When slower-moving
vehicles move into such areas, it allows
faster-moving vehicles an opportunity
to safely pass and proceed.

Driving Down a Mountain
Unless you do something to resist it,
gravity will pull your vehicle faster
and faster downhill. Downshift
before you start traveling downhill,
regardless of the type of transmission in your vehicle. Never coast
downhill in NEUTRAL, while depressing the clutch, or in OVERDRIVE
because the vehicle will speed up and
you might lose control.

Viewpoints provide a place for slower vehicles to move out of traffic so faster
traffic can proceed.
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Adjust your speed with an occasional use of the brakes. Do not ride
your brakes, because doing so can
overheat them and make them fade.
If you are braking often, shift to a
lower gear; your transmission can
help slow you down and can reduce
the need to brake as much. Finally,
keep your speed low enough to maintain control and stay in your lane.
Large vehicles can experience
serious brake problems going downhill, especially on long steep downgrades. Some mountain roadways
have runaway vehicle ramps, as the
picture on the next page shows.
Runaway ramps provide a place for
vehicles, especially large trucks, to
safely get out of traffic and stop when
their brakes are no longer effective.

Weather in the Mountains
Fog, snow, and ice can make mountain driving even more difficult.
Some mountain roads become
blocked with excessive snow.
Weather conditions can suddenly
change in the mountains. If weather
conditions are poor, call the highway department or state police hotline. Tune your radio to frequencies
that update travelers on weather
and road conditions. These frequencies are often identified on
blue driver-service signs along
the side
road.
Effects of Altitude on Drivers
High altitudes can affect the driver,
causing shortness of breath, faster
heartbeat, and headache. Lower
amounts of oxygen at higher altitudes can reduce concentration and

cause drowsiness. Effects can be
worse for tired drivers. Do not drive
if you feel these effects or are tired.
Effects of Amtude on Vehicles
The thin mountain air can affect
your vehicle's engine. Climbing
power is reduced. Acceleration can
become sluggish. The temperature
of the water in your radiator may
increase significantly and could
cause overheating. If your air conditioner is on, turn it off.
Check your gauges and warning
lights often. If the temperature light
comes on, safely pull over and stop
to let the engine cool. Turning on
your heater may help circulate some
of the heat built up in the engine.
Engines can get extremely hot
when driving in mountains. When
you shut off your engine, vapor lock
occurs. The engine will not start
because the fuel cannot be pumped
in a gaseous state. Allow the engine
to cool. Then try restarting it.
If you do a lot of mountain driving, have your vehicle serviced regularly for maximum performance.

Desert Driving
Deserts are often hotter and larger
that most drivers realize. Desert
driving is hard on the driver,
the car, and the roadway. Always
prepare yourself and your vehicle
in advance.

Effects of Heat on Drivers
Intense daytime heat can cause great
stress on you when driving long distances. The sameness of the scenery
can lull you into a false sense of

..;.

the Drlverl
How would this
ramp help .
a
vehicle?

security. The glare from the intense
sun can reduce your vision.
To help reduce the effects of hot
desert driving, you should
wear good quality sunglasses to
help reducethe effectsbf sun glare
plan more frequent stops and
change drivers often
carry an ample supply of water

Effects of Heat on Vehicles
Extensive desert driving requires
more frequent vehicle service.
Battery fluids should be checked
daily if the battery is not selfcontained. Radiator fluids should
be checked at every fuel stop.
CAUTION: Never remove a
radiator cap F;om a hot radiator.
The steam an'd hot fluid could burn
you. Check the fluid level in your
radiator recovery tank. If you must
check the level in the radiator, wait
until your engine cools.
Check tire pressure regularly.
Tire pressure will increase as you
drive: Do not reduce the tire ires-

,
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Visibility can be very limited in a sand storm.
sure below the lowest recommended
pressure. A tire with low air pressure
will run hotter, which could result in
tire failure.

Do not drive over
water-covered mads
or streams in the
deseh The water may
be deeper and running
mom swift& than you
think.

The Desert Roadway
Well-designed highways with.gentle
curves invite higher speeds. Be careful of the sandy roadside shoulders,
because your wheels could sink
quickly into the sand if it is not firm
and compacted. If you need to pull
over, make sure the location you
select is firm and out of traffic.
Sandstorms and Dust Storms
Windy conditions in deserts often
create visibility problems. Avoid
driving in sandstorms or dust
storms. If you encounter such a
storm, slow immediately and find
a safe place to pull over. Turn off
your headlights and turn on your
hazard flashers. Wait in your vehicle
until the storm passes.
If you must drive, go slowly. Use
your low-beam headlights to help
see and be seen. As soon as possible
after the storm, have your oil, and
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oil and air filters changed. Dirt particles from the storm that remain
in your fuel injection system and
engine oil can cause excessive engine
wear and damage.

Flash Floods
A flash flood is a sudden unexpected
rush of water from heavy rain. A
flash flood can develop quickly and
unexpectedly. This condition is especially dangerous in the desert because
the ground washes away easily. If you
encounter a flash flood, seek higher
ground immediately and wait for
the water to recede. Stay away from
creeks or natural drainage areas.

1. Wliat bfety precautions
a should you take for driving
E d in mountains?
2. What sde$ pretautions
should yon take for desert
driving?
a
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Review
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1 , : Reviewing Chapter Objectives
1. Characteristics of Rural lkaffic

b

'

1. What are rural roadways like? (196)
.
2.
What factors should you consider when select<.>-7

.

ing a safe speed? (196)
3. How do traffic controls inform, warn, and
regulate drivers on rural roads? (196-197)

1

r

2. Using Basic Skills in Rural Areas

.

4. How should you use the IPDE Process in rural

4,

driving? (198)
5. What steps should you take to safely handle
.
a curve? (200)
What are some rural situations that require
increased following distance? (201)
7. How do you enter a multilane rural highway?
(203)

:.

.

3. Passing and Being Passed on Rural Roads
8. What checks do you make before passing

another vehicle? (204)
9. What steps should you take when passing on a

two-lane rural road? (205-206)
10. In what situations should you never attempt
passing? (206-207)

:
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4. Rural Situations You Might Encounter

,

Individuals
Investigate Research to find out which states
have a 55 mph speed limit and which do not.
Also examine the number of traffic fatalities that
occur each year in each state. Is there a correlation
between speed limit and number of fatalities?
Use Technology Use the Internet to find out
current conditions on mountain roads (either
in your state or another state). Discuss with the
class what precautions you would take if you
were driving in those conditions.

Groups
Debate Divide your group into two and debate
the issue of mandatory speed limits. One side
should argue for keeping a 55 mph speed limit;
the other side should argue for allowing speeds
greater than 55 mph.
Demonstrate Make a group poster that
illustrates the hazards or other situations you
might encounter while driving on a rural road.
Present the poster to your class. Group members
should take turns explaining what each illustration
means and what to do if the hazard or situation is
encountered while driving.

11. How do you pass a slow-moving vehicle? (209)
12. What steps should you take to deal with

animals on or along the roadway? (209-210)
,13. How can you allow hazards to separate when
'
meeting traffic? (210)
r..
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5. Special Driving Environments
14. What special safety precautions should you

take for mountain driving? (213-214)
15. What special safety precautions should you
take for desert driving? (215-2 16)
Chapter
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Review
Chapter Test
Check Your Knowledge

Review Vocabulary

Multiple Choice Copy the number of each
sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the
letter that best completes the sentence or answers
the question.
1. Posted speed signs indicate
(a) the safest speeds possible in any conditions.
(b) minimum speeds under ideal conditions.
(c) maximum speeds under ideal conditions.
(d) suggested speeds that legally may be exceeded.
2. Which of the following provides advance
information and warning about approaching
driving situations?
(b) road shoulder conditions
(a) roadways
(c) posted speeds (d) traffic controls
3. What effect does increased speed have on the
time available to complete the IPDE Process?
(a) increases time available
(b) decreases time available
(c) varies with number of hazards present
(d) no effect
4. Solid yellow lines indicate
(a) no passing situations.
(b) conditions are favorable for passing.
(c) you must pass with caution.
(d) hazards in the roadway.

Copy the number of each definition in List A.
Match the definition in List A with the term it
defines in List B.

Completion Copy the number of each sentence
below. After each number, write the word or words
that complete the sentence correctly.
5. -roadways have separated lanes of traffic
moving in opposite directions.
6. The force that makes your vehicle go slower
.
when driving uphill is called
7. A
is a sudden unexpected rush of water
from heavy rain.
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List A
8. place on mountain roads for vehicles to safely
get out of traffic when their brakes are not
effective
9. sign posts on a curve with suggested speeds for
ideal conditions
10. additional right lane on mountain roads for
slower moving vehicles
11. area of ground separating traffic moving in
opposite directions
12..vehicle unable to travel at highway speed
13. turns that bend sharply in the opposite
direction
List B
a. pull-out area
d. switchbacks
b. slow-moving
e. runaway vehicle ramp
vehicle
f. median
c. advisory speed signs

Think Critically
Write a paragraph to answer each question.
1. Why do you think that rural collisions account
for a majority of highway deaths?
1.What types of anirqals might you expect to see
in areas with animal-whrning signs?What
should you do if you pass an animal-warning
sign while you are driving?

Review

1. What hazards do you see? Which zones are open? How
would you respond to avoid the hazards?

r~-?-,4,, . ;I
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2. You are driving the yellow car, and a car is attempting to
- p a s you. What should you do to help the passing driver?

d

. do you identify and
:-

you identify3What should yo

